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ABSTRACT 

This dissertation addresses three fundamental problems with the network soft

ware as it is currently designed and implemented: the poor performance of high 

modular (or layered) protocols, network software's inability to keep up with the 

rapid changes in the networking technology and applications demands, and the 

inordinate amount of time it takes to produce new network protocols. These 

problems are solved through the use of a new platform for the implementation 

and execution of network protocols, a new methodology for the design of network 

protocols and a new network architecture a new network architecture. 

Avoca is the result of taking a coordinated approach to network software 

design, implementation, and standardization and consists of three parts: the Av

oca platform, the Avoca methodology and the Avoca Network Architecture. The 

Avoca platform is a small operating systems kernel designed from scratch to 

implement network protocols efficiently. The Avoca methodology (or Meta

Protocol) is set of rules governing the design and implementation of network 

protocols implemented on the Avoca platform. The Avoca Network Architec

ture is a novel architecture explicitly designed to support the rapidly changing 

networking environment. 

Using Avoca highly layered network software can be implemented efficiently. 

Avoca proves that modularity is not inherently slow. Avoca supports the encapsu

lation, underspecification, composition and reuse of protocols will demonstrated. 

Avoca shows that network software is amenable to the use of software engineer

ing teChniques to improve the protocol implementation process. Finally, Avoca 

demonstrates that a network architecture flexible enough to support a rapidly 

changing networking environment is possible. 

lr 

14 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

The advance of computer networking technology has led to a rapid and fundamental 

change in the design of computing systems. In the early 1980's, most computers were 

stand-alone; networks were of peripheral interest. Operating systems were primarily 

a tool for timesharing, and networks were used to support such non-critical functions 

as remote login, electronic mail and file transfer. In the current computational envi

ronment, distribution plays a central role. Computers are no longer self contained; 

they are now connected by a wide variety of high-perfonnance networks. Operating 

systems are distributed and lise networks to implement such critical features as shared 

file systems and demand paging. These changes have lead to the rise of the distributed 

system-a unified computer system whose components reside on many machines. 

Network software is at the heart of any distributed system and therefore most 

modern computer systems. It manages the communication hardware that connects the 

system's processors, and it defines abstractions through which applications running 

on those processors exchange messages. Network software is extremely complex: it 

must hide the details of the underlying hardware, recover from transmission failures, 

ensure that messages are delivered to the application processes in the appropriate order, 

and manage the encoding and decoding of data. The reliability and perfonnance of 

any distributed application is heavily dependent upon the network software used to 

implement that application. 

This dissertation addresses the fundamental problem of how to build efficient net

work software to support the new distributed computing environment. It shows how 
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software support for distributed environments can be improved to match both the ca

pabilities of the underlying hardware and the needs of modem distributed applications. 

1.1 Network Architectures 

Network software is all system software that explicitly addresses the communication 

of data and synchronization information with other machines connected by network 

hardware. Network software is structurally organized into a network architecture 

to simplify its design and implementation. Example architectures include the ISO 

network architecture [ISO 88], the TCP/IP network architecture [Clark 88, Postel 8Ia, 

Postel 8Ib], the Digital network architecture [Wecker 80], and IBM's System Network 

Architecture [Meijer 87]. This section introduces the terminology associated with 

network architectures and presents three example architectures. 

1.1.1 Terminology 

A network architecture consists of a hierarchical arrangement of layers. Each layer 

communicates directly with the layers above it and below it through a well-defined 

vertical interface. Each layer communicates indirectly with its peers-other instances 

of that layer running on different machines-using a well defined horizontal interface. 

The horizontal interface, commonly called a protocol, is the abstract specification of 

information exchanged between peers. A protocol typically consists of a definition of 

the data structures exchanged between peers, along with any restrictions on the order 

of exchange. Figure 1.1 depicts the relationships among various parts of a hierarchical 

network architecture. 

Peer-to-peer communication is virtual (except on the physical layer) and is simu

lated using vertical communications. The message is the unit of interchange between 

layers, and is treated as an undifferentiated string of bytes. When a protocol sends a 

message to its peer, the data structure defined by the protocol-called a header-is 

attached to the beginning of a message and that message is passed vertically to the 

layer below. That layer is then responsible for transferring the message to its peer on 
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protocol n+ 1 

layer n+ lIn interface 

layer n 
protocol n 

layer n 

layer n/n-1 interface 

protocol n-l 

'--_la_y_!_r_1_---I400I.---p-ro-to-c-O-I-1--t.~I_la_y_e_!_1_---1 
Figure 1.1: Hierarchical Layering 

the other machine. Thus, each message transmitted on the physical network usually 

consists of a fixed size block of data-information uninterpreted by any layer-and 

a collection of headers. The peer on the receiving machine may access a header in a 

message if and only if that header was affixed to the message by the sending peer. 

The preceding description of a network architecture is, however, overly simplistic. 

Many network architectures support mUltiple protocols in the same layerl. In this 

more complex model each protocol is said to reside at a specific layer. A network 

architecture is therefore more accurately defined as a set of protocols connected in a 

protocol graph. The edges of the protocol graph define the is-used-by relation among 

the set of protocols. If protocol D is used by protocol A, the protocol graph contains 

1 Both the abstract specification and the implementation are commonly called protocols. Where 
necessary to distinguish between the two meanings, the term protocol specification is used LO indicate 
the abstract specification, and the term protocol module is used to indicate the implementation of a 
protocol speCification. 
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----------------------------------, I I 
I I I protocol A protocol B I 

I 
I layer n I L_______ _ _______ J 

1------------ -------------, 
I I 
I layer D I 
I I 
I layer n-l I L _________________________________ J 

Figure 1.2: Protocol Demultiplexing 

a directed edge from A to D. While arbitrary protocol graphs are possible, trees and 

directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) are typical. 

In any graph that supports more than one protocol per layer, protocols must support 

the multiplexing and demultiplexing of messages. When a protocol wishes to pass a 

message down one layer, it may have to multiplex over multiple lower level protocols. 

Likewise, when a protocol wants to pass a message up one layer, it may have to 

demultiplex the message to multiple higher level protocols. Figure 1.2 illustrates a 

protocol graph that requires that the protocol 0 demultiplex incoming messages-i.e., 

messages moving up the protocol graph-to protocols A, B, and C. 

1.1.2 Example Network Architectures 

The ISO network architecture is the first attempt to develop an international standard 

network architecture. The fundamental feature of the ISO network architecture, as 

presented in Figure 1.3, is functional layering. Functional layering assigns to each 

layer in the network architecture a specific function. Each piece of network software 

is assumed to have a "natural" layer based upon its function, and must be implemented 

in that layer. For example, because encryption is a data transformation, its natural place 

in the ISO architecture is layer 6. How hardware encryption support and the need to 

encrypt headers of layers below layer 6 fit into the model is open to interpretation. 
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In the ISO network architecture, the physical layer handles the transmission of 

raw bits over a communications channel. The data link layer organizes the raw bits 

into larger units and insures data integrity. The network layer handles routing within 

the network. The transport layer handles host-to-host routing and the fragmentation 

and reassembly of large messages. The session layer implements the semantics of 

inter-process communications. The presentation level handles any required data trans

formations, such as conversion to some network canonical form. The application layer 

is a place to fit the application program into the hierarchy. 

Figure 1.3: ISO Network Architecture 

In the ISO network architecture, each layer represents a different level of abstrac

tion, implying that the vertical interface between layers nand n+ 1 is different from 

the vertical interface between layers n+ 1 and n+2. The ISO network architecture uses 

the layer as its unit of standardization, and each layer is designed with international 

standardization in mind. 
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A second example is the TCP/IP network architecture presented in Figure 104. 

This architecture evolved around the Arpanet [Postel 81b]; the first large scale packet

switched network. While the Arpanet is no longer in existence, the TCP/lP network 

architecture is still widely used in the DARPA/NFS Internet. The key feature of the 

TCP/IP Network Architecture is the explicit support for the large-scale inter-connection 

of arbitrary networks. The architecture makes no assumption about the networks that 

make up the Internet. The design of the Internet Protocol (lP) [Postel 81 a] reflects 

this goal. 

NET 2 

Figure 104: TCP/IP Network Architecture 

This network architecture explicitly supports multiple protocols in a single layer. 

For example, the Internet supports two transport protocols. The User Datagram Proto

col (UDP) [Postel 80] offers an unreliable message delivery service, and the Transmis

sion Control Protocol (TCP) [USC 81] offers a reliable byte-stream service. Similarly, 

IP may sit on top of more than one network protocol. The application program is free 

to bypass any layer of the architecture, e.g., the application can use IP directly. 

The final example network architecture is the Remote Procedure Call (RPC) net

work architecture presented in Figure 1.5. This architecture has been popularized 
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Rep 

NET 

Figure 1.5: RPC Network Architecture 

by modern distributed operating systems-e.g., Amoeba [Mullender 90], V-kernel 

[Cheriton 85], and Sprite [Ousterhout 88]-all of which use a single communications 

protocol, typically based on an RPC protocol. Collectively, these operating systems 

define an approach to network software that emphasizes simplicity over flexibility. 

The RPC network architecture has two key features. First, all interprocessor com

munication is handled using remote procedure calls. Second, all required network 

software is implemented as a single, monolithic protocol. 

These three architectures provide a framework for current research in network 

software. Much network research involves the addition of new protocols or protocol 

features to one of these architectures, or providing ammunition for comparing these 

architectures. However, the research presented in this dissertation will show that with 

respect to many important issues, all of these architectures are essentially identical in 

approach and very restricted in scope. 

1.2 Driving Forces 

Existing network architectures fail to recognize the dynamic nature of the current 

network environment. Network software is reactive. As the bridge between the 

application program and the network hardware, network software is driven by the 

changing needs and characteristics of both sides. However, the ability of network 

software to react is limited by the need for interoperability-the property that all nodes 
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in a network be able to correctly interpret each other's messages. For a network to be 

successful, all of the nodes of that network must run essentially the same software. In 

short, while the changing demands and technologies are pushing for constant change, 

interoperability dramatically increases the cost of such change by requiring that any 

changes by made to the entire network. This section explores the relationship between 

technological change, application demands, and interoperability. 

1.2.1 Technological Change 

Changing networking technology has an immediate effect on network software. The 

introduction of new networks almost always requires modifications to protocol im

plementations, and often requires changes in protocol design. For example, protocol 

design is dependent on the ratio of network to processor performance. The processor 

performance determines the rate at which a machine can generate packets, while the 

network performance determines the rate at which the network can deliver packets. On 

one hand, if the processor's performance greatly exceeds that of the network, spend

ing processor cycles to reduce network traffic is warranted. On the other hand, if the 

network's performance greatly exceeds that of the processor, sending extraneous data 

to reduce the processor overhead is a viable strategy. Therefore, the protocol design 

strategy is dependent upon the network to processor performance ratio, and that ratio 

can vary widely. For example, replacing a 10 megabit/second local area network with 

a 100 megabit/second local area network can invert the ratio overnight. 

Protocol design is also dependent upon the ratio of network bandwidth to network 

latency. While network bandwidth has essentially no limit, latency is limited by the 

speed of light [Partridge 90]. The minimum coast-to-coast round-trip time for a single 

bit of data is approximately 30 milliseconds. The cost of synchronization is primarily 

dependent upon network latency, while the cost of data transmission is primarily 

dependent upon network bandwidth. Thus, the global performance of data transport 

protocols with implicit synchronization, such as RPC, will be increasingly degraded 

as processors become faster and networks reach their latency limits. The design of 

network architectures must vary with increasing distance between machines to achieve 
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optimal perfonnance. 

1.2.2 Application Demands 

Each additional service distributed over the network places semantic demands on the 

network software. It is unrealistic to expect existing network software to provide the 

correct semantics for network services that were not envisioned by the network soft

ware's designers. Independent of the semantics, each additional distributed application 

places increasing demands on the performance of the network software. 

The development of the X-windows system [Scheifler 86] is a good example of 

how a new application should (and did) affect the design of network software. The 

X-windows system was designed to support window-based I/O over a network. The 

program generating the data-the client-and the program displaying the data-the 

server--can reside on different machines. X-windows was originally designed to use 

a remote procedure call protocol to communicate between the client and the server. 

Unfortunately, the granularity of the communications was too small to be efficiently 

implemented using RPC. X-windows really requires the support of a streaming RPC, 

one that does not block upon invocation but does eventually return the results of a 

remote invocation to a predictable place. However, as is often the case, X-windows 

was modified to use a less unsuitable protocol rather than writing a new protocol to 

better suit its needs. 

1.2.3 Interoperability 

While changes in technology and new applications demand constant improvement to 

network software, the need for interoperability severely restricts the rate of change 

of network software. Since all machines in a given network must run compatible 

network software, any changes to network software must be made simultaneously on 

all machines in the network. In a large, wide-spread network such as the Internet, 

such a change is expensive and time consuming. All parties to the network must agree 

on what changes to make, and the software on each machine must be modified. In 

practice this process takes years. 
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As if maintaining interoperability within an existing stable network were not hard 

enough, the increase in network connectivity further complicates the problem. The 

spread of networking technology implies a corresponding increase in protocol hetero-. 

geneity. As the scope of interconnected networks increases, the number of different 

networks, machines, applications and protocols can only increase. Thus, network im

plementors are not only faced with having to modify and implement protocols based 

upon the needs of their own network, but also must deal with the need to communicate 

with other networks. 

1.3 Architectures, Platforms, and Standards 

All protocol modules are implemented on some plat/orm. A platform consists of the 

support code used to implement and execute protocol code. A platform defines the 

scope of source compatibility-if a protocol is implemented using a given platform it 

should port to any instance of that platform with no code modification. A platform may 

be a specially designed package, such as The Portable-Streams Environment [Inc 89]; 

a special purpose operating system kernel, such as the x-kernel [Peterson 90]; or a 

general purpose operating system, such as Unix. Network architectures are commonly 

enforced through standards. A standard is an officially promulgated abstract specifica

tion. The purpose of standardization is to insure that separately implemented instances 

of the network architecture are interoperable. 

Most existing network architectures fail to address effectively the problems cre

ated by the use of a network architecture. Architectures, platforms, and standards 

form a Gordian knot of assumptions and implementations. Designing a new network 

architecture or improving an existing one requires that these three areas be addressed 

simultaneously. Many of the problems in existing network software are the result of 

attempting to modify a single area without affecting the others. 
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1.3.1 Architectures and Platforms 

Network architectures often reflect the state of the platform upon which they were orig

inally implemented. That operating system support affects protocol implementation is 

well documented [Clark 82]. What is often ignored is the effect this property has on 

protocol design, and hence, on network architectures. The pressure for good network 

performance is usually enough to counteract any desire for platform independence. 

Many apparently irrational features of a network architecture make perfect sense once 

the constraints of the original platform are understood. For example, the SUN RPC 

protocol [Sun 86] had to be implemented outside of the kernel because of SunOS size 

and complexity constraints; this explains the requirement for an extra round trip on 

calls to locally defined procedures. Because the developers of Sun RPC were unable 

to modify the platform to fit the network architecture, the network architecture was 

modified to fit the platform. 

New network architectures require improved infrastructure support. Most exist

ing operating systems are poor platforms for network software development. Older 

operating systems such as UNIX provide little or no support for networking because 

there was no perceived need to do so when they were original developed. Modem 

distributed operating systems, such as the V-kernel, generally support a single pro

tocol that handles all inter-processor communication. As such, they provide an even 

less appealing environment for new protocol development. Operating systems also 

have their own standardization and upward-compatibility agendas, compounding the 

problems faced by the designer of a network architecture. 

Architectures and platforms must be designed simultaneously. One of the lessons 

learned from the research presented in this dissertation is that modular protocol de

sign and implementation does not imply poor protocol performance. The "inevitable 

tradeoff between good structure and good performance" [Clark 82] is inevitable only 

if one attempts to implement existing protocols on existing platforms. This statement 

is, essentially, a self-fulfilling prophecy. Few modular protocols are designed because 

of poor platform support. Better platforms are not developed because there are few 

modular protocols. The design of an efficient modular network architecture and the 
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platfonn necessary to support it is fairly straightforward; the design of an efficient 

modular architecture based upon existing platforms is probably impossible. 

1.3.2 Architectures and Standards 

Standardization has a more long lasting effect on network architectures than any other 

element of the process. The fundamental paradox of standardization is that, as we 

accumulate more knowledge about networks through research, less of it seems to be 

applicable because of the simultaneous accumulation of network standards. When 

this trend is taken to its logical extreme, it implies that we will eventually know 

everything there is to know about networks but, unfortunately, will be unable to 

apply that knowledge because everything will already have been standardized. A poor 

protocol design can be corrected; a poor standard often lasts forever. 

Standardization is a more complex and semantically interesting activity than is 

commonly appreciated. Each piece of network software has three interfaces: a hori

zontal interface with its peer and a vertical interface with the layers above and below. 

While most existing standards concentrate on the horizontal interface, the vertical in

terface has a more long lasting effect on application programs. Once an application is 

written using a given vertical interface, it is very difficult to modify it to use another 

vertical interface. 

Each part of the network architecture also requires a different level of standard

ization. While one can argue that there should be one and only one inter-networking 

protocol standard, the same cannot be said for the layers above and below the inter

networking level. Each distinct network technology requires its own protocols. Various 

applications require different kinds of support and, hence, different transport protocols. 

Which elements to standardize and how to standardize them are important issues. 

The designers of a network architecture must be able to establish an architecture 

specific standardization policy. In the current network environment, the standardization 

policy is established by various national and international standards bodies, such as the 

IEEE, the lAB, and the ISO. The standardization policies used by these bodies are slow 

and unresponsive to the needs of network software. Despite the fact that these bodies 
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are also responsible for network architecture development, no attempt has ever been 

made to design a standards policy to meet the needs of a specific network architecture. 

Rather, these organizations tend to design network architectures to meet the needs of 

some a priori standardization policy. Maintaining interoperability is a difficult problem 

that is made more difficult by the use of outdated standardization policies. 

1.4 Avoca 

1.4.1 The Thesis 

Avoca is a network architecture designed to keep pace with rapidly improving network 

hardware and increasing application demands. Avoca is based on the premise that 

only the simultaneous alteration of the platform, the network architecture, and the 

standardization policy will produce the required performance and flexibility. With 

Avoca, the architecture and the platform are carefully designed to be compatible. 

While the scope of this dissertation did not allow for a fully integrated treatment of 

standardization policies, no attempt was made to keep Avoca compatible with any set 

standardization policy. That is, standardization policy is treated as a free variable and 

no consideration was given to the effects of standardization policy upon Avoca or the 

effects of Avoca upon standardization policy. 

Central to Avoca is the belief that a rapidly changing network technology cannot 

be supported by a static network architecture. Rather than attempting to create an 

artificial island of stability in an ever-changing sea of technology, Avoca is designed 

to manage the complexity required to support a rapidly changing environment. Avoca 

supports rapid protocol development, distribution, and modification. Avoca protocols 

are simple, single-purpose, and highly reusable. Avoca makes up for its lack of a 

fixed set of protocols by fixing other aspects of network software. 

In short, the thesis of this dissertation is that it is possible to develop a network 

architecture that is flexible enough to cope with an extremely dynamic networking 

environment, and it is possible to do so without sacrificing modularity or performance. 

Avoca is one example of such a network architecture. 
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1.4.2 Avoca Network Architecture 

The Avoca Network Architecture has little in common with the three existing network 

architectures presented in Section 1.2. Traditional network architectures share two key· 

features. First, the protocol graph is simple, protocols are complex, and both the set of 

protocols and the topology of the protocol graph are fixed by the architecture. Second, 

they provide no support for protocol development, which is consistent with their static 

makeup. The Avoca Network Architecture shares neither of these features. In Avoca, 

the protocol graph is complex, the protocols are simple, and both the set of protocols 

and the topology of the protocol graph are selected by the applications program. 

Avoca supports dynamic protocol topologies by providing a protocol development 

environment. 

In a sense, Avoca is both a meta-network architecture-in that it defines an 

entire class of legal protocols and protocol graphs-and a protocol programming 

environment-in that it provides the means to create these protocols and protocol 

graphs. Avoca rejects the static model of the traditional network architectures for a 

more flexible and supportive system. We call Avoca a network architecture not be

cause it resembles existing network architectures, but because it resembles what we 

believe network architectures should be. 

As a meta-network architecture, the class of protocols defined by Avoca is infinite. 

However, each protocol in the class must share certain key features defined by Avoca. 

The legal Avoca graph topologies are defined as all graphs of legal Avoca protocols 

that satisfy certain abstract requirements. Each separate protocol graph in the class 

represents a traditional network architecture. On one hand, the application program's 

ability to select from an infinite collection of protocols and topologies provides enough 

flexibility to handle any application demands or changes in the underlying technology. 

On the other hand, the limitations on the class of protocols and graphs imposed by 

Avoca, when combined with the use of a standard platform, are enough to insure 

interoperability. 

As a programming environment, Avoca supports the rapid construction of new 

protocols, the reuse of existing protocols, and the compositio[, of those protocols 
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into novel protocol graphs. More importantly, Avoca is founded upon the belief 

that the design, implementation, and distribution of new network software should be 

encouraged rather than discouraged. Avoca is the application of software engineering 

technologies to the problem of protocol construction. 

While radical in structure, Avoca is simply a recognition of, and support for, 

situations that already exist. There are already many groups of users with differing 

needs and ability levels; Avoca provides different groups with different levels of 

support. There already are competing network architectures; Avoca provides a way 

to manage collections of network architectures in an efficient way. New protocols 

are developed constantly; Avoca supports the rapid distribution of those protocols. 

Networking technology is undergoing constant change; Avoca insures that network 

software can change rapidly enough to keep pace. 

Avoca, as implemented for this dissertation, consists of three elements: a new 

platform for the implementation of network software; the Avoca Meta-Protocol

a protocol for implementing protocols; and a new methodology of protocol design. 

Together these elements reflect the design of the Avoca Network Architecture. 

The Avoca Platform 

While Avoca supports multiple platforms, only the Avoca-kernel-a small, self con

tained operating system kernel-is considered in this dissertation. The Avoca-kernel 

consists of two parts-a protocol composition environment and a protocol support 

library-and is based upon the x-kernel[Hutchinson 88]. The protocol composition 

environment defines an explicit representation for protocol graphs, a uniform protocol 

abstraction, and a tool for manipulating protocol graphs. The protocol support library 

is a collection of highly optimized utilities that support the implementation of efficient 

network protocols. Thus, the construction of network software in Avoca is a two stage 

process: protocols are first created using the support library, and then protocols are 

composed into protocol graphs using the composition environment. The Avoca-kernel 

is designed explicitly to support highly modular protocol implementations, the recon

figuration of network software without code modification, and the reuse of existing 

.• 'C. 
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protocols in new protocol graphs. 

The Avoca Meta-Protocol 

Cooperation between large complex graphs of protocols is insured through the use 

of the Avoca Meta-Protocol (AMP). A meta-protocol is a collection of rules that 

all protocol implementations must obey; i.e., it defines the set of legal Avoca proto

cols. Specifically, AMP defines a common protocol-naming scheme, common protocol 

header fonnats, and a common protocol interface. This provides the basis needed for 

the use of the protocol as a first-class programming abstraction. The ultimate goal is 

an environment in which the protocol replaces the procedure as the primary program

ming abstraction. AMP provides a small start in this direction. More immediately, 

the use of AMP simplifies the demultiplexing of messages through arbitrarily complex 

protocol graphs, and provides the basis for several protocol support tools. 

Protocol Design Methodology 

The Avoca methodology is a new way of designing protocols that takes full advantage 

of the Avoca platfonn and AMP. In the Avoca methodology, complex pieces of network 

software are constructed through the composition of large numbers of micro-protocols 

connected by a variety of conditional-protocols. Micro-protocols are small, single 

purpose protocols that obey the rules of AMP. Conditional-protocols are essentially 

protocol IF statements and serve only to direct messages through the protocol graph. 

Both micro-protocols and conditional-protocols make use of underspecification-i.e., 

they define polymorphic address types-to promote protocol reuse. Each path through 

an Avoca protocol graph represents some set of options and optimizations to be per

fonned on a message following that path. Choices that are supported as protocol 

specific options of conventional protocols are handled unifonnly in Avoca through 

path selection. 
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1.5 Dissertation 

1.5.1 Research Methodology 

The methodology used to develop Avoca was based on bottom-up design and exper

imentation. Avoca can be seen as a continuation of the development of the x-kernel 

[Hutchinson 90]. The x-kernel was designed by examining a set of existing communi

cation protocols, and developing an operating system kernel that provided the correct 

infrastructure to implement those protocols. Avoca was designed by starting with the 

x-kernel and designing new protocols that could take better advantage of its facilities. 

The kernel and protocols were evaluated through experimentation. The kernel was 

then modified to better support these new protocols, based on experimental results. 

Several iterations of this process were performed. The Avoca Network Architecture 

is a description of the state of this process after the point of diminishing returns was 

reached. Avoca is not the result of a preconceived plan imposed upon the network 

software problem. Rather, Avoca arose naturally from the process of experimentation. 

1.5.2 Restrictions 

The problem of constructing a new network architecture to support all aspects of 

network software is beyond the scope of this dissertation. Therefore, a restricted 

version of the problem will be addressed. Avoca is an environment for implementing 

message-oriented protocols. The implementation of stream-oriented protocols has been 

partially addressed by Unix System V Streams [ATT 87,]. Avoca deals only with 

protocols that execute in the kernel. The research probably applies to protocols outside 

the kernel, but this dissertation does not address that issue. However, because the 

Avoca model encourages in-kernel implementations of protocols that commonly run 

outside of the kernel, this issue becomes less important. 

No effort was made to render Avoca compatible with existing protocol standards. 

In fact, to my knowledge, no existing protocol standard can be implemented using 

Avoca because no existing protocol obeys the Avoca Meta-Protocol. While obviously 

of practical importance, the ability to support existing protocol standards is, at best, 
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irrelevant to protocol research and, at worst, harmful to it. Care was taken, however, 

to ensure that the Avoca platfonn could be used to implement standard protocols. 

No standardization policy was developed for Avoca. However, Avoca does suggest 

some novel approaches to standardization further discussed in the conclusions and 

future work. Finally, the research focuses primarily on the construction of end-to-end 

protocols-layer 4 and above in the ISO architecture. This seems to be the area with 

the most unresolved protocol-development issues. 

1.5.3 Organization 

The remainder of this dissertation is organized as follows. Chapter 2 surveys related 

work, primarily in network software and software engineering. Chapter 3 provides an 

overview of the notation used to describe network protocols and an introduction to 

some of the algorithms and protocols used as examples throughout the dissertation. 

Chapter 4 describes the protocol composition environment and Chapter 5 presents 

the protocol support library. Chapter 6 defines the Avoca Meta-Protocol. Chapter 7 

describes a new methodology for protocol design. Finally, Chapter 8 presents a quan

titative evaluation of the perfonnance of Avoca protocols and Chapter 9 summarizes 

the research and suggests directions for future work. Note that each of Chapters 4 

through 8 concludes with a discussion section. 
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CHAPTER 2 

RELATED WORK 

Generally speaking, Avoca draws upon two principal areas of research: protocol design 

and implementation, and software engineering. Avoca attempts to apply the techniques 

of the latter to the problems of the former. Avoca is influenced by research done in 

both areas. 

2.1 Protocol Design and Implementation 

Network architectures have been at the heart of network research, development and 

implementation at least since the development of the Arpanet [Postel 8Ib]. However, 

most of this work is completely orthogonal to Avoca for two reasons. First, all 

existing architectures are standards-driven-Le., their primary goal is the development 

of a fixed set of standard protocols. In contrast, the Avoca Network Architecture is 

design-driven. Avoca supports the development of new communications protocols and 

achieves interoperability dynamically through agreement. Second, Avoca is a meta

network architecture and as such, is fundamentally unrelated to any existing network 

architecture. 

On one hand, the semantics of the protocol designs presented in this dissertation 

are all close derivatives of existing protocols and this work is orthogonal to most 

of the traditional algorithmic concerns of protocol design. On the other hand, the 

protocol design technique-that of decomposing protocols into large graphs of micro

protocols and conditional-protocols-owes little to any existing research. This is 
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primarily because of the perfonnance required to implement such small protocols. A 

short description of each of the protocols used is presented in Chapter 3. 

There are, however, several areas of network research that either influenced the 

design of Avoca or are similar enough to warrant comment. The goals of Avoca are 

largely influenced by the work of David Clark at MIT. Avoca itself is a close derivative 

of the x-kernel developed at the University of Arizona. Unix System V streams, RTAG, 

and SOS are three attempts to develop new platfonns or protocol design techniques, 

and in some sense, represent alternates to the design approach taken by Avoca. 

2.1.1 Clark's Work 

The problem of how best to implement network software has been an issue in the 

networking community at least since RFC817 [Clark 82]. This work discusses the 

problems encountered in implementing existing network software using existing oper

ating systems. Clark went on to solve some of the problems documented in RFC817 

by using upcalls [Clark 85] to structure system software. In a system that uses upcalls, 

lower level entities are allowed to invoke procedures defined by higher level entities. 

The upcall provides the basic structuring for the Avoca-kernel. However, Clark's ap

proach differs from ours in that Clark is willing to sacrifice modular implementation 

to improve the perfonnance of existing protocols, while we are willing to sacrifice ex

isting protocols to improve the modularity and efficiency of protocol implementation 

and design. It is also true that neither Clark, nor anyone else, has ever completely 

answered the questions raised in RFC817. The existence of such recent papers as 

Layered Demultiplexing Considered Harmful [Tennenhouse 89] leads one to believe 

that conclusions of RFC817 are still widely held. 

2.1.2 The x-kernel 

The Avoca Network Architecture was developed through experience with the x-kernel 

[Hutchinson 88] [Hutchinson 90] [Hutchinson 89a] [Hutchinson 89d] [Peterson 90], 

and some of the earlier work on Avoca has been published as x-kernel work 

[Hutchinson 89b] [O'Malley 90]. The x-kernel is the first operating systems ker-
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nel designed specifically to execute communications protocols. The x-kernel provides 

a set of powerful tools that support the rapid implementation of extremely efficient 

communications protocols. However, most existing communications protocols make 

only limited use of the power provided by the kernel, and the kernel's ability to sup

port the rapid implementation protocols was in direct conflict to the static nature of 

most communications protocols. The Avoca Network Architecture began as a project 

to develop communications protocols that were x-kernel compatible. 

The platform presented in this dissertation-the Avoca-kernel-is in fact a version 

of the x-kernel with modifications to support Avoca protocols. Version 3.0 of the 

x-kernel [Hutchinson 89c] contains many of these modifications, and the remaining 

enhancements will be integrated into version 4.0. The Uniform Protocol Interface and 

Execution Model presented in Chapter 4 and most of the protocol implementation 

utilities presented in Chapter 5 were taken directly from the x-kernel. Avoca extended 

the x-kernel support for dynamic composition of protocols, protocol encapsulation, 

and improved performance for layered protocols. The rest of this dissertation makes 

no attempt to distinguish precisely the Avoca-kernel from the x-kernel. 

2.1.3 System V Streams 

Unix System V Streams [ATT 871 is an addition to the Unix operating system that 

supports the execution of arbitrary lIser defined file filters in the kernel. The current 

version of System V Streams supports multiplexer objects that allow it to support 

communications protocols such as JP. As such, System V streams shares many of 

the same goals and features as the x-kernel. The primary difference between the x

kernel and System V Streams is that streams were originally designed to support a 

synchronous byte-stream based model of computation, while the x-kernel was designed 

from the start to support an asynchronous message-based model of communications. 

The Portable Streams Environment [Inc 89]-an encapsulated version of the System 

V streams designed to run on non-Unix architectures-provides the basis for the use 

of a standard platform to support protocol distribution. However, no attempt has been 

made to develop protocols or a network architecture based upon System V streams in 
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the same way as the Avoca network architecture arose out of the x-kernel. 

2.1.4 RTAG 

RTAG [Anderson 85, Hernek 88] is a protocol development system developed at the 

University of Wisconsin. RTAG represents communications protocols as attributed 

grammars. The grammar defines the content and legal ordering of messages exchanged 

by a protocol. RTAG decomposes communications protocols into productions, where 

each production is itself a protocol. RTAG supports a model of protocol decomposition 

more radical than the one proposed by Avoca. RTAG represents each protocol (or pro

duction) as a lightweight process. This dramatically limits the performance potential 

of RTAG protocols. Unlike Avoca, decomposing a protocol into RTAG productions 

results in a protocol that is compatible with the original. While this is obviously a plus 

for maintaining backward compatibility, it restricts the potential of the RTAG system. 

As in System V streams, RTAG research has concentrated upon finding efficient im

plementations for existing protocols rather than developing new protocols that fully 

exploit RTAG. 

2.1.5 80S 

The SOS operating system developed at INRIA [Shapiro 89] is an object-oriented op

erating system that includes some work in object-oriented protocols [Makpangou 89]. 

While SOS was primarily concerned with the development of distributed objects

objects spread over multiple machines-SOS has also developed a new object-oriented 

protocol suite. SOS protocols bear some surface resemblance to Avoca protocols but 

are much larger. Unlike Avoca or RTAG, SOS protocols do not possess the property 

of self-decomposition-Le., SOS does not decompose large protocols into smaller 

protocols. A comparison between SOS and Avoca leads one to the conclusion that 

the methodology presented in this dissertation is not, in fact, object-oriented in the 

traditional sense. 
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2.2 Software Engineering Environments 

Much of the novelty of Avoca is that it attempts to apply the techniques of software 

engineering to the problem of designing and implementing network software. What 

is even more novel is the areas of software engineering that were used as the ba

sis of Avoca. Most protocol development environments are highly formal systems 

designed to generate a protocol from an abstract specification. There are numerous 

software engineering environments that attempt to perform the same task. Avoca, on 

the other hand, is an environment to assist with the manual construction of network 

software. Therefore, Avoca draws most of its inspiration from the more pragmatic 

side of software engineering, concentrating on pro!,rram encapsulation, reusability and 

composability. 

2.2.1 Unix 

The Unix programming environment is the most successful example of a programming 

environment that supports program composition. Every Unix programmer who has 

used a pipe has composed two programs. Unix's model is extremely simple and 

effective. All programs that read from stdin and write to stdout can be composed 

linearly. Unix defines what a successful environment for program composition is. 

There have been many other attempts to promote protocol reuse through program 

composition, but none of them has ever come close to the level of practicality provided 

by Unix. Avoca attempts to make the composition of protocols as simple as Unix 

makes the composition of programs. 

2.2.2 POLYLITH 

Much of Avoca is an attempt to apply the techniques developed for the multi-language 

programming system POLY LITH [Purtilo 85], developed at the University of Illinois, 

to protocol development. The primary goal of POLYLITH is to encapsulate procedures 

written separately in different languages so that they may be composed together into a 

single working program. POLYLITH was the primary influence for much of Avoca's 
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support for encapsulation and composition. However, POLYLITH suffers from two 

problems that are unacceptable in the context of Avoca. First, encapsulation adversely 

affects the performance of the composite system. In multi-language programming, 

the goal is to allow one language to call another and the performance of that call is 

not of great importance. Second, POLYLITH's support for composition is not nearly 

as successful as that provided by Unix. The interfaces of two arbitrarily designed 

protocols are unlikely to be compatible. 

2.2.3 MLP 

MLP is a multi-language programming system developed at the University of Arizona 

[Hayes 89, Hayes 87, Hayes 88]. The MLP type system's ability to describe procedure 

interfaces in a programming language independent fashion forms the basis for the 

type system used by Avoca. MLP's simple polymorphic type system provides all the 

support necessary to define underspecified protocol interfaces. Avoca's implementation 

of polymorphic types is simpler and less powerful than MLP's, but more efficient. 

Because of the similarity between Avoca and MLP's type system, there is no real 

need to implement a type typechecker for Avoca. 

The key insight about multi-language programming environments gained from 

Avoca is that communication protocols are much more amenable to the techniques de

veloped for such environments than multi-language programming itself. Encapsulat

ing communications protocols is much simpler than encapsulating arbitrary programs. 

Protocols also tend to compose more naturally than do arbitrary procedures. 
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CHAPTER 3 

PRELIMINARY CONCEPTS 

This chapter defines the notational convention used to describe the Avoca network 

architecture. It also describes several protocols and common algorithms used as ex

amples throughout this dissertation. 

3.1 Notational Convention 

Avoca is primarily an experiment in protocol development, and as such, notational 

concerns were secondary to producing functional code. The actual system uses several 

notational shortcuts, and while these shortcuts were necessary for the rapid evolution 

of Avoca, they adversely affect exposition. Therefore, this dissertation uses a more 

concise notation. 

All Avoca protocols and support utilities are written in C [Kernighan 78], primarily 

as a matter of convenience rather than a conscious selection. C turned out to have one 

significant advantage for the development of Avoca-it did not introduce any bias into 

the development process. It is hard to select an appropriate implementation language 

until after the properties of the application are known. Unfortunately, the resulting 

source code is not clear to the uninitiated. This dissertation uses a notation based on 

Modula-3 [CardeUi 89] with some extensions and modifications. 

Modula-3 was chosen because of its static scoping, its support for objects, and its 

familiarity. This section provides a brief introduction to Modula-3 notation, concen

trating on the extensions required for Avoca. See [Cardelli 89] for a more thorough 



INTERFACE Stack; 
TYPE STACK <: REF ANY; 
PROCEDURE Push (VAR s: STACK; x: REAL); 
PROCEDURE Pop (VAR s: STACK) : REAL; 
PROCEDURE New 0 : STACK; 

END Stack 

Figure 3.1: Example Interface Specification 

treatment of Modula-3. 

3.1.1 Modules and Scoping 
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Modules provide static scoping and data hiding for Avoca protocols and the Avoca 

platform. All code is implemented within the scope of the module AVOCA. Each 

protocol and protocol support tool is contained within its own module. Due to the 

low-level nature of protocol implementations, Avoca defines all modules in as being 

UNSAFE-the Modula-3 keyword used to signify that a module performs operations 

that may produce unchecked runtime errors. Avoca uses Modula-3 's ability to separate 

interface definitions from implementation to provide abstract definitions for protocols 

and tools. 

A simple stack of real numbers illustrates Modula-3's support for interface def

inition, modules, and objects. This example is taken directly from [Cardelli 89]. 

Figure 3.1 presents the interface for a stack of real numbers. The interface contains a 

definition of the stack type and the signatures of the procedures that manipulate that 

type. Note that the type STACK is opaque; the operation 

x<:y 

declares x to be some opaque subtype of y. In this case, a STACK is defined as a 

pointer to any object, and this definition hides the implementation of the stack from 

the users. 

Figure 3.2 contains a partially implemented module that corresponds to the inter-



MODULE Stack; 
TYPE STACK == REF RECORD item: REAL; link: STACK END; 
PROCEDURE Push (VAR s: STACK; x: REAL) = 

VAR t: STACK; 
BEGIN 

NEW(t); t.link := s; titem := x; s := t 
END Push; 
/* ... */ 

END Stack 

Figure 3.2: Example Module Definition 
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face given in Figure 3.1. Note that the module contains the actual definition of type 

STACK. Since all variables of type REF RECORD are also valid members of the type 

REF ANY, the type definition in the interface is compatible with the type definition in 

module. More complex module definitions must explicitly import the interfaces of the 

modules upon which they depend. An interface definition may use a type defined by 

another interface, if it explicitly imports that interface. The statement 

IMPORT Name; 

imports the interfaces defined in the named module. 

3.1.2 Objects 

Whenever possible, Modula-3 objects are used to represent protocols and the library 

utilities they call. The syntax of Modula-3 objects is quite similar to the method 

used by Avoca to simulate objects in C. Each object type is essentially an allocated 

record type that contains both fields and methods. Modula-3 represents all objects as 

reference types. Therefore programs manipulate capabilities for objects rather than 

the object itself. The object definition defines the signatures of the methods. Objects 

store methods as function pointers. When defining an object, the method fields are 

filled-in with procedures defined elsewhere. Both the field and the method list of any 

object may be extended by declaring a new object whose super type is the object 



TYPE STACK = 
OBJECT 

values: ARRAY [0 .. 20] OF REAL; 
top, length: INTEGER; 

METHODS 
init 0 := stack.Jnit; 
push (r : REAL) := stack..push; 
pop 0 : REAL := stack..pop; 

END; 

Figure 3.3: Example Object Definition 
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to be extended. There is no explicit SELF; all procedures assigned to methods of a 

given object must take that object as their first parameter. The Modula-3 compiler 

translates the statement obj.methodO into the statement method(obj). Objects inherit all 

of the methods and fields from their supertype. Figure 3.3 defines an object oriented 

implementation of the stack of real numbers used in the previous examples. 

Note that the signatures of the procedures stackjnit, stack..push, and stack..pop are 

not identical to the signatures associated with the methods init, push, and pop. The 

signatures of the procedures assigned to the method fields must take an object of type 

STACK as their first parameter and the remaining parameters must be identical to those 

given with the object definition. The object stack has no explicit supertype. To define 

an object with a supertype, one simply inserts the name of the supertype before the 

keyword OBJ ECT. The statement 

TYPE new_obj = STACK OBJECT 

would begin the definition of an object with supertype STACK. While the methods de

fined by the supertype may be overwritten when defining a new SUbtype, the procedure 

signatures must remain identical. 

Modula-3 objects are static. The type of an object defines its method and field 

lists at compile time. This is necessary to achieve the efficiency required for protocol 

execution, but seriously constrains interface flexibility. The inheritance hierarchy of 

Modula-3 objects is also statically defined and is not widely used by Avoca. 
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3.1.3 Up calls 

Avoca makes heavy use of upcalls [Clark 85] to structure protocol source code. An 

upcall is an invocation by a lower level entity (e.g., an operating system server) 

of a procedure defined by a higher level entity (e.g., a user application). Protocol 

implementations use upcaUs because messages flow in both directions-from the user 

to the network device driver and from the network device driver to the user. The 

most efficient way to implement this upward flow of messages is to allow low-level 

protocols to perform upcalls on higher level protocols, with a message as a parameter. 

For clarity, Modula-3 has been extended to use up-arrow ( n and down-arrow ( 1) to 

distinguish up and down procedure definitions, capabilities, and invocations. 

Avoca limits upcalls and downcalls to object methods. This essentially creates 

a new type of object-the directed object-whose top interface is different from its 

bottom interface. Directed objects may contain normal methods that are visible on 

both the bottom and top interface. Directed objects must exist as vertices of a directed 

graph. The edges of the graph are uplinks or downlinks. The arrow operators have 

the following syntax: 

i < procedure signature> 
i < object type> 
<object> i <method> 

The first line defines the syntax used to declare an upcall. The second line defines the 

syntax used to declare an uplink. The third line defines the syntax used to perform an 

upcall. An upcall may only be performed on a method defined as an upcall using a 

capability defined as an uplink. Objects have unrestricted access to their own methods 

and may invoke any method they define irrespective of direction. To avoid confusion, 

the C dereferencing operation (prefix *) replaces the Modula-3 dereferencing operation 

(postfix A). See Figure 3.4 for the definition of a simple directed object and Figure 3.5 

for a simple graph of these objects. Each directed object contains an uplink up and a 

downlink down and two operations top and bottom where top only appears in the top 

interface of the object and bottom only appears in the bottom interface of the object. 

The following four operations on the directed objects presented in Figure 3.5 are 

valid: 



TYPE NODE = 
OBJECT 

up: TNODE; 
down: lNODE; 

METHODS 
top 10; 
bottom TO; 

END; 

Figure 3.4: Directed Object Definition 

Figure 3.5: Example Directed Graph 

B.upTbottomO 
B.downl topO 
B.topO 
B.bottomO 

The following two operations are invalid: 

B.downTbottom() 
B.upldownO 
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The method top of A is invisible to B and the method bottom of C is invisible to B. B 

may invoke either of its methods directly. 
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3.1.4 Type System 

Modula-3 implements subset type-checking. In subset type-checking, an assignment 

from a variable of type A to a variable of type B is allowed if and only if the set of 

values defined by A is a subset of the set of values defined by B. Modula-3 supports 

the declaration of opaque sUbtypes such as: 

TYPE T <: U 

Any interface may export a type T that is defined as an unspecified sUbtype of some 

general type U. The implementation of the module later specifies the actual type of T 

with the following statement: 

TYPE T == V 

where V is the desired type. This allows the user of a module to store variables of type 

T while preventing the user of a module from seeing any structural information about 

the type T. References to records and objects are commonly defined to be opaque 

sUbtypes of the type ADDRESS. Modula-3 restricts opaque typing to pointer and scalar 

types. 

The Modula-3 type system has been extended to support a very restricted form 

of polymorphic typing. The type system adds the type ANY similar to that found in 

MLP [Hayes 89]. The type ANY may appear as the type of the last (or only) element 

of a record. Defined as such, the last field of a record may contain any number of 

fields of any concrete regular type. A regular type is any type whose set of values 

can be described as a regular expression, essentially all Modula-3 non-pointer types. 

The type ANY is primarily used to define polymorphic address types. For example a 

protocol can define an address of type: 

TYPE SDP_address = RECORD 
port: INTEGER; 
host: ANY; 

END; 

Thus a valid address for this protocol consists of an integer port number followed by 

a host address of any type. The host field of the address may be of type IP_address, 

type Eth..address, or a more complex record type. The protocol neither knows nor 
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cares about the type of the host address; the protocol simply passes the unresolved 

host portion to a lower level protocol that contains a concrete definition of the rest of 

the address type. The restriction of ANY to the last part of an address type definition 

simplifies implementation and type-checking. The use of the type ANY defers type

checking to extra-linguisti~ agencies. 

The type TYPE has been added to the Modula-3 type system to provide a convenient 

notation for describing functions implemented as C macros. For example the following 

C macro (talloe) allocates a piece of storage large enough to hold the type passed as 

argument and returns a reference to that type: 

#define tailoe(TYPE) 
(* TYPE)(mailoe(SIZEOF(TYPE)) 

The corresponding notation used in this dissertation is: 

INLINE PROCEDURE talloe(type ; TYPE) ; REF type; 
END; 

In this dissertation the talloe operation would be defined as an inline procedure that 

takes a type and returns a value whose type is a pointer to the type passed in as 

argument. The such procedures simplify protocol source code. No deep type theoretic 

semantics are implied. 

3.1.5 C to Modula-3 

Since the actual implementation language for Avoca is C, and Modula-3 lacks some 

of the necessary low-level operations, some C to Modula-3 translation is necessary. 

Table 3.1 contains the correspondence between Modula-3 and C type and address 

manipulation operations and the syntax that was chosen to represent Avoca. The Avoca 

notation uses the keyword CAST instead of LOOPHOLE to perform cast operations. 

The syntax of the operations remains the same: CAST(variable,type) is equivalent to 

(type)variable in C. As stated previously, the C dereferencing operation prefix ,t, has 

replaced the Modula-3 dereferencing operation postfix "'. The C operations '->' and 

'.' are both mapped onto the Modula-3 operation '.'. The C address of operation 

prefix '&' is replaced by the Modula-3 prefix ADR operation. The C sizeofO function 
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C Modula-3 Avoca 

«type» <expr> LOOPHOLE«expr>,<type» CAST«expr>, <type» 

*<expr> <expr>/\ *<expr> 

<expr>-><name> <expr>.<name> <expr>.<name> 

<expr>.<name> <expr>.<name> <expr>.<name> 

&<expr> ADR <expr> ADR <expr> 

sizeof«type» BVTESIZE«type» BYTESIZE«type» 

Table 3.1: Type and Address Manipulation 

is replaced by the Modula-3 BYTESIZEO function. 

Modula-3 uses Pascal style assignment and equality comparisons. Modula-3 uses 

the '#' operation for not equal and the logical operators AND, OR, NOT. An XOR 

operator is added for symmetry. Modula-3 does not support any bit-wise comparison 

operators. The operations BAND, BOR, BNOT and BXOR are used in this thesis for the 

bit-wise equivalent of the Modula-3 logical operations. 

Table 3.3 contains the C to Modula-3 type correspondence used in this dissertation. 

The Modula-3 types INTEGERS (equivalent to signed char), CARDINALS (equivalent to 

unsigned char), INTEGER16 (equivalent to short) and CARDINAL 16 (equivalent to unsigned 

short) have been defined. In Modula-3, the type ADDRESS is used to signify a pointer 

to an arbitrary memory location; many C programs use the type char • (in ANSI C 

it is void *) for this purpose as well as for character strings. The Avoca notation uses 

ADDRESS to signify an arbitrary memory location and REF CHAR to signify a string. 

All storage allocation in Avoca is performed manually. This is equivalent to prefixing 

the Modula-3 keyword UNTRACED to all pointer and object definitions. As in C, record 

assignments are allowed but record comparisons are not. 
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C Modula-3 Avoca 

= '- '-.- .-
-- = = 

!= # # 

NA NA XOR 

&& AND AND 

II OR OR 

! NOT NOT 

" NA BXOR 

& NA BAND 

I NA BOR 

NA NA BNOT 

Table 3.2: Operators 

3.2 Algorithms and Protocols 

While the Avoca Network Architecture is an environment for the design of new proto

cols, all of the Avoca protocols developed in this dissertation are derived from existing 

protocols and algorithms. The primary protocol suite developed for this research is 

the Avoca RPC protocol. This protocol is based upon elements of three existing 

RPC protocols: Sprite RPC [Welch 88], Sun RPC [Sun 86], and Lightweight RPC 

[Bershad 89]. This dissertation uses the Ethernet protocol, the Internet protocols (lP, 

TCP, and UDP), and the SDP protocol (a locally developed variant of UDP) as run

ning examples. This section first describes the important algorithms used by these 

protocols and then gives a short description of each of the protocols listed above . 

. " 
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C Modula-3 Avoca 

Int INTEGER INTEGER 

unsigned Int CARDINAL CARDINAL 

short [_215 •. 215_1] INTEGER16 

unsigned short [0 .. 216_1] CARDINAL16 

unsigned char [0 .. 255] CARDINALS 

char· ADDRESS ADDRESS 

char· REF CHAR REF CHAR 

Table 3.3: Type Correspondence 

3.2.1 Algorithms 

The heart of every remote procedure call protocol is a request-reply algorithm. A 

request-reply algorithm takes a client's request message and sends it to the server. 

After receiving the request message the server sends a reply message back to the client. 

The job of any request-reply algorithm is to match requests with replies and deal with 

dropped messages. The protocols described in this dissertation use two request-reply 

algorithms, a simple retransmission algorithm that provides zero or more semantics 

and the Birrell-Nelson implicit acknowledgment algorithm [Birrell 84] that provides 

at most once semantics. Zero or more semantics provides no guarantees on the number 

of copies of the request message delivered to the server. An RPC protocol that only 

supports zero or more semantics can potentially invoke the server procedure more than 

once per client invocation. At most once semantics guarantees that at most one copy 

of the request message arrives at the server. At most once semantics requires some 

form of acknowledgment of the receipt of a request or reply message. In the Birrell

Nelson algorithm, the reception of a new request message implicitly acknowledges 

the last reply message, avoiding the cost of the acknowledgment message. 

-~ .. ---~- -----------------------------'-'. ,"'-,. ---'--=--....:..:.-. ...;.--= .... ::.;",,; .. ;";"'.' ;,,:,...:.' -=-_.= .. =::;..=:...:.--
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Protocols that send messages that are larger than the maximum packet size of the 

underlying network use some form of fragmentation and reassembly algorithm. In 

such algorithms the sender divides the message into fragments small enough to be 

transmitted, sends the fragments separately to the receiver, and the receiver concate

nates the fragments recreating the original message. In a selective-retransmission blast 

algorithm, the sender fragments the message into multiple network packets and sends 

all the packets, one immediately after the other, without waiting for each packet to be 

acknowledged. The receiver only acknowledges-if at all-after all of the fragments 

have arrived. If any packets are missing, the receiver sends a partial acknowledgment 

to the sender, listing the missing fragments. The sender then retransmits only those 

fragments. 

While the blast algorithm works well in situations where the maximum network 

packet size is fixed, multi-hop networks where the maximum packet size may vary re

quire a different approach. The successive fragmentation algorithm initially fragments 

a large message into packets whose size is equal to a known maximum packet size. 

If these packets must traverse a network or link with a smaller maximum packet size, 

the algorithm fragments each packet again. Reassembly does not take place until all 

of the packets have reached their final destination. 

Gracefully establishing and closing a connection in a protocol such as TCP requires 

an agreement algorithm-both parries to the connection must agree on a common 

course of action. The three-way handshake algorithm provides a way to establish and 

terminate a connection reliably in the presence of dropped, delayed, and duplicate 

messages. In the three-way handshake algorithm the client sends the server a message 

stating his desire to establish a connection, the server side acks, and the client acks 

the ack. 

Stream-oriented protocols generally implement some form of flow control to keep 

the sender from overrunning the buffer space on the receiving machine. The most 

commonly used flow control algorithm is the sliding window algorithm. This algorithm 

only permits the sender to have a fixed number of unacknowledged bytes (or any unit 

of data) outstanding at any given time. This number is the window size. Sending data 

decreases the window size until it equals zero, at which time transmission must stop. 
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Receiving acknowledgments increases the window size. 

3.2.2 Internet Protocol Suite 

The three most important Internet protocols are IP, TCP, and UDP. IP is the Internet 

protocol and supports the unreliable delivery of messages to any other machine. on the 

Internet. IP consists of two major parts: an Internet router that determines where to 

send packets, and a fragmentation-reassembly algorithm. IP uses a successive frag

mentation algorithm with no retransmission-if the network drops a single fragment, 

IP drops the entire message. TCP is the transmission control protocol and supports 

the reliable delivery of arbitrary bytes across the network. TCP is connection oriented 

and establishes and terminates connections using a three-way handshake algorithm. 

A TCP connection is bidirectional; each participant may read bytes from and write 

bytes to the other. TCP uses a sliding window flow control algorithm. UDP is the 

user datagram protocol that implements an unreliable message deliver algorithm. UDP 

makes no attempt to recover from dropped packets. Both UDP and TCP share the 

same address type, a <port number, IP address> pair. 

3.2.3 Ethernet 

The Ethernet is a local area network. For the purposes of this dissertation, the Ethernet 

has two key features: it supports broadcasts, and under heavily loaded conditions its 

performance degrades markedly. 

All of the work done for this dissertation was performed on a Sun 3/75 that uses 

the Intel 82586 Ethernet chip. This chip supports a scatter-gather capability. A scatter

gather Ethernet chip can construct an outgoing Ethernet packet by gathering data from 

a collection of buffers and scatter an incoming packet to a collection of buffers. Thus, 

a message need not be in a contiguous buffer to be sent. 

.'C 
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3.2.4 Symmetric Demultiplexer Protocol 

The Symmetric Demultiplexer Protocol is used as the running example in Chapters 

4 and 5. SDP is a simple variant of the UDP protocol that demultiplexes incoming 

datagrams to the correct high-level entity. An SDP address-a <port number, host 

address> pair-identifies each high-level entity. The entities themselves may be user 

programs, remote procedures, or other protocols. The protocol is symmetric in the 

sense that both the sender and receiver have SDP addresses. The protocol is responsible 

for demultiplexing incoming datagrams to the correct port, for insuring the datagram 

is the correct length, and for insuring data integrity through use of a checksum. Only 

one high-level entity can passively listen to a given port at anyone time, and only 

one high-level entity can actively send messages from a given source SDP address to 

a given destination SDP address. Two slightly different versions of SDP are used as 

examples. The first version is identical to the protocol UDP and its address is defined 

as: 

TYPE SOP_address = RECORD 
port: CARDINAL 16; 
host: IP .address; 

END; 

That is, the host address is explicitly defined as an IP address. The second version 

of SDP, called USDP, is an encapsulated and underspecified version of UDP. When 

this version of SOP is composed with the protocol IP, the result is UOP. USDP 

may, however, be composed with other protocols to produce different semantics. The 

address of underspecified SOP is defined as: 

TYPE USDP_address = RECORD 
port: CARDINAL 16; 
host: ANY; 

END; 

Both versions of SOP use the same header format: 

TYPE SOP_header = RECORD 
source: CARDINAL 16; 
dest : CARDINAL 16; 
length: INTEGER16; 
check_sum: CARDINAL 16; 

END; 
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Appendix A contains the complete implementations of both SDP and USDP. 

3.2.5 Sprite RPC 

The Sprite RPC protocol forms the primary basis for the Avoca RPC protocol presented 

in Chapter 7. Sprite RPC forms the basis of all inter-processor communications for 

the Sprite operating system. The primary goal of the Sprite operating system is to 

make a collection of workstations function as a single timesharing system. Sprite 

uses Sprite RPC for the invocation of predefined operating kernel calls. Sprite RPC 

was chosen as the basis for Avoca RPC because it is a small, well designed, and 

well implemented protocol, whose native version runs on Sun 3/75 hardware. Thus, 

comparisons between Sprite RPC and Avoca RPC are possible. 

Sprite RPC uses the Birrell-Nelson request-reply algorithm. Machines commu

nicate over channels; each channel represents a single instance of the request-reply 

algorithm. Only one RPC invocation may be outstanding on any given channel at any 

given time, and channels themselves are immortal-there is no way to get rid of them 

without violating the semantics of the algorithm used. Sprite RPC attempts to im

prove the performance of the Birrell-Nelson algorithm by multiplexing many remote 

procedure invocations over a fixed number of channels. Sprite RPC handles large 

messages-approximately 16 kilobytes-through the use of a selective retransmission 

blast algorithm. A Sprite RPC address is a 16 bit command that identifies the remote 

procedure, followed by a 32 bit Sprite processor id. The Avoca implementation uses 

an IP address rather than the Sprite processor id. Figure 3.6 contains the Sprite RPC 

header-actually the Sprite RPC header used by the Avoca implementation of Sprite 

RPC. 

3.2.6 Sun RPC 

The SUN Remote Procedure Call protocol forms the basis for Sun's Network File 

System. Sun RPC can be configured on top of UDP or TCP depending upon the level 

of reliability required. Sun RPC uses a simple request-reply algorithm that supports 

zero or more semantics. Sun RPC is implemented outside the kernel and uses IP to 



TYPE SPRITE_HDR = RECORD; 
flags: CARDINAL16; 
clnthost : IP _address; 
srvLhost: IP_address; 
channel: CARDINAL 16; 
srvLprocess : CARDINAL 16; 
sequence_num : CARDINAL 16; 
numfrags : CARDINAL 16; 
fragmask : CARDINAL 16; 
command: CARDINAL 16; 
bootid : CARDINAL; 
data1 : CARDINAL 16; 
data2: CARDINAL16; 
dataLoffset: CARDINAL16; 
date2_offset : CARDINAL 16; 

END; 

Figure 3.6: Sprite RPC Header Format 
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fragment large messages. A Sun RPC address is a <program number, version number, 

procedure number> triple. Sun RPC is a complex protocol that supports a variety of 

authentication schemes, a broadcast RPC, and a non-blocking RPC. 

Because Sun RPC is implemented outside of the kernel and uses UDP or TCP the 

Sun Portmapper protocol is needed. This protocol binds each Sun RPC address to a 

machine specific UDP or TCP port number. Every machine that supports Sun RPC 

also must support the Portmapper. Before Sun RPC can invoke a remote procedure, 

it must access the Portmapper on the remote host to find the correct port to send the 

request message to. Certain remote procedures, such as Sun's Network File System, 

reside on well-known ports that are common throughout the network, and hence the 

Portmapper is not required for invocation of these procedures. 

0'S 
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CHAPTER 4 

REPRESENTING NETWORK SOFTWARE 

We present the Avoca platform in two parts. This chapter defines how network soft

ware is represented by a graph of abstract objects. This representation is completely 

prescribed by the Avoca network architecture and would be shared by any Avoca 

platform. The next chapter describes the implementation environment for individual 

protocols. This environment is not part of the network architecture and can vary from 

platform to platform. While the Avoca Network Architecture supports multiple plat

forms, the Avoca-kernel is the canonical platform. The Avoca Network Architecture 

evolved from the Avoca-kernel. Other platforms are also possible. 

One issue not yet addressed by this research is where the Avoca network architec

ture ends and the Avoca platform begins. The unfinished task is to extract an abstract 

set of platform requirements from the Avoca-kernel and enforce those requirements on 

all Avoca platforms. For example, the execution model as presented in this chapter is 

very implementation specific. It is easy to imagine a compiler that takes an abstract 

Avoca protocol graph and generates the code necessary to execute the protocols con

tained in the graph. Such a system should be a legal Avoca platform. However, for 

the purposes of this dissertation it is sufficient to treat the Avoca-kernel as both an 

implementation of an Avoca platform and the specification of all Avoca platforms. 

This chapter presents the four primary features of the Avoca-kernel's support for 

inter-protocol interaction. First, a graph of abstract objects is used to represent both 

the static configuration of network software and the dynamic state of communications 

using that software. Second, a Uniform Protocol Interface defines the external inter-
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faces to each of these objects. Third, an execution-model governs how a protocol 

graph processes messages. Finally, a composer allows the network software developer 

to create protocol graphs. 

4.1 Protocol Graph 

The Avoca Network Architecture and the Avoca-kernel both represent network soft

ware abstractly as a directed graph. Each node of the graph corresponds to an abstract 

object and represents some aspect of the network software suite. Each edge of the 

graph corresponds to a capability one object possesses for another object. Some of 

these edges are attributed with keys. 

The protocol graph is represented explicitly in the Avoca-kernel. The graph is 

visible throughout the kernel. The protocol graph is dynamic, and objects and edges 

may be added and deleted at runtime. The path a message takes through the graph 

defines the semantics of its transmission and reception. An object may only invoke 

the operations of those objects to which it is directly connected (i.e., those for which 

it possesses capabilities). 

The protocol graph contains three types of abstract object: protocol, session, or 

enable objects. Intuitively, each protocol object represents a single instance of a 

traditional network protocol such as IP. The protocol object contains all of the protocol 

specific state, and is responsible for managing session and enable objects. Each session 

object represents one end of a network connection and is used to send and receive 

messages. Session objects are created by the lower level protocol that defines them 

at the request of some higher level protocol that wants to lise the connection. Each 

enable object created by a lower level protocol represents permission given by a high

level protocol to the lower level protocol to open a connection at some future time. 

Enable objects act as place holders for future sessions. 

For the purposes of this dissertation, the term protocol graph will refer to a com plete 

graph including all objects and edges. The term static graph will refer to the subgraph 

of the protocol graph consisting of only protocol objects and the edges connecting 

them. The static graph represents the static collection of protocols configured into 
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the network software suite. The tenn session graph will refer to the subgraph of the 

protocol graph consisting of only session objects and the edges that connect them. 

The rest of this section describes the edges that connect protocol, session, and enable 

objects. Note that each edge is a capability for the object it points to and many edges 

are directed, i.e., they are uplinks or downlinks. 

The static graph is made up of edges that connect one protocol object to another. 

These edges define the is-used-by relationship between protocols in the static graph. 

The existence of an edge between protocol A and protocol B implies that protocol A 

uses protocol B to implement its functionality. Each protocol can depend on a fixed 

number of lower level protocols. Figure 4.1 depicts a simple static graph and defines 

the is-used-by relationships between the four protocols: SDP, RPC, IP, and Ethernet. 

Both SDP and RPC use lP, and IP uses the Ethernet. The topology of the static graph 

is defined by the user before execution begins. 

SOP RPC 

IP 

Ethernet 

Figure 4.1: Edges Connecting Protocols to Protocols 

Attributed edges from protocol objects to session objects define the connection-
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exists relationshipl. The relation maps incoming messages onto sessions or connec

tions; it defines which incoming messages are to be processed by which session object. 

Each session object represents a single connection of the protocol object that created· 

it and that protocol is responsible for de multiplexing each incoming message to one 

of an arbitrary number of session objects. The information needed to do so is encoded 

in the attribute affixed to each edge. Figure 4.2 depicts a typical situation. The SDP 

protocol is managing three distinct connections: S1, S2, S3. A unique key-KI, K2, 

K3-identifies each connection and determines which messages that connection han

dles. Keys may contain address information, information found in a protocols header, 

and in certain cases, capabilities for lower level protocol objects, session objects, or 

enable objects. 

SDP I 
Figure 4.2: Edges Connecting Protocols to Sessions 

Attributed edges from protocol objects to enable objects define the create connec

tion relation. This relation maps incoming messages to enable objects and defines 

which messages will have sessions created to handle them. Each enable object rep

resents the permission of some high-level protocol object for the low-level protocol 

object to create a session for a certain set of messages. The definition of the set 

is encoded into the attribute. The protocol object is responsible for creating session 

objects whenever a message arrives that, in some protocol-specific fashion, matches 

1 Note that the edge only partially defines this relation; a protocol spccific algorithm is used to map 
messages onto sessions. 
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the attribute of a link to an enable object. In Figure 4.3 the protocol objects RPC 

and SDP each use the protocol object IP. An enable object represents every distinct 

openenable of IP by RPC and SDP. The single edge defined by the enable object de

fines the permission relation. This edge represents which high-level protocol gave the 

pennission to create a session object. One of the enable objects points to the protocol 

object SDP and two to the protocol object RPC. 

Figure 4.3: Edges Connecting Protocols to Enables 

The session graph is made up of edges that connect one session object to another. 

These edges define the is-used-by relation between session objects in the session graph. 

The existence of an edge between session object A and session object B implies that 

session object A uses session object B to send messages. Each session object can 

depend on a fixed number of lower level session objects. Note that sessions which 

depend upon more than one lower level session usually multiplex messages to one of 

their lower level sessions. Session objects contain two edges to protocol objects. One 

edge represents the created-by relation. Each session object contains the capability for 

the protocol object that created it. The other represents the is-owned-by relation. Each 

session object contains the capability for the high-level protocol object that requested 

its creation. The edges contained within a session object are unattributed and directly 

accessible. 

Figure 4.4 depicts a typical session and the edges that connect it. The IP session 

object uses the Ethernet session to send messages and was created by the IP protocol 

object at the request of the SOP protocol object. 
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SOP 

IP is-used-by 

Figure 4.4: Edges Connecting Sessions to Sessions and Protocols 

4.2 Uniform Protocol Interface 

The Avoca Network Architecture defines an abstract interface to the protocol, session, 

and enable objects that make up the protocol graph. This interface is called the 

Uniform ProtocolInterface (UPI). Interface standardization has two benefits: it makes 

it possible to substitute one protocol for another with little or no code modification, 

and it reduces the number of interfaces any application or protocol must deal with. 

While enforcing a uniform protocol interface many seem extreme, the use of any 

vertical interface defines a de facto standard. Avoca simply transforms an arbitrary 

collection of de facto standards into a single de jure standard. 

Each protocol implementation defines a protocol-specific protocol, session, and 

enable object whose supertype is, respectively, the abstract protocol object, session 

object, and enable object defined in this section. Each individual protocol defines the 

methods of each object. Each protocol may add new fields to the objects, but UPI 

defines the set of all legal methods. 
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4.2.1 Protocol Object 

Each protocol object defines the fields necessary to implement the edges that connect 

it to the protocol graph. The fixed sized array contained in the protocol's down field is 

used to represent the is-us ed-by relation and stores capabilities to lower level protocols. 

The numdown field contains the number of protocols currently contained in the array. 

The protocol object uses maps (See Section 4.2.6) to store attributed edges. The 

attributed edges that represent the connection-exists relation are stored in the protocol's 

active_map field and connect a protocol object to its session objects. The attributed 

edges that connect a protocol object to its enable objects that represent the create 

connection relation are stored in the protocol's passive_map field. In addition to the 

fields necessary to hold the edges of the protocol graph, the protocol object defines a 

host-wide unique name. User programs and other protocols can acquire a capability 

for a given protocol with the procedure getprotlbyname. This operation takes a protocol 

name and returns a capability for the corresponding protocol object. The number of 

outstanding references to a given protocol object is recorded in the protocol's rcnt field. 

Figure 4.5 defines the interface to the protocol object. 

Protocol objects serve two major functions: they create session objects and they 

demultiplex messages received from the network to one of their session objects. Each 

protocol object supports two ways of creating session objects: active opens and passive 

opens. The operation open performs an active open. 

session = self.down[Ollopen(self,participantiist) 

A higher level protocol (self) opens a connection by passing a capability for itself, 

along with a participant list, to a protocol object's open operation. The participant 

list consists of host addresses, port numbers, protocol numbers, and so on. The open 

operation uses this participant list to construct the key used access the active map. 

The lower level protocol either creates the desired session object and inserts it as an 

entry into its active map or returns NIL. The higher level protocol can then send and 

receive messages relative to the returned session object. 

Passive opens are more complex and require two operations-Openenable and 

opendeferred-to create a session. 



TYPE Protocol = OBJECT 
active_map: MAP; 
passive_map: MAP; 
numdown : INTEGER; 
down: ARRAY [0.,*] OF !Protocol; 
name: REF CHAR; 
rent: INTEGER; 

METHODS 
init 0; 
!open (hlp: Protocol; part: PART) : Session; 
!openenable (hlp: Protocol; part: PART): Enable; 
!opendeferred (hlp: Protocol; down_s : Session; part: PART) : STATUS; 
!opendisable (hlp: Protocol; part: PART) : STATUS; 
jdemux (down_s : Session; msg : MSG) : STATUS; 
closeO; 
control (opcode : INTEGER; buf: ADDRESS; len: INTEGER) : STATUS; 

END; 

Figure 4.5: Protocol Object Definition 

self.down[O]! openenable( self, participantlist) 
session = self.opendeferred(saved_protocol,down_session, 

participanUist) 
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Intuitively, a high-level protocol passes a capability for itself to a low-level protocol, 

and defers the actual open until a message arrives from the network. The openenable 

operation takes the high-level protocol and a participant list. The openenable operation 

uses this participant list to construct the key used access the passive map. The lower 

level protocol either creates an enable object that contains a capability for the high-level 

protocol and inserts it as an entry into its passive map or returns NIL. The high-level 

protocol performing the openenable does not have to fully specify the participant list; 

only the local participant must be present. When a message arrives at the lower 

level protocol the passive map is used to map the message onto an enable object. 

If such an enable object exists, the low-level protocol invokes its own opendeferred 

operation using the high-level protocol stored in the enable object and a participant 

list to complete the creation of the session. The receiver must create a complete 
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participant list out of information contained in the header, local state or information 

provided by a lower level protocol before the opendeferred operation may be invoked. 

In addition to creating sessions, each protocol object demultiplexes messages re

ceived from the network to one of its session objects with a 

s.upTdemux(s,message) 

operation. Each lower level session object (s) invokes the demux operation of the high

level protocol object that owns it (s.up). The demux operation takes a message and the 

invoking session object as arguments. When called, demux either passes the message 

to one of its session objects, creates a new session object and passes the message to it, 

or discards the message. Each protocol object's demux operation makes the decision 

on which session object should receive the message based on the appropriate fields in 

the message's header. 

The Avoca-kernel invokes a protocol object's init operation at graph creation time. 

The invocation of a protocol object's init operation implies that all of the protocol 

objects in the protocol graph rooted at the current protocol object have already been 

initialized. The close operation eliminates a reference to a protocol object. 

4.2.2 Session Object 

Each session object contains the fields necessary to hold the edges of the protocol 

graph. The fixed sized array contained in the session's down field is used to represent 

the is-used-by relation and stores capabilities to lower level sessions. As with the 

protocol object, the numdown field contains the total number of edges contained in 

the down array. The myprotl field is used to represent the created-by relation and 

contains the capability of the protocol that created this session. The up field is used to 

represent the owned by relation and contains a capability for the higher level session 

that requested the creation of the session. In addition to the fields necessary to hold 

the edges of the protocol graph, each session object also contains an opaque pointer 

to the edge that points to it in the bind field. When the session object is closed, the 

bind field is used to remove the edge from the active map of the protocol object whose 

capability is contained in the myprotl field. The number of outstanding references to 
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a given protocol object is recorded in the protocol's rcnt field. Figure 4.6 defines the 

interface to the session object2. 

TYPE Session = OBJECT 
myprotl : Protocol; 
up : j Protocol; 
numdown : INTEGER; 
down: ARRAY [0 .. *] OF lProtocol; 
rcnt : INTEGER; 
bind: BIND; 
enable: Enable; 

METHODS 
lpush (msg : MSG; rmsg : REF MSG) : STATUS; 
jpop (down_s : Session; msg : MSG) : STATUS; 
closeO; 
control (opcode : INTEGER; but: ADDRESS; len: INTEGER) : STATUS; 

END; 

Figure 4.6: Session Object Definition 

Intuitively, a session object corresponds to the end-point of a network connec

tion; i.e., it interprets the message header and maintains state information associated 

with a connection. For example, TCP session objects implement the sliding window 

algorithm and associated message buffers. Sessions support two primary operations: 

s.down[Ol1push(message,N IL) 
sjpop(s,message) 

A high-level session object (S) invokes the push operation to pass a message down to 

some low-level session object. The push operation may return a pointer to a message 

as its second argument. This allows for more efficient implementation of request-reply 

protocols. In all other cases the second argument is NIL. A protocol object's demux 

operation invokes one of its session objects' pop operation to pass a message up to 

that session object. Intuitively, we think of the message as a stack, where the two 

operations push headers onto and pop headers off of the stack. The pop operation 

2Note that each session object also contains an enable field that points to the enable object. if any. 
that was used to create the session. This field is used to support inherited keys. as described in Chapter 
5. 
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takes a lower level session object as an argument in order to make the signature of 

pop match that of demux. The close operation eliminates a capability for the session. 

4.2.3 Enable Object 

Each enable object contains a single field-up-that is used to represent the permission 

relation and contain a pointer to the high-level protocol object that performed the 

openenable operation that created the enable object. Each enable object contains an 

opaque pointer to the edge that points to it in the bind field. The opendisable operation 

uses the bind field to remove the binding from the passive map of the protocol that 

created it. The number of outstanding references to a given enable object is recorded 

in the enable object's rcnt field. Figure 4.7 defines the interface to the enable object. 

TYPE Enable = OBJECT 
up: TProtocol; 
rcnt : INTEGER; 
bind: BIND; 

END; 

Figure 4.7: Enable Object Definition 

Each openenable operation creates a new enable object or increments the reference 

count of an existing one, and returns a capability for the enable object. Higher level 

protocols sometimes use this capability as part of inherited passive key, as described 

in Chapter 5. A failed openenable operation returns NIL. The opendisable operation 

decrements the reference count of the corresponding enable object and, if necessary, 

frees the object. The enable object supports no operations, but is represented as an 

object to support the addition of protocol specific fields. 

4.2.4 Control Operations 

Both protocol and session objects support a 

control(opcode,buffer,length) 
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operation. The control operation is a way to simulate the ability to add methods to an 

existing object in languages such as C. Each new "method" is identified by an integer 

op code , where the buffer is used to pass arguments and return values. The control· 

operation is primarily used to read and write certain object-dependent parameters. For 

example, one might invoke a protocol object's control operation MAX PACKET to learn 

the maximum transmission unit (MTU) supported by that protocol object. As another 

example, one might invoke a session object's control operation PEERADDR to learn 

a peer's address. While most control operations are downcalls, there are certain rare 

circumstances when a lower level object will invoke a higher level object's control 

operation. 

4.2.5 Delegation 

In many cases, a protocol does not really care which protocol or session object im

plements a specified control operation, only that some protocol or session object be

neath it implements that operation. Forcing each protocol object to implement every 

control invoked by the protocol above it creates a problem that we call de facto non

composability-a protocol that invokes a large number of complex control operations 

can only be composed with protocols written specifically for use with that protocol. 

To avoid this problem, and to provide further support for encapsulated protocols, the 

Avoca Network Architecture defines a delegation hierarchy and supports the delega

tion of control operations. Control operations can be delegated to an entire subgraph 

of the protocol graph rather than invoked upon a specific protocol object. When a 

control is delegated, the Avoca-kernel searches the entire subgraph passed as argument 

for a protocol or session object that implements the specified opcode. This is essen

tially identical to inheritance [Stein 87] using the protocol graph as the inheritance 

hierarchy. This dissertation uses the term delegation to distinguish this feature from 

the inheritance mechanism of the protocol implementation language. 

Protocols invoke delegation manually, and delegation is implemented using two 

separate operations: delegate· and delegate+. Both operations have the same syntax 

as the control operation: 



s.delegate" .(MAXPACKET, but, len); 
s.delegare+ .(MAXPACKET, but, len); 
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The first operation searches the subgraph rooted at s for the control MAX PACKET. If 

s implements MAXPACKET this operation will invoke it. The second operation searches 

the subgraphs rooted at the children of s for the control MAXPACKET. The second 

operation allows a protocol or session to search the subgi'aph below itself without 

invoking its own control operations. The simple control operation is still supported to 

allow protocols to force lower level protocols to support a given control. 

The delegation algorithm uses a simple depth first search. This algorithm is a 

prototype that worked so well in practice that no attempt was made to implement 

a more sophisticated algorithm. Controls rarely appear in the critical path of most 

Avoca protocols and the delegation algorithm has little effect on overall protocol 

performance. The primary limitation of the simple depth first algorithm is that it 

cannot be used to support cyclic graphs. While the Avoca protocols graphs presented 

in this dissertation are acyclic, cyclic graphs have been proposed as a way to simplify 

network architectures [Cheriton 88a]. 

4.2.6 UPI Data Types 

The Uniform Protocol Interface uses several types in its operations that it does not 

define. Each platform may implement these types as it sees fit. Chapter 5 presents the 

specific implementations of these types used in the Avoca-kernel. The Avoca Network 

Architecture makes only minimal demands upon the implementations of these types: 

maps (MAP) are sets of <key, session> or <key, enable> pairs; messages (MSG) represent 

arbitrary strings of bytes; and participant lists (PART) represent sets of addresses. To 

support underspecified protocols, each address in a participant list may be polymorphic 

in type. Any Avoca protocol may define as its address type a record whose last fields 

has type ANY, as defined in Chapter 3. The STATUS type is used to return anyone of 

a set of Avoca defined error conditions. 
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4.3 Avoca Execution Model 

In traditional network architectures, protocols are often described, and sometimes 

implemented, using a process-per-protocol model. In this model, each protocol is 

implemented as a process which communicates with other protocols through an inter

process communications (IPC) mechanism. As pointed out by [Clark 82], such an 

architecture is simple, but the cost of inter-process communication and synchronization 

as the message travels from protocol to protocol is prohibitive. The Avoca Network 

Architecture specifies that the platform process messages using a process-per-message 

model. In this model the platform allocates a lightweight process (thread) to each 

message and this process shepherds the message through the protocol graph. In effect, 

the message is the active entity in the Avoca Network Architecture. 

4.3.1 Process Management 

In the process-per-message model, the Avoca-kernel assigns a process to each message 

when that message arrives at the network device or the user-kernel boundary. This 

process shepherds the message through the protocol graph. The message traverses 

the protocol graph through a series of nested procedure calls to the push, pop, and 

demux operations of protocol and session objects. Because the calls are nested, the 

shepherd process's call stack contains the path the message has taken through the 

graph. When a message leaves the graph, the shepherd processes stack unwinds. This 

causes the shepherd process to revisit each protocol and session object in reverse 

order. The unwinding of the shepherd process's call stack provides a simple and 

efficient mechanism that allows protocols to overlap their actions with the message 

transmission time. Any operation performed after the message has been passed on to 

another protocol has little effect upon protocol latency. Figure 4.8 shows the state of 

the call stack at the moment an outgoing message has been passed to the Ethernet 

driver but before the call stack has unwound (left-hand side) and the corresponding call 

stack for an incoming message (right-hand side). Note that outgoing messages only 

traverse session objects, while incoming messages traverse both session and protocol 
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Cal! Stack 

udp3.push 

ipl.push 
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Cal! Stack 

tcpl.pop 

tcp.demux 

ip2.pop 

ip.demux 

eth2.pop 

eth.demux 

Figure 4.8: Traversing the Protocol Graph 
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If a message does not encounter contention for resources, it is possible to send or 

receive a message with no context switches. When resource contention does occur, the 

kernel blocks the shepherd process. Note the process-per-message execution model 

implies the lack of explicit message queues. Because each message has its own process 

in Avoca, Avoca folds the message queues into the kernel's process queues. 

The Avoca-kernel supports a simple process manager. Protocols use simple count

ing semaphores to synchronize. The protocol first cremes a semaphore with the de

sired initial count. The protocol then uses the traditional P operation-waiting on the 

semaphore-and V operation-signaling a semaphore-for synchronization. The VALL 

operation signals all processes blocked on the semaphore's wait queue. The process 

queue associated with each semaphore is strictly first come first serve. Figure 4.9 

defines the interface to the Avoca-kernel's semaphore utility. 

Kernel processes in Avoca are not preemptable. All of the protocols written using 

the Avoca-kernel take advantage of this fact to reduce the number of critical sections. 

Unfortunately, this implies that protocols written for the Avoca-kernel would require 



INTERFACE SEMAPHORE; 
TYPE Semaphore = OBJECT 

METHODS 
P (); 
V (); 
VALL (); 

END; 
PROCEDURE Init.semaphore (n : CARDINAL) : Semaphore; 

END; 

Figure 4.9: Semaphores 

significant alteration to run on a multi-processor system. 

4.3.2 Address Space Management 
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While the Avoca Network Architecture defines the basic fonn of process management, 

address space management is platform specific. In the Avoca-kernel the protocol graph 

is resident in the operating system kernel. In general, the platfonn decides where to 

place the protocol graph. There are examples of existing platforms that implement 

protocols in the kernel (the V-kernel [Cheriton 88b D, in a user address space (Mach 

[Accetta 86]), and in both the kernel and user address spaces (SunOS [Sun 86]). 

The Avoca-kernel supports mobile processes-processes that can move between 

address spaces. When a message arrives at a network device, a kernel process is 

dispatched to shepherd it upward through the protocol graph. If the message even

tually reaches the user-kernel boundary, the shepherd process' kernel privileges are 

revoked and the process continues executing in the user's address space. When a user 

process generates a message, the user's process is temporarily given kernel privileges 

and allowed to shepherd the message downward through the kernel. The use of mo

bile processes, while efficient, would be hard to replicate in many existing operating 

systems. 

To support mobile threads, the Avoca-kernel supports a mechanism that allows a 

kernel process to call a procedure in a user's address space. When the called proce-
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dure returns, the process returns to the kernel address space with it. User processes 

invoke kernel operations through a set of operating system traps. The Avoca-kernel 

implementation differs from traditional operating systems in that the trap operations 

defined by the kernel are a superset of the operations supported by the protocol and 

session objects. The basic idea is to make the user kernel boundary look as much like 

the Uniform Protocol Interface as is possible. The eventual goal is to support both 

kernel and user protocols with a seamless interface between them. 

Figure 4.10 contains the code necessary for a user program to send a message using 

IP. To invoke the kernel, a user program first invokes the create_protocol operation to 

create a kernel protocol to act as its proxy. The user passes the address of a procedure 

in the user address space to the create_protocol operation, which places this address in the 

demux method of the created protocol object. The user then performs a getprotlbyname 

operation to retrieve a capability for a kernel protocol. Next, the user performs an 

open operation, which is implemented as a kernel trap. The open operation returns a 

capability for a kernel session. The user program uses this capability to send messages 

using the push operation (again implemented as a kernel trap). The kernel may then 

perform an upcall on the user procedure passed to the create_protocol operation with 

any messages destined for that user. Note that the user interface is not object-oriented 

and user messages are represented as buffer/length pairs. 

my_protocol := create_protocol(my_demux); 
p := getprotlbyname(IP); 
create participant list 
s := open(my-protocol,p,part); 
push(s,buf ,len); 

Figure 4.10: U ser-Kernel Boundary 

4.3.3 Kernel Performance 

The limiting factor in a platform that uses the process-per-message model is the per

formance of the thread package. One must be able to dispatch threads faster than 
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messages arrive from the network. Heavy-weight processes, such as used in VAX 

VMS and Unix, could not efficiently support a process-per-message model. To pro

vide an idea on the level of perfonnance required of the underlying process machinery, 

Table 4.1 compares the perfonnance of the Avoca-kernel with that of Unix, both run

ning on a Sun3nS (all times are given in microseconds). 

Task Avoca Unix 

Context Switch 38 230 
Dispatch Process 135 NA 
Enter/Exit Kernel 20 100 

Enter/Exit User 254 600 

Table 4.1: Avoca Kernel vs. Unix Perfonnance 

4.4 Protocol Com position 

Network software in Avoca is constructed through the arbitrary composition of protocol 

objects. Arbitrary composition is the ability to compose a collection of protocol 

objects into any legal configuration without the need to modify protocol source code. 

Programming in Avoca is essentially an exercise in graph manipulation. Because 

of its experimental nature, the Avoca-kernel supports only static composition. The 

Avoca-kernel supports a tool called the composer that takes an abstract definition of a 

static graph and generates an instance of the Avoca-kernel that supports the specified 

graph. A simple graph description language (Avoca-GOL) defines protocol graphs. 

Figure 4.11 defines the BNF syntax for Avoca-GOL. 

For example, Figure 4.12 contains a GOL description of the protocol graph pre

sented in Figure 4.13. Every protocol object is identified by name and protocol id. The 

values given in the name= and id= clauses correspond to the name and id fields of the 



<s> ::= <protocoLiist> '@' ";' <protocoLiist> 
<protocoLiist> ::= <protocol> I;' 
. <protocoLiisti, I empty 
<protocol> ::= <name> ' '<id> ' , «files> I <class> I empty) 

, , «down> I empty) 
<name> ::= "name=" IDENTIFIER 
<id> ::= "id=" INTEGER 
<files> ::= "fiIes=" <filenameJist> 
<filenameJist> ::= FILENAME I FILENAME ",' 

<filenameJist> 
<class> ::= "class=" IDENTIFIER 
<down> ::= "protocols=" <protocoLnameJist> 
<protocoLnameJist> ::= IDENTIFIER I IDENTIFIER ',' 

<protocoLnameJist> 

Figure 4.11: Avoca Graph Description Language 
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created protocol object. The name given must be unique in the graph. The composer 

assumes the source files for a protocol with a given name will be equal to name.c and 

name.h unless otherwise informed using the files= clause. For example, the Ethernet 

protocol used in the example is the driver for the Intel Ethernet chip and consists of 

6 separate files, all of which are listed separately. Each protocol object defined in the 

graph may depend upon any other protocol object. A given protocol object lists all 

of the protocol objects it uses in the protocols= clause. In the example graph, IP uses 

ETH, and SDP depends upon JP. The composer generates some code that actually 

creates the protocol graph when the kernel is booted. This code initializes the down 

field of the protocol object to contain capabilities for the listed protocol objects, in the 

order they appear in the graph description file. For various kernel-specific reasons, 

the Avoca-kernel distinguishes device drivers from other protocols, and the composer 

treats all of the protocols listed before the '@' as device drivers. 

It is not uncommon to find a use for the same protocol in more than one place 

in a single protocol graph. For example, the underspecified version of the protocol 

USPD can be configured on top of JP, on top of the Ethernet, or even on top of itself. 



name=eth id= 10 files=inteIEth,inteIEthCmd,inteIEth_s, intelEthRcv, intelEthXmit,ethProtl; 
@; 

name=ip id=801 protocols=eth; 
name=usdp id=100 protocols=ip; 
name=rpc ir1=500 protocols=ip; 
name=fasLusdp class=usdp protocols=eth; 
name=layered_usdp class=usdp protocols=usdp; 

Figure 4.12: Example Graph Description File 

Figure 4.13: Protocol Graph 
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To configure a protocol graph with multiple instances of the protocol object USPD 

the class= clause is used. To make a protocol object identical to USPD, one would 

simply add a new protocol with a class=uspd clause. Each new instantiation requires a 

new name but inherits the protocol identifier and files from the original instance. The 

protocols= clauses of each instance of a given protocol are completely independent and 

thus an instance may appear anywhere in the protocol graph. 

The example give above represents the goal of Avoca, the free composition of 

protocols, but is overstated. USDP as implemented in Appendix A cannot be com

posed as shown. The protocol identifiers required at each location in the graph are 

different. When USDP is composed on top of IP, its participant list must contain IP 

protocol id. When USDP is composed on top of Ethernet, its participant list must 
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contain an Ethernet type. When USDP is composed on top of Ethernet, its participant 

list must contain an Ethernet type. When USDP is composed on top of USDP, its 

participant list contains no protocol id. Chapter 6 presents the modifications necessary 

to fix this problem. However, a protocol modified in such a fashion would no longer 

be compatible with UDP when composed with IP. Existing protocols are robustly non

compos able; they contain many features that make it impossible to compose them with 

any protocols other than the ones they were designed to use. Underspecification and 

delegation as used in USDP fix some but not all of these problems. 

This description of the composer leaves out many low-level details of the com

poser. For a more complete description of the composer, see the x-kernel Version 3.0 

Programer's Manual [Hutchinson 89c 1. 

4.5 Discussion 

The main purpose of the system described in this chapter is to allow the free com

position of protocols. Even with the experimental system described, new protocol 

graphs can be configured and tested in a matter of minutes. The use of an explicit 

protocol graph and a uniform protocol interface, along with the composer, insures the 

flexibility of the Avoca Network Architecture. This support is wasted on traditional 

network architectures where the protocol graph is fixed by standardization bodies. We 

believe that compos ability is the critical feature of Avoca and the Avoca methodology 

presented in Chapter 7 depends upon it. 

In addition to composition, Avoca's support for a standard platform provides a 

means of protocol distribution. In traditional environments, protocols are distributed 

as standards and require a large number of separate implementations of the same 

protocol. Much work in the generation of protocols from formal specifications is 

intended to support the development of new interoperable implementations of existing 

protocols. Work in the Portable Streams Environment [Inc 89], the x-kernel, and 

Avoca suggests that another solution is to define a standard platform, implement the 

protocol once, and distribute protocols as source code. Requiring large numbers of 

people to implement the same protocol is a mistake for which no amount of software 

-------.- .- ------------------------------------
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support can compensate. 

Finally, the requirement that all protocols use session objects enforces a connec

tion oriented model of protocol implementation. However, Avoca only requires the 

creation of the local end of the connection at open time and defers the creation of the 

remote end of the conn~ction until a message arrives at the remote host. We call this 

the lightweight connection model. The use of lightweight connections improves the 

performance of any protocol that exhibits locality of reference and does not interfere 

with protocol semantics. 
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CHAPTERS 

PROTOCOL SUPPORT LIBRARY 

This chapter describes the library of support utilities provided by the Avoca-kernel. 

Protocol developers use this library to implement protocols. Some of these utilities 

implement the abstract data types used, but not fully defined by the Uniform Protocol 

Interface presented in Chapter 4. Other utilities are internal to protocol implementa

tions. Aside from their most basic semantics, the utilities described in this chapter are 

not part of the Avoca Network Architecture; their implementation and representation 

are defined on a per-platfonn basis. 

The Avoca-kernel support library provides four utilities: a message utility to sup

port the manipulation of messages, a map utility to store <key,object> bindings, an 

event utility to manage timeouts, and a participant list utility to manage sets of net

work participants. Each of the following subsections describes one of the utilities and 

gives examples of how the utility is used to implement one or more of the protocols 

and algorithms defined in Chapter 3. 

5.1 Messages 

It has been well documented that the manner in which protocols manipulate 

messages-in particular, the extent to which they copy data from one buffer to 

another-has a significant impact on protocol performance [Watson 87]. Our ex

perience has shown that the fundamental problem of efficient message manipulation 

is to create a data structure that has little overhead for adding and removing headers, 
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never copies large data fragments, and efficiently maintains multiple views. Unfortu

nately, these goals are conflicting-the optimal data structure for header manipulation 

is unlikely to be the optimal data structure for message fragmentation. 

This research produced two key insights. First, header manipulation in communi

cations protocols is identical to the manipulation of call frames for a procedure call; 

header manipulation affects only the beginning of a message. Second, data manipu

lation in communications is almost entirely limited to fragmentation, reassembly, and 

truncation operations; data manipulation affects only the end of a message. The Avoca

kernel message utility is therefore a hybrid structure consisting of a stack substructure 

used to manipulate headers and a string substructure used to manipulate data. 

For the purposes of exposition, we use the following terminology. The message 

utility supports a message abstraction. This abstraction is decomposed into a stack 

component and a directed acyclic graph (DAG) component. The actual bytes that 

make up a message-in both its stack and DAG components-are stored in buffers. 

A buffer is a fixed length contiguous piece of storage. A view of a message is both the 

actual string of bytes denoted by the underlying message data structure and a reference 

to a message. New messages may be created by saving a view of an existing message. 

5.1.1 Description 

It is best to think of Avoca-kernel messages as consisting of two completely sepa

rate abstractions. While every attempt was made to make the message into a uni

fied abstraction, the semantics of stacks and byte strings are simply not compatible. 

The description presented in this section assumes that the message stack contains all 

protocol headers and that the message DAG contains all the user data. The Avoca 

Meta-protocol presented in Chapter 6 enforces this assumption for Avoca protocols. 

However, the Avoca-kernel also supports non-Avoca protocols; this assumption is not 

valid for such protocols. While the message lItility can represent messages with

out a known header/data boundary, understanding how this is done is not critical to 

understanding Avoca. 

Due to the complexity of the message utility, this section treats each aspect of 
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its design separately. The first subsection presents the data structures used to repre

sent messages. The next four sub-sections present the interface and implementation 

details of the header manipulation operations, the data manipulation operations, the 

view management operations, and the housekeeping operations, respectively. The last 

subsection contains a brief discussion of the support required by non-Avoca protocols. 

Message Data Structures 

Every Avoca message is represented by a variable of the following type: 

TYPE MSG = RECORD 
top: INTEGER 
stack: REF STACK; 
data: REF DAG; 

END; 

The top field contains an index (not a pointer) to the current top of the message stack, 

the stack field contains a pointer to the record used to represent the message stack, and 

the data field points to a possible empty DAG of nodes. The use of an index rather 

than a pointer for the top-of-stack allows the message utility to substitute one stack 

for another without having to worry about dangling pointers. The message stores the 

stack and data pointers separately so that the message utility can deal with the stack 

and DAG components separately. 

Protocols pass messages to each other by vallie. This simplifies the task of main

taining multiple message views. The small additional cost incurred by passing mes

sages by value is more than made up for by the improvement in header manipulation 

provided by the abstraction. However, the C compiler used generates inefficient code 

for any function that returns a message by value. While the Avoca-kernel as described 

in this dissertation uses such functions for the sake of clarity, the actual implementation 

avoids all functions that return records, opting instead for C macros. 

Figure 5.1 defines the data structure used to represent header-stacks. Both the 

storage management and the view management of the stack are implemented using 

the reference count field (rent). The number of references to a stack is equal to the 

number of outstanding views of that stack. Each stack is assigned a fixed maximum 

size at creation time. The buffer field holds a contiguous array of bytes used to store 



TYPE Staek = RECORD; 
rent: INTEGER; 
size: INTEGER; 
base: REF CHAR; 
buffer: ARRAY [0 .. *] of CHAR; 

END; 

Figure 5.1: Stack Record Definition 
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the actual contents of the stack. The base field contains a pointer to the last element 

in the buffer array. To compute a pointer to the top byte in the stack, the message 

utility subtracts the top-of-stack index-this index is stored in the top level message 

data structure-from the base address. 

The DAG component of the message contains three different node types. Every 

node contains four common fields: a tag field that identifies the type of the node, a 

reference count field (rent), a length field, and an offset field. As with the stack record 

both the storage management and the view management of the DAG are implemented 

using the reference count field. The reference count of any node in the buffer DAG 

is equal to the number of outstanding views of that node. The length field is always 

equal to the effective size of the byte string represented by the DAG rooted at that 

node. Reducing the length field effectively truncates bytes from the end of a string. 

The offset field contains the number of bytes from the front of the string denoted by the 

graph rooted at that node that are to be ignored. Increasing the offset field effectively 

truncates bytes from the beginning of a string. The message utility keeps the rent, 

length and offset fields current for all nodes in the graph. 

Figure 5.2 defines the Modula-3 representation of the three graph nodes. Since 

Modula-3 does not support unions or variant records, the DAG nodes must be im

plemented as objects. However, the DAG implementation is not object-oriented and 

none of the DAG objects support any operations. 

Each distinct node type is an object whose super-class is the Node object. All 

leaf nodes of the graph are ContigNodes and contain a buffer field-a fixed size array 



TYPE Node = OBJECT 
tag: eontig,single,pair; 
rent: INTEGER; 
len: INTEGER; 
offset: INTEGER; 

END; 
TYPE ContigNode = NODE OBJECT 

buffer: ARRAY [0,,*] of CHAR; 
END; 
TYPE SingleNode = NODE OBJECT 

single: NODE; 
END; 
TYPE PairNode = NODE OBJECT 

left,right: NODE; 
END; 

Figure 5.2: Graph Node Definitions 
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of bytes used to store data. The creator of the ContigNode defines the size of the 

buffer. The offset and length fields define the actual bytes contained in a ContigNode. 

A SingleNode is an internal node that contains a pointer to one child node. A PairNode 

is an internal node that contains pointers to a left and right child nodes. SingleNodes 

and PairNodes pennit the non-interfering manipulation of multiple views of the same 

set of ContigNodes. 

Figure 5.3 contains the graphic representations of the all of the data objects used to 

represent messages and Figure 5.4 uses this notation to depict a typical configuration of 

message data structures. Two views (msg I ,msg2) share the same stack with distinct 

top-of-stack indexes and parts of the same DAG. The first message contains more 

headers than the second, while the second message contains more data than the first. 

There are two outstanding views of the stack and the first ContigNode, and only one 

outstanding view of the PairNode and the second ContigNode. 

For the remainder of this section a simplified graphic representation will be used 

for messages. The top level message structure will be ignored and each message will 

consist of a separate top-of-stack index, stack, and DAG. Figure 5.5 depicts a typical 
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message using the simplified notation. 

Header Manipulation Operations 
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The message utility supports four stack based header manipulation operations. The 

mSQ-push operation adds enough space to the top of the stack-and hence the beginning 

of the message-to store a header of type hdrJype. It returns a pointer to the new 

top-of-stack. Protocols use this pointer to fill in the header. The mSQ_pop operation 



Figure 5.5: A Simplified Message 

PROCEDURE msg.push(VAR msg : MSG; hdrJype : TYPE) : REF hdrJype; 
PROCEDURE msg.pop(VAR msg : MSG; hdrJype : TYPE) : STATUS; 
PROCEDURE msglop(msg : MSG; hdrJype : TYPE) : REF hdrJype; 
PROCEDURE msg.stack..len(msg : MSG) : CARDINAL; 

Figure 5.6: Header Manipulation Operations 
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removes a header of type hdrJype from the top of the stack. The msgJop operation 

returns a pointer to the top-of-stack. The msg_stackJen operation returns the current 

size, in bytes, of all headers contained in the stack. Note that the stack manipulation 

operations have no effect upon the buffer DAG. These operations are summarized in 

Figure 5.6. 

The msg_push operation adds the size of the given header to the top-of-stack pointer 

and returns a pointer to the first byte in the modified stack. This pointer is cast as a 

reference to the type passed in as argument. The user then copies the header into the 

space allocated on the stack. The msg.pop operation simply subtracts the size of the 

header type given from the top-of-stack. The header at the top of the stack may be 

directly accessed using the msgJop operation. This operation calculates and returns a 

pointer to the top-of-stack, cast as a reference to the type passed in as argument. Note 

that the passing of types to these operations was done to simplify the code presented 

by avoiding repetitive CAST operations. Figure 5.7 depicts the effect of a msg_push 

. !C. 
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operation on a message. 

II 

Figure 5.7: The msg_push Operation 

The key to efficient layering is the ability to add, remove, and examine headers 

rapidly. Using the message utility, the total time to add a header to the stack is equal to 

the time it takes to copy the header, two assignments, one addition, and a comparison. 

The message utility uses in line procedure calls to implement all header manipulation 

operations and is essentially optimal for small (less than 100 byte) headers. The key to 

Avoca's latency performance is the fact that accessing the header requires no procedure 

call or storage allocation overhead. 

The byte alignment properties of the underlying machine architecture can seriously 

affect the correctness and efficiency of the message stack. On the Sun 3, structure 

assignments to pointers that are not half-word aligned will produce unpredictable re

sults. The insertion of padding into headers to overcome a single machine's alignment 

problem is not acceptable because other machines have to read the header. Implemen

tations of the message utility on machines with ridged byte alignment properties will 

require the packing and unpacking of headers and be significantly less efficient. 

Data Manipulation Operations 

The message utility supports four data manipulation operations. The msg_join operation 

takes two messages (msg1 and msg2) and returns a message whose view is equal to the 

view of msg1 concatenated with the view msg2. The views of msg1 and msg2 are lost. 

The msg.break operation takes a message (msg) and a location (where) in bytes and 

creates a new message containing the first where bytes of msg and then truncates the 



PROCEDURE msg4oin(msg1, msg2 : MSG) : MSG; 
PROCEDURE msg.break(VAR msg: MSG; where: CARDINAL) : MSG; 
PROCEDURE msglruncateright(msg : MSG; len: CARDINAL): MSG; 
PROCEDURE msg..dataJen(msg : MSG) : CARDINAL; 

Figure 5.8: Data Manipulation Operations 
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first where bytes off msg. The msgJruncateright reduces the length of a message (msg) 

to a specific length (len) by removing bytes at the end of the message-an analogous 

msgJurncateleft exists but is rarely used. The mS9_dataJen returns the total number bytes 

contained in the DAG. These operations are summarized in Figure 5.8. 

We now show how these operations are implemented. Note that the descriptions 

that follow assume that the stack is unaffected by the operations described. The first 

data manipulation operation, msg_join, concatenates two byte strings and is used to 

implement message reassembly in Avoca protocols. The operation frees the stack of 

the second messagel and replaces the DAG of the first message with a new DAG 

that consists of a PairNode pointing to the original DAG of the first message and the 

original DAG of the second message. Figure 5.9 depicts the effect of the mS9_join 

operation on two messages. 

.. -~ tI 
Figure 5.9: The mS9_join Operation 

The DAG also supports the removal of bytes from the beginning and end of the 

message. The msgJruncateright operation adds a new Single Node to the DAG whose 

length is equal to the length of the root node of the original DAG, minus the number of 

bytes to be truncated. The msgJruncateleft operation adds a new SingleNode to the DAG 

1 In Avoca protocols, the stack of the second message is always empty when a join operation occurs. 
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whose offset is equal to the offset of the root node of the original DAG, minus the 

number of bytes to be truncated. If there is only one outstanding view of the message, 

the length and offset fields of the root node are modified directly, saving the storage. 

allocation of the new node. Note that the msgJruncateleft operation is used primarily 

by the message utility itself because it inevitably interferes with the stack component 

of the message. Figure 5.10 contains a depiction of the effect of the msgJruncateright 

operation upon a message with more than one outstanding view . 

• . .. 
Figure 5.10: The msgJruncateright Operation 

Protocols use the msg1>reak operation to fragment messages. This operation takes 

a message and a location at which the message is to be divided. The utility first uses 

the msgJruncate operations to break the DAG into two smaller DAGs (first saving a 

view of the original message). The first DAG contains all bytes to the left of the 

location and the location itself. The second DAG contains all bytes to the right of 

the location. The first fragment is then constructed by combining the original stack 

with the first DAG. The second fragment is constructed by allocating a new empty 

stack and combining it with the second DAG. Figure 5.11 depicts the effects of the 

msg1>reak operation. 

The data manipulation operations are primarily used to fragment and reassemble 

large messages. The typical fragment size is approximately 1500 bytes and can require 

2 milliseconds to copy on a Sun 3. Therefore, the primary goal of the data manipulation 

operations is to avoid copying data. The three DAG operations just defined accomplish 

this goal-joining two messages requires one storage allocation, one deletion and 

no data copying. There is no question that these operations are more complex and 
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.. 
Figure 5.11: The msg_break Operation 

expensive than the stack operations; however, their cost is trivial when compared to 

the cost required to copy a single 1500 byte fragment. 

View Management Operations 

While efficiently performing manipulations upon the header and data contents of a 

message, the message utility also must maintain multiple views of the same data 

structure. The message utility supports three view management operations. The op

eration msg_save returns a new message whose view is equal to that of the message 

passed to msg_save. The old and new messages represent independent views of the 

message, and any operations performed upon them are non-interfering. The msgJree 

operation destroys a view of a message and frees any storage associated only with that 

view. The view management strategy depends upon the fact that the buffers and the 

stack that make up a message are never modified. Unfortunately, certain sequences 

of header manipulation operations can overwrite data stored in the header-stack. The 

msg_overwrite operation is provided to prevent such sequences from interfering with 

other views. In the current message utility, the protocol implementor is responsible 

for detecting potential overwrites and invoking the msg_overwrite operation; the next 

version of the message utility will detect such situations and automatically invoke the 

msg_overwrite operation. These operations are summarized in Figure 5.12. 

The view management operations are deceptively simple to implement. The 

msg.save operation increments the reference count of the stack and the root node 

of the DAG, and returns the message passed in as argument. The msgJree operation 

decrements the reference count of the stack and the root node of the DAG and frees the 

storage associated with nodes whose reference count goes to zero. The msg_overwrite 



PROCEDURE msg.save(msg: MSG) : MSG; 
PROCEDURE msgJree(msg : MSG); 
PROCEDURE msg.overwrite(VAR msg : MSG); 

Figure 5.12: View Management Operations 
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operation creates a new stack if there is more than one view of the existing stack, and 

modifies the message passed in as argument point to the new stack. If there is only 

one outstanding view of the stack the msg.overwrite has no effect. 

Housekeeping Operations 

While the above operations account for most of the usage of the message utility, 

operations to create new messages and extract information from existing messages are 

also required. The msg.create operation returns a new message with an empty stack 

of size stack.len bytes and a DAG that contains the first len bytes contained in but. 

Note that the buffer passed as an argument to msg.create does not become part of the 

message; the data is copied into a newly allocated ContigNode. The msg.len operation 

returns the total length of a message, including both the headers and the data. The 

msg.peek operation copies any part of the message-specified by an offset from the 

beginning of the message and a length to be copied-into a buffer. The msg.linearize 

operation returns a flattened version of the message passed. The type FLAT.MSG is 

an array of buffer/length pairs. The concatenation of the buffers contained in the flat 

message is equal to the view of the message passed at the time the operation was 

performed. These operations are summarized in Figure 5.13. 

The message utility implements both the msg.peek and msg.linearize operations by 

performing a preorder traversal of the DAG. The msg.peek operation copies each 

buffer encountered in the traversal into the buffer passed in as an argument, while 

the msg.linearize operation assigns the address and length of each buffer encountered 

in the traversal to a FLAT.MSG. Note that the pointers in the flattened message point 

directly into the message DAG. This improves efficiency but the next message opera· 

---.-.-------------------~--------



PROCEDURE msg.create(stack.Jen : CARDINAL; 
but: ADDRESS; len: CARDINAL); 

PROCEDURE msgJen(msg : MSG) : CARDINAL; 
PROCEDURE msg.peek(msg: MSG; off, len: CARDINAL; but: ADDRESS); 
PROCEDURE msgJinearize(msg : MSG) : FLAT_MSG; 

Figure 5.13: Housekeeping Operations 
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tion perfonned could invalidate the view returned by msgJinearize, and any attempt to 

modify data contained in the flattened data structure will have unpredictable results. 

Figure 5.14 shows the result of linearizing a message that contains 40 1 bytes of data 

and a 20 byte header. 

Figure 5.14: The msgJinearize Operation 
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Non-Avoca Protocols 

While the message utility was designed primarily for Avoca protocols, it also can be 

used efficiently for non-Avoca protocols. As currently implemented, all of the oper

ations work for messages that do not maintain header/data separation. However, the 

performance of the operations may suffer whenever the header/data separation is vio

lated. To support such protocols, the utility checks for stack overflow, stack underflow, 

joins of messages with non-empty stacks, and breaking or truncating messages at lo

cations contained in the stack rather than the OAG. Experience with the Avoca-kernel 

has shown that the key to supporting non-Avoca protocol is the ability to move data 

efficiently from the stack to the OAG. The message utility supports this by making 

every stack record a legal ContigNode. This allows the movement of stacks into the 

OAG without copying any data and eliminates a storage allocation for stacks with 

only one outstanding view. 

5.1.2 Application 

How protocols use the message utility is demonstrated by a series of examples taken 

from the protocols and algorithms presented in Chapter 3. The header manipulation 

operations are demonstrated using examples are taken from the SOP protocol. This 

protocol is presented in its entirety in Appendix A. In summary, SOP delivers a 

message from a port on the source host to a port on the destination host. 

The way SOP adds and removes its header demonstrates the effects of the header 

manipulation operations. To add a header to a message, the protocol first declares a 

variable to hold a pointer to that header. The msg_push operation adds enough space to 

the message stack to hold a SOP header and returns a pointer to the current top of the 

stack. This pointer is cast as a reference to an SOP header record and assigned to the 

declared header pointer. SOP then writes the contents of the SOP header directly into 

the message using this pointer. The SOP code uses the msgJen operation to calculate 

the current size of the message and assigns it to the header's length field. The code 

fragment from SOP push that adds a header to a message is presented in Figure 5.15. 

Note that SOP linearizes the message to calculate a checksum. This avoids the need 



hdrp: REF SOP_header; 

hdrp := msg_push(msg,SOP _header); 
hdrp.dest := destination port; 
hdrp.source := source port; 
hdrp.length := msgJen(msg); 
hdrp.checluium := 0; 
hdrp.check..sum := SOP _checksum(msgJinearize(msg)); 
s.down[Oltpush(msg,N IL); 

Figure 5.15: Adding a Header 
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to copy the contents of the message. The msgJinearize operation returns the current 

view of the message, including the header. An SOP defined procedure computes 

a checksum over the flat message. Where SOP chooses to perform the linearize 

operation has semantic implications. The above code computes a checksum over both 

the header and the data. To calculate a checksum that does not include the header, the 

msgJinearize operation would need to be performed before the msg_push operation. In 

general, all protocol-specific functions that are applied to the contents of a message 

should be implemented as procedures that take a flat message as an argument. 

SDP also has to remove its header from each incoming message. SOP first exam

ines the header to determine if the length and checksum fields are valid. It does this by 

using the msgJop operation to return a pointer to the current top of the message stack. 

If the message received is longer than the message sent, SOP shortens it lIsing the 

msgJruncteright operation. SDP next calculates the checksum of the received message 

and checks the result against the checksum field. If the checksums do not agree SOP 

disposes of the invalid message with the msgJree operation. Finally, SOP removes its 

header using the msg_pop operation. The code fragment from SOP pop that removes 

a header is presented in Figure 5.16. 

Because SOP does not support the fragmentation and reassembly of large messages, 

the data manipulation examples used in this section were taken from the selective 

retransmission blast algorithm presented in Chapter 3. In summary, the blast algorithm 

"'C 



hdrp := msgJop(msg,SDP_header); 
IF hdrp.length < msgJen(msg) THEN 

msg := msgJruncateright(msg,hdrp.length); 
check..sum := hdrp.check..sum; 
hdrp.check..sum := 0; 
IF check..sum # SDP_checksum(msgJinearize(msg)) THEN BEGIN 

msgJree(msg); 
RETURN; 

END; 
msg-pop(msg, SOP_header); 

Figure 5.16: Removing a Header 

trags_sent: ARRAY [O .. MAXFRAG] OF MSG; 
trags_received : ARRAY [O .. MAXFRAG] OF MSG; 
trag: MSG; 
numJrags : INTEGER; 

numJrags := (msgJen(msg)+MAXPACKET-1) DIV MAXPACKET; 
FOR i :=0 TO numJrags DO 

trag := msg_break(msg, MAXPACKET); 
s.frags_sent[i] := msg.save(trag); 
add blast header 
s.down[O]!push(trag, NIL); 

END; 

Figure 5.17: Message Fragmentation 
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fragments a large message into as many as 16 packets, and sends each packet, one after 

the other, without waiting for an acknowledgment. The sending side of the protocol 

saves the fragments for potential retransmission. If the receiving side detects missing 

fragments it requests the retransmission of those fragments. 

To fragment a large message, the blast algorithm calculates the number of frag

ments by dividing the message length by a protocol-specific maximum packet size 

(MAX PACKET). The algorithm then removes successive fragments from the message 



msg := NULLMSG; 
FOR i :=0 TO numJrag DO 

msg := msg_join(msg, s.tragsJeceived[i]); 
END; 

Figure 5.18: Message Reassembly 
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using the msg_break operation, and assigns the result to the variable trag. (Recall that 

the message passed to msgl>reak contains the remainder of the message.) The algo

rithm saves a view of the fragment in the array frags_sent in case the fragment is lost 

and must be retransmitted. The algorithm next adds its header to the fragment and 

pushes the fragment down to the next lower level session. The incremental fragmenta

tion algorithm pipelines the creation of later fragments with the transmission of earlier 

fragments. The code fragment used to fragment an outgoing message is presented in 

Figure 5.17. 

On the receiving side, the message is reassembled once all of its fragments have 

arrived. The receiver saves each fragment upon arrival in the array frags_received and 

then combines the fragments using successive msg_join operations. The views of the 

messages passed to msg40in are lost. The code fragment from the receiving side is 

given in Figure 5.18. 

The blast algorithm also supports the selective retransmission of dropped frag

ments. If the receiving peer detects a missing fragment, it sends a message to the 

sender of the message requesting the retransmission of that fragment. Assume the 

missing fragment is identified by the variable missing. The sending side first saves a 

new view of the missing fragment into variable frag (a fragment may be retransmitted 

more than once). It then performs a msg_overwrite operation because retransmitting 

the message may alter the existing contents of the header. Note that in this case the 

cost of the msg_overwrite operation is irrelevant. Retransmitting a dropped fragment 

is already so expensive that any additional performance penalty is undetectable. The 

sender then adds its header to the fragment and pushes the message to a lower level 

protocol. The code fragment from the blast algorithms retransmit procedure is given 



in Figure 5.19. 

trag := msg_save(s.trags_sent[missing]); 
msg_overwrite(frag) ; 
add blast header as shown above 
s.down[missingllpush(trag I NIL); 

Figure 5.19: Message Retransmission 

5.2 MAP Abstraction 
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The Avoca Network Architecture uses maps to store the attributed edges in the proto

col graph. Abstractly, the map utility stores bindings between fixed length keys and 

protocol, session or enable objects. The map utility is the critical factor in the perfor

mance of protocol demultiplexing-the directing of incoming messages from a lower 

level protocol to one of several higher level protocols. The demultiplexing process 

maps a key extracted from the packet header into an internal identifier (id) (either the 

session or enable object). Such key-to-id mappings are defined when network con

nections are established and used each time a packet is received from a lower level 

protocol. This section describes the Avoca-kernel's map utility and demonstrates its 

use in SDP. 

5.2.1 Description 

The map abstraction supports two abstractions: a binding is a <key, id> pair and a 

map is a set of bindings. Figure 5.20 defines the interface to the map utility. 

A protocol invokes the module Mapper's only procedure to create a private map 

object; the object returned by the operation supports all the other map operations. The 

first argument to create is the size of the key in bytes. If the size given is zero, create 

returns a map object capable of handling keys of variable size. The bind operation 

adds a binding to the map, while the resolve operation translates a key into an id using 



INTERFACE Mapper; 
TYPE BIND <: ADDRESS; 
TYPE KEY <: ADDRESS; 
TYPE ID <: ADDRESS; 
TYPE MAP <: OBJECT 
METHODS 

PROCEDURE bind(key : KEY; id : ID) : BIND; 
PROCEDURE resolve(key : KEY) : ID; 
PROCEDURE unbind(binding: BIND) : STATUS; 
PROCEDURE destroyO : STATUS; 

END; 
PROCEDURE map_create(id_size,map_size : CARDINAL) : MAP; 

END; 

Figure 5.20: MAP Utility Interface 
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the bindings in the map. The unbind operation takes the binding returned by bind and 

removes it from a map. The destroy operation destroys the map. The type BIND is an 

opaque type and cannot be manipulated outside of the mapper implementation. 

Each map is implemented as an independent hash table, where each bucket in the 

table holds a linked list of bindings. Adding a binding to the map involves hashing 

the key to a bucket, checking all the bindings in the bucket to make sure that the 

key is not already bound to another id, and inserting the binding into the linked list. 

Resolving a key involves hashing the id to a bucket, searching the bindings in the 

bucket for the key, and returning the corresponding id. The map also caches the last 

binding referenced, thereby optimizing back-to-back lookups of the same key. 

Because the primary use of maps is to store capabilities for protocol, session, and 

enable objects, each id is a four-byte (32-bit) address. The size of keys, on the other 

hand, differs from protocol to protocol. For example, SOP's active key is 8 bytes 

long, while Sun RPC's active key is 32 bytes. Experience with an early prototype 

demonstrated that variable-length keys resulted in unsatisfactory performance of the 

map abstraction. The solution is to implement a suite of special purpose map objects, 

each optimized for a specific key length. Avoca currently supports 2-byte, 8-byte, 



TYPE ACTIVE.KEY = RECORD 
localport : CARDINAL 16 ; 
remoteport: CARDINAL16; 
remotehost : IP _address; 

END; 
TYPE PASSIVE_KEY = SDP_address; 

Figure 5.21: SOP MAP Keys 
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12-byte, 16-byte, 24-byte, 28-byte, and 32-byte map objects, as well as the original 

variable-length map object. The key size passed to the create operation selects which 

map object is actually returned. 

5.2.2 Application 

To understand fully how the map utility is used in Avoca protocols, several large 

examples from SOP are needed. Most of the SOP open, openenable, and demux op

erations are presented. This level of detail is needed because, unlike the message 

utility, the map utility is closely coupled with the operations defined by the Uniform 

Protocol Interface. For the purposes of these examples, a common variable naming 

scheme is used. The variable self contains a capability for the SOP protocol object, 

the variable s contains a capability for an SOP session object, the variable hlp contains 

a capability for some higher level protocol, the variable down_s contains a capability 

for some lower level session, the variable part contains the participant list as defined 

in section 5.3, and finally the variables source and dest will always contain the SOP 

address of the source and destination. 

The active keys that uniquely identify each SOP connection consist of three indi

vidual identifiers: the local SOP port number, the remote SOP port number, and the 

remote IP host address. The passive keys that uniquely identify each enable object are 

equal to the SOP address, including the port and local IP address. Figure 5.21 defines 

the SOP active and passive map keys. 

SOP uses the variables active_key and passive_key to construct a key that it passes to 

--J( 
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the map operations (the variable key is used if only one type of key is used in a code 

fragment). The SDP protocol, like all Avoca protocols, uses two maps: an active map 

that stores <key, SDP session> mappings, and a passive map that stores <key, SDP 

enable> mappings. All Avoca protocol objects store the active map in the active_map 

field and the passive map in theirpassive_map field of the protocol object. Each map 

may use a different key size. 

Because the size of each protocol's map keys differ, the system cannot initialize 

the map objects for the protocol. Therefore SOP must create an appropriately sized 

active and passive map object before they can be used. This is done in SOP's init 

operation as follows: 

self.active_map := map_create(13,BYTESIZE(ACTIVE_KEY)); 
self.passive_map := map_create(13,BYTESIZE(PASSIVE_KEY)); 

The first argument to map_create is the number of buckets in the hash table contained 

in the map and should be a prime. This number of buckets should be large enough to 

prevent long chains of bindings that might adversely affect the protocol's performance. 

The second argument to map_create is the size of map key. 

The SOP open operation creates an SOP session to maintain the state of the con

nection and binds it to the active key. When the SOP open operation is invoked, it first 

constructs a composite active key. It then determines if a session corresponding to 

the active key exists by performing a resolve operation on the active map. If a session 

already exists, SDP returns an error value (other protocols may return this existing 

session). If it does not exist, SOP creates a new session and binds it to the active key. 

Finally, SDP returns the newly created session. The fragment of SDP open used to 

create active connections is given in Figure 5.22. 

Note that SDP saves the opaque binding returned by bind as part of the session 

object's state. This makes removing the binding simpler when the session is destroyed. 

SDP then performs an open on the lower level protocol with the host portion of the 

SDP address. How the new participant list is created is discussed in section 5.2. 

The SDP openenable operation creates an SOP enable object to signify the existence 

of a passive open of a given address. Some higher level protocol invokes the SOP 

openenable operation, passing a capability to itself (hlp) and its SOP address (dest) 



/* look for existing session *1 
key.localport := source.port; 
key.remoteport := dest.port; 
key.remotehost := dest.host; 
5:= CAST(self.activeJTIap.resolve(ADR key), Session): 
IF s # NIL THEN RETURN NIL; 
1* create SOP session *1 
s := NEW(Session); 
s.binding := active_map.bind( ADR active_key, s); 
/* open lower level protocol *1 
construct new participant list for lower level protocol 
s.down[O] := self.down[Ollopen(self,part); 
RETURN s; 

Figure 5.22: Mapping in SOP open 
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as arguments. Since the passive key is identical to the SOP address, SDP uses it 

directly as the passive key. The SDP protocol keeps track of passive opens using the 

enable object. For every new open enable performed on SOP, the protocol below SOP 

must also be openenabled. Avoca protocols use this strategy to keep accurate reference 

counts of enable objects. Similarly, whenever a higher level protocol performs an SOP 

opendisable to remove an SDP enable object, SOP also perfonTIS an opendisable on the 

lower level protocol. The SDP openenable code fragment used to create passive opens 

is presented in Figure 5.23. 

As with SDP open, SOP openenable first checks to see if an enable already exists 

and, if so, SOP checks to see if the same protocol performed the earlier openenable. 

If the new protocol is the same as the old protocol, SOP increments the reference 

count on the enable object and returns a capability for the existing enable object. If 

the new protocol is different from the old then SOP returns an error value. If no 

enable is found, SOP creates a new enable object and binds it to the destination SOP 

address. SDP then stores the binding in the new enable record. Finally, SDP performs 

an open enable on the lower level protocol and returns the new enable object. 

SDP demux uses both the active and passive maps to find the correct SOP session to 



enable := CAST(self.passive_map.resolve(ADR dest), REF Enable); 
IF p # NIL AND enable.up = p THEN BEGIN 

enable.rcnt := enable.rcnt+ 1 ; 
RETURN enable; 

END ELSE 
RETURN NIL;· 

enable:= NEW(Enable, rcnt:= 1, p:= hlp); 
enable.binding := self.passive_map.bind(ADR dest, enable); 
create new participant list/or lower level protocol 
self .down[Olt openenable( self ,participanLset) 
RETURN enable; 

Figure 5.23: Mapping in SDP openenable 
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demultiplex a message to. A lower level session (down_s) passes a message (msg) up to 

SDP through the invocation of SOP's demux operation. SOP demux uses the message 

utility to extract a pointer to the header (hdrp). It then constructs an active key from 

infonnation found in the header and retrieved from the lower level protocol-using 

the session control operation PEERADDR-and looks this key up in the active map. If 

resolve fails, implying no session exists to handle this message, the protocol constructs 

a passive key and looks it up in the passive map to cletennine if a local participant has 

done an openenable and is expecting a connection for the specified SDP address. If 

resolve succeeds, SDP retrieves the high-level protocol capability stored in the enable 

object to create a new session using the SOP deferredopen operation. Finally, SOP 

demux passes the message up to the session, existing or new, using the session's pop 

operation. The code fragment used by SDP demux to detennine the correct session to 

demultiplex the message to is given in Figure 5.24 

5.2.3 Capabilities as Keys 

Note that the most expensive task in the demux operation is the use of the control 

operation to retrieve the peer's host address. This operation must be performed at 

every level of the protocol graph for every message received and results in a significant 



hdrp := CAST(msgJop(msg,BYTESIZE(SDP_header)), REF SDP_header); 
active_key.localport := hdrp.dest; 
active_key.remoteport := hdrp.source; 
down_s.control(PEERADDR, ADR active.key.host, BYTESIZE(IP llddress)); 
s:= CAST(self.active_map.resolve(ADR active_key), Session); 
IF s = NIL THEN BEGIN 

passiveJ<ey.port := hdrp.dest; 
passiveJ<ey.host := activeJ<ey.remotehost; 
enable := CAST(self.passive_map.resolve(ADR passive_key), Enable); 
IF enable # NIL THEN BEGIN 

hlp := enable.up; 
create participant list 
s := self.open_deferred(hlpl down_s, participanLset); 

END 
sjpop(down_s,msg) ; 

Figure 5.24: Mapping in SOP clemux 

TYPE Active_key = RECORD 
locaLport : SDP _port; 
remote-port : SDP _port; 
down_s: Session; 

END; 

Figure 5.25: An Alternate SOP Active Key 
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performance penalty. This expense can be eliminated by lIsing the capability for the 

lower level session to replace the host address in the active key. A modified version 

of SDP that uses this technique is now described. A new definition of SOP's active 

key that uses this technique is defined in Figure 5.25. 

SDP demux inserts the capability contained in down_s into the key and perfonns the 

resolve. Thus, a procedure call and three copies are replaced with a single assignment. 

This strategy is based upon the reasonable assumption that down_s is bound to some 

key and that key contains the host address. 
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While the use of capabilities in keys results in an obvious improvement in the 

perfonnance and simplicity of the demux, such keys create an interesting problem for 

SOP open. The SOP open operation must get the lower level session to insert in the 

key before it can check to see if an SOP session already exists. This causes a chain 

reaction of opens that propagate down the graph until a protocol whose active key does 

not contain a capability is opened. Thus, support for keys that contain capabilities 

requires that all protocols must allow duplicate opens to the same higher level protocol 

in order to allow higher level protocols to get the session they need to resolve the 

inherited key. SOP open closes the lower level session acquired if an existing SOP 

session is found. The speed up in SOP demux more than compensates for slow down 

in SOP open due to the repeated cascade of opens. 

Passive keys also can contain capabilities. The new version of SOP uses the 

capability for the lower level enable object returned by openenable instead of the host 

address. Each server side SOP session object must contain the capability for the enable 

object used to create it in its enable field. This field was added to the session object 

for this purpose. SOP demux uses this field in the lower level session to retrieve the 

capability for the enable object needed to resolve the new passive key. 

A protocol that uses a capability for a lower level session in its key is essentially 

inheriting the key of the lower level session-we therefore call this technique key in

heritance. Key inheritance is cumulative; if <l protocol inherits a key from a protocol 

that inherits a key, the effective key is equal to the concatenation of all three keys. 

While the use of capabilities in keys was originally developed to improve the perfor

mance of the demux operation and is not novel to Avoca [Pershing 89], it turns out to 

have deep semantic implications. Combining inherited keys with Avoca's support for 

protocol composition and underspecified protocols has interesting results. 

The composition semantics of protocols that use key inheritance differs in subtle 

ways from that same protocol implemented without key inheritance. The primary 

difference is the effect of composing a protocol using key inheritance on top of a 

protocol whose active key contains a sequence number. Protocols use such keys to 

create a new session for every open operation. If a protocol using key inheritance uses 

such a protocol, then the sequence number becomes part of its key and it now has the 

--- -------------------------------~------'----"""'"'-~---:;.-'---
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property of creating a new session for every open. The same protocol implemented 

without key inheritance will not create a new session for every open. Thus, a higher 

level protocol not only inherits the key of the lower level protocol; it also inherits 

some of its semantics. 

Inherited keys provide a natural way to implement underspecified protocols. An 

underspecified protocol is a protocol whose address is terminated with the polymorphic 

type ANY. Intuitively, these protocols do not know the type of their host address and 

simply pass the host address, unexamined, to the protocol beneath them. Implementing 

an underspecified address in the traditional fashion requires that the active key contain 

a polymorphic host address. Thus, the demux operation of an underspecified protocol 

would have to perform a control operation to retrieve a host address of an unknown type 

and then copy that address into its active key and then use a variable sized mapper to 

resolve the address. Considering the fact that most of the Avoca protocols presented 

in Chapter 7 are underspecified, this performance is inadequate. Fortunately, key 

inheritance can be used to replace the polymorphic host address in an underspecified 

protocol's active key with a fixed size capability. The performance of underspecified 

protocols that use inherited keys is identical to that of a traditional protocol using 

inherited keys and superior to that of a traditional protocol using concrete keys. 

Appendix A contains two versions of SOP. The first is a traditional implementation 

that uses normal keys and concrete addresses. The second is an underspecified version 

of SDP, called USDP, that defines a polymorphic address type and uses key inheritance. 

A more complete understanding of the use of inherited keys can be achieved by 

comparing the two implementations. 

5.3 Addresses and Participant Lists 

The Avoca Network Architecture supports communications between groups of partic

ipants, where each participant is any addressable entity in the network. Such groups 

are represented via participant lists in Avoca. The UnifOIm Protocol Interface uses 

the type PART to represent lists of participants. The Avoca-kernel must provide a 

representation for that type. Participant lists are sets of addresses that include such 
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things as host addresses, port identifiers, program numbers, and protocol numbers. 

This section first presents the object used to represent addresses in Avoca, and then 

gives the implementation of participant lists. 

5.3.1 Polymorphic Addresses 

The Avoca Network Architecture explicitly supports the notion of a polymorphic ad

dress. A polymorphic address is defined as a record type whose last field has type 

ANY. As we shall set in Chapter 7, most Avoca protocols have polymorphic address 

types, and such underspecified protocols are the key to composability in Avoca. 

Existing methods of supporting polymorphic address are much too complex and 

expensive for use in Avoca. Therefore, a simple stack-based representation for poly

morphic types was developed for Avoca. Because only the last field in any given 

polymorphic record type can have type ANY, those records can be treated as stacks 

of fields. Avoca represents each polymorphic type as a fixed size array of bytes and 

a top-of-stack index. All concretely defined fields are directly accessible through the 

top-of-stack index. Fields can be added and removed by incrementing and decrement

ing the top-of-stack index. The entire record can be passed as an argument or assigned. 

Figure 5.26 shows the correspondence between SDP's polymorphic address type and 

its representation. Note that the protocol that defines a polymorphic type may access 

only the part of the type it concretely defines-in this case the INTEGER 16 port-Dr 

the entire address. 

The implementation of polymorphic record types is similar to the implementation 

of header-stacks except that the utility copies the data into the stack. The init operation 

creates an address stack of the given size and initializes it to zero. The push operation 

takes a pointer to an address, a value, and the type of that value as arguments. It then 

allocates enough space on the stack to hold a field of that type and copies the value 

onto the stack. The pop operation takes a pointer to an address and a type as arguments, 

and removes a field of that type from the top of the stack. The put operation takes a 

pointer to an address, a value, and the type of that value as arguments, and writes that 

value to the field currently on the top of the address stack. The get operation takes a 



TYPE DEFINITION TYPE REPRESENTION 

TYPE SOP_address = 
empty 

RECORD 
INTEGER16 

port: INTEGER16; 

ANY 
host: ANY; 

END; 

Figure 5.26: Representing Polymorphic Address Types 

TYPE Address = OBJECT 
top: INTEGER; 
buffer: REF ARRAY[O.,*] of CHAR; 

METHODS 
init(size : INTEGER) Address; 
push( value: type; type: TYPE); 
pop( type : TYP E); 
put(value: type; type: TYPE); 
get(type : TYPE) : type; 
copyO: Address; 

END; 

Figure 5.27: Address Utility 
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pointer to an address and a type as arguments, and returns a value of that type read 

from the top of the stack. The copy operation takes a pointer to an address and returns 

a new address identical to the one passed in as the argument. The definition of the 

Address type and a summary of its operations are presented in Figure 5.27. 

The implementation language makes no attempt to typecheck participant addresses, 

and the actual implementation of polymorphic addresses is dependent upon the word 



TYPE PART = ARRAY [0 .. *] OF ADDRESS; 
PROCEDURE parUnit(num, size: INTEGER) : PART; 
PROCEDURE partcopy(part: PART) : PART; 

Figure 5.28: Participant List 
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alignment properties of the machine on which the platform is running. The 68000 

architecture of the Sun3/75 cannot perform structure copies to odd byte boundaries. 

Fortunately, unlike header-stacks, each address stack is local to a single machine. 

Therefore, an address utility implementation that consistently inserts padding to insure 

the proper alignment is possible. 

5.3.2 Participant Lists 

Any Avoca platform must define a data structure to represent participant lists. All 

participant lists have type PART. The Avoca-kernel represents participant lists as a null 

terminated array of type Address. The participant list supports only two operations. 

The operation parlinit initializes a participant list to contain a fixed number of addresses 

of a given maximum size. The operation part-copy operation takes a participant list 

as argument and returns a copy of it. Modula-3 array subscripting is used to access 

individual participants in the list. The definition of the PART type and a summary of 

its operations are presented in Figure 5.28. 

5.3.3 Application 

The address manipulation code from the underspecified protocol USDP is used to 

demonstrate the use of polymorphic addresses and participant sets. Before an USDP 

session can be opened, a participant list with the desired addresses must be created. 

Note that while the USDP protocol itself defines it polymorphic address type, the 

high-level protocol that opens USDP must know the structure of the entire address. 

Figure 5.29 contains the code necessary for a high-level protocol to create an USDP 

'. " 



source, dest: SOP_address; 
PARTp; 
p := parUnit(2,BYTESIZE(SOP_address)); 
p[O].push(source, SOP_address); 
p[1 ].push(dest,SOP _address); 
sdp_session := self.down[O]lopen(self,p); 

Figure 5.29: Creating a Participant List 

source, dest : SOP _port; 
source := p[O].get(SOP _port); 
dest:= p[1].get(SOP_port); 

Figure 5.30: Accessing a Participant List 
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participant list and open an USDP session. Figure 5.30 contains the code fragment of 

USDP open that accesses the participant list created by the high-level protocol. 

The USDP open operation uses the get operation to retrieve the USDP port number 

from the address. This is the only part of the address USDP can access because, 

unlike the entity that perfonned the open, it does not know the concrete type of the 

host address. USDP opens the protocol below by popping off the port field from each 

participant and using the resulting participant list to open the lower level protocol. The 

contents of p are lost upon the invocation of the lower level open. USDP must perform 

a parLcopy on p, if it wishes to save the participant list p for future lise. Figure 5.31 

contains the code fragment used by USDP to perform this operation. 

p[O].pop(SOP _port); 
p[1].pop(SOP -port); 
down_s := self.down[Ollopen(self,p): 

Figure 5.31: Removing a Field From a Participant List 



INTERFACE Events; 
TYPE EVENT_CODE = EV_ONCE, EV_REPEAT; 
TYPE EVENTJD <: ADDRESS; 
PROCEDURE eventJegister(tunc: PROCEDURE (s : Session); 

arg : Session; 
interval: INTEGER; 
code: EVENT_CODE) : EVENTJD; 

PROCEDURE eventremoveid(id : EVENTJD) : STATUS; 
END; 

Figure 5.32: Event Utility 

5.4 Event Utility 
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The Avoca-kernel provides an event utility. Protocols use this utility to schedule future 

actions. The event utility provides a mechanism for scheduling a procedure to be called 

after a certain amount of time. For example, RPC protocols use events to wait a given 

period of time before retransmitting a message. By registering a procedure with the 

event utility, RPC protocols are able to "timeout" and act on messages that have not 

been acknowledged. 

5.4.1 Description 

The evenLregister operation registers the procedure tunc with the event utility. The event 

utility calls this procedure with the argument arg in interval milliseconds. Most Avoca 

protocols that use events pass a session object in as the argument to the registered 

procedure. If the argument code is equal to EV_ONCE, the event utility calls the function 

tunc once. If the code is equal to EV_REPEAT, the event utility calls the function tunc 

repeatedly, once every interval milliseconds. The return value uniquely identifies the 

event; it can be passed as an argument to evenLremoveid to remove that event. The 

event utility creates a new kernel process to execute the function passed as argument. 

This process is destroyed when the called procedure returns. These operations are 

summarized in Figure 5.32. 
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The event utility uses delta-lists to implemented events [Comer 87]. The clock 

facility of the underlying machine determines the minimum interval between events. 

Unfortunately, the clock supported by the Sun 3/75 is extremely course grain. Tasks. 

which require fine-grained timing must be implemented using busy waits. 

5.4.2 Application 

The event examples used in this section were taken from the Sun RPC protocol 

presented in Chapter 3. The client side of the Sun RPC protocol sets a timer after 

sending each request message and saves a copy of the request message. If a reply has 

not been received after a certain interval, the request message is retransmitted. After 

a fixed number of tries the client gives up and returns an error. 

To begin the retransmission process, Sun RPC stores a view of the request message 

in the field saved_msg of its session object. Sun RPC then initializes all of the timeout 

related fields of the session. Sun RPC sets the maxJry to the number of timeouts 

before the protocol gives up, initializes the field try to zero and sets the wait field to the 

desired interval in milliseconds. Sun RPC pushes the message to a lower level session 

and then registers the procedure sunrpcJimeout with the session object as argument. 

By performing the register operation after the message is sent, Sun RPC pipelines the 

time spent registering the event with the message send. Sun RPC uses the EV_ONCE 

option because it is easier to re-register the procedure than it is to protect against race 

conditions. Sun RPC next saves the event id in the session. Finally, Sun RPC blocks 

the message's shepherd process on a semaphore contained in the session. The original 

process must be kept because its call stack contains the information needed to return 

the result to the user. The code fragment from Sun RPC that registers the timeout is 

given in Figure 5.33. 

The Sun RPC defined procedure sunrpcJimeout-as given in Figure 5.34--is called 

with the session (s) if the timer expires before the reply message arrives. The timeout 

procedure first decrements the try field of the session object. If the number of tries 

exceeds the maximum, the timeout procedure sets a status flag in the session to ERROR 

and unblocks the user's process with a V on the session semaphore. The shepherd 



s.saved_msg := msg.saveO; 
send message 
s.maxJry := 5; 
s.try := 0; 
s.wait:= INTERVAL; 
s.event := eventJegister(sunrpcJimeout,s,s.wait, EV _ONCE); 
s.semaphore.PO; 
return message or error to llser 

Figure 5.33: Registering an Event 

PROCEDURE sunrpclimeout(s : Session) 
VAR 
BEGIN 

s.try := s.try + 1 ; 
IF s.try > s.maxJries THEN BEGIN 

s.status := ERROR; 
s.semaphore.VO; 
RETURN; 

END; 
retransmit(s,s.saved_msg) ; 
s.wait := s.wait*2; 
s.event := evenLregister(rpcJimeout,s,s.wait,EV .oNCE); 

END; 

Figure 5.34: Servicing an Event 
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process executes after this V operation and returns an error to the higher level protocol. 

If the maximum number of tries has not been exceeded, the procedure retransmits 

the message saved in the session using a Sun RPC defined procedure retransmit. The 

timeout procedure then registers a new event. The procedure sunrpcJimeout implements 

an exponential back off algorithm. The new timeout interval is set to twice the old 

timeout interval. 
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5.5 Discussion 

The support provided by the Avoca-kernel for protocol implementation is almost en

tirely platform specific. Each valid Avoca platform may provide its own implemen

tation for the types defined by the Uniform Protocol Interface and any other utilities 

needed for efficient protocol implementations. It is clear that platforms implemented in 

different programming languages would support utilities with different interfaces and 

optimizations. However, the Avoca Network Architecture does have a great deal of 

influence upon the utilities and how the are implemented. For example, while a purely 

string based message utility could be used to support Avoca protocols, the header/data 

separation enforced by the architecture would make such an implementation of the 

message utility extremely inefficient. 

While not explicitly part of the Avoca Network Architecture, these utilities are 

second only to the process-per-message architecture in improving the performance of 

highly layered protocol graphs. One of the most pervasive costs of highly layered pro

tocol graphs in traditional environments is the cost of changing abstractions. If each 

layer of the protocol hierarchy is implemented independently, the probable outcome is 

that each layer will use a different representation of each common data structure, such 

as the message. While the use of multiple representations for a common data abstrac

tion obviously increases the cost of developing protocols, the effect of this practice 

on protocol performance is just as serious. The use of a single set of representations 

and implementations for all protocols eliminates the cost of migrating data between 

representations. 

The most important feature of the Avoca-kernel's utility library is that it is being 

constantly improved. If utilities are implemented on a per-protocol basis, chances 

are good that once a particular protocol is finished, that utility will never be closely 

examined. In the Avoca-kernel, on the other hand, tools are constantly being reused. 

Bug fixes, enhancements, and new optimizations are constantly being made to the 

utilities in the library. Because all protocols lise these utilities, the improvement in 

performance of a single utility can improve the performance of all Avoca protocols. 

The message utility is a good example of this. The message utility presented in this 
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chapter is the second version of the utility implemented. 

The library also provides a platform for reuse. While ways of reusing entire 

protocols are supported by Avoca, it should be realized that most "protocol code" is 

already shared through the use of the library. Over 60% of SOP code consists of the 

invocation of library utilities and the remainder is mostly conditions that decide what 

to do with the results of these calls. While SOP is an atypical traditional protocol, 

and protocols like IP would contain more special purpose code, SOP is a very typical 

Avoca protocol. Writing an Avoca protocol is essentially an exercise in selecting the 

correct order in which to call the library utilities. One of the most important results 

of our research is that a small collection of standard utilities can be used to create a 

wide variety of network protocols. 
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CHAPTER 6 

AVOCA META-PROTOCOL 

Just as Unix's support for program composition through pipes is useless unless the 

programs to be composed obey a common set of rules-read from stdin and write 

to stdout-Avoca's support for protocol composition is useless unless protocols to 

be composed obey a meta-protocol. This chapter defines the Avoca Meta-Protocol 

(AMP): the set of rules required of a protocol to support protocol composition in the 

Avoca network architecture. AMP defines the set of valid Avoca protocols. 

Intuitively, the purpose of AMP is to force network software designers to treat 

the protocol as a programming abstraction, similar to the procedure in usage and 

implementation. Just as a programming language compiler defines procedure addresses 

and activation record formats, AMP defines protocol identifiers and header fonnats. 

Protocols implemented using AMP share a common implementation strategy, thereby 

making arbitrary composition possible, protocols easier to understand, and general 

purpose support tools possible. 

6.1 Header/Data Separation 

AMP protocols treat messages as consisting of two distinct parts: a header-stack and a 

possibly empty block of user-data. These two parts are explicitly segregated from the 

moment the message enters the Avoca protocol graph. AMP protocols treat protocol 

headers as activation records on a header-stack. Each protocol pushes its header onto 

the stack, the header-stack is sent with the message to the destination host, and the 

--- ------- ------------------------------------
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corresponding peer protocol pops the header off the header-slack. Treating headers 

as activation records allows protocols to take advantage of decades of programming 

language and compiler research. 

To the uninitiated this may sound like what all protocols do now. However, in 

traditional network architectures, the headers from higher level protocols must be 

treated exactly like user data. While it is possible to get around this restriction for 

the purposes of protocol implementation-Unix mbufs [Leffler 83] are an attempt 

to do so-traditional protocols cannot be designed to take advantage of header/data 

separation. Thus, traditional protocols are required by the self imposed constraint of 

header encapsulation to ignore any potential advantages created by the LIFO behavior 

of protocol headers. 

AMP Protocols deal with the header-stack and user-data portions of the message 

separately. Each protocol applies some function Iz to the header-stack (e.g., adding 

its header to the stack) and a different function d to the user-data (e.g., calculating 

checksums, data encryption, and argument marshaling/demarshalling). This separates 

the control and data manipulation portions of a protocol, allowing the protocol im

plementor to optimize each part separately. This separation is similar to Clark and 

Tennenhouse's notion of application level jral1'lillg l Clark 90 I. 

6.2 Fixed Sized Header-Stacks 

AMP protocols use a fixed size header-stack of 128 bytes. The total size of the pro

tocol headers added to a header-stack must be less than this maximum stack size. 

The bottom-most AMP protocol pads each header-stack to 128 bytes before send

ing a message, and removes the padding from each message received. Padding the 

header-stack to a fixed size ensures that all messages produced by any Avoca protocol 

graph are indistinguishable at the media-access level from a message produced by a 

monolithic protocol. That is, the message always has a 128-byte header, regardless 

of how many protocols handled it as the message traversed the protocol graph. In 

our experience, the primary performance advantage of monolithic protocols is that the 

network device driver knows the boundary between the header and the data before the 

-----.------------------------~~---------
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message arrives [Carter 89, O'Malley 90]. Thus, any driver algorithm that presumes 

to know the length of the higher level protocol's header also will work for AMP 

protocols-without modification. 

The use of a fixed size header has little effect on protocol performance. This is 

true for three reasons. First, a header size of 128 bytes is not significantly larger than 

the header size used by a monolithic protocol like the YMTP (80 bytes) [Cheriton 87]. 

Second, with the increased bandwidth of modern computer networks, sending a few 

extra bytes is irrelevant. Finally, while AMP protocols may send extra bytes, they do 

not initialize those extra bytes. Our experience is that it is more expensive to initialize 

100 bytes than it is to transmit 100 bytes. 

The use of a fixed size header-stack does require subtle changes in some fragmen

tation algorithms. In traditional network architectures, the size of the header defined 

at each protocol layer is subtracted from the underlying network's maximum transmis

sion unit (MTU) to compute an effective MTU. This effective MTU varies with each 

protocol layer and messages are often fragmented based upon this effective MTU. In 

AMP protocols, the effective MTU is always equal to the network MTU minus the 

fixed stack size. Thus, AMP protocols fragment based on this constant effective MTU. 

6.3 Protocol Identification 

AMP identifies each protocol by a unique, network-wide 32-bit protocol id. This 

protocol id provides a network-wide address for the protocol that is similar to a proce

dure's address in a traditional programming language. Note that all implementations 

of the same protocol specification, and all instances of the same protocol module, have 

the same protocol id. In the Avoca-kernel, each protocol object keeps its protocol id 

in a protocolid field, and the kernel supports the function getprotocolbyid. This function 

takes a protocol id as argument and returns a capability for an instance of a protocol 

object with a given id (there may be more thun one protocol object with the same 

protocol id). Similar functionality must be supported by all Avoca platforms. 

This AMP rule means that each Avoca protocol specification has an absolute 

address. The motivation for Avoca's lise of absolute addresses is the limitations 
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found in the use of relative addresses to identify protocols in traditional network 

architectures. A relative address identifies a protocol in the context of the protocol 

upon which it depends. For example, the IP protocol number 17 identifies UDP. 

Thus, IP is responsible for identifying UDP and if UDP were to be used on top of a 

different protocol, such as the Ethernet, it would require a different id. The protocol 

ids defined by the Ethernet protocol and those defined by the IP protocol are unrelated 

and allocated by different authorities. While a given protocol can have many relative 

addresses, there is only one absolute address per protocol in Avoca. 

6.4 Header Format 

The first four bytes of an AMP protocol's header contains the protocol id of that 

protocol l . The protocol specifies the formate of the remainder of the header. Just 

as a compiler defines the format of each procedure's activation record, AMP defines 

the format of each protocol's header. All procedure activation records contain the 

procedure's return addresses in a well-known position on the stack. In Avoca, all 

protocols store the address of the protocol to be "invoked" on the remote machine in 

a well-known location on the header-stack. 

In traditional network architectures, the fOlmat of a protocol's header is generally 

left completely up to the protocol designer, and each protocol's header format is 

encapsulated and opaque to all other protocols. Because each header can define its 

own arbitrary header format, it is impossible to develop protocol independent support 

tools. Traditional network architectures encapsulate the wrong data. The exact order 

of fields in the header is irrelevant to the protocol itself-the protocol by definition 

knows the location of every field-and extremely useful to external tools. AMP makes 

minimal header format demands; the protocol still defines most of its header. 

Note that AMP's header format requirement removes all existing protocols from 

the set of valid Avoca protocols. While the use of a standard header format presents 

fatal backward compatibility problems, it is perfectly suitable for protocol research. 

IThe header must aClually contain the protocol id of the protocol that will inlerprellhe header. 
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Of all existing network architectures, SOS [Makpangou 89] comes the closest to being 

AMP compatible. The first four bytes of an SOS protocol header contain the protocol 

identifier. If Avoca and SOS protocol id's were assigned by the same authority, SOS . 

protocols would meet the requirement set forth in this AMP rule. Unfortunately, SOS 

protocols fail to meet some of the other AMP rules and therefore, are not Avoca 

compatible. 

6.5 Demultiplexing Algorithm 

AMP requires all protocols to use a standard demultiplexing strategy. When a protocol 

needs to know which higher level protocol it should demultiplex a given message to, 

it reads the protocol identifier from the top of the header-stack. Essentially, each 

protocol peeks into the header of the next higher level protocol. Because of this rule, 

messages can navigate through complex protocol graphs with complete assurance that 

the message will be delivered to a protocol that can successfully interpret the header 

on the top of its stack. 

In traditional network architectures, this approach would be considered a layering 

violation. However, because AMP determines the header fom1ut, this is simply how 

layering is implemented in Avoca. The AMP header format could just as easily be 

defined as: the last four bytes of an AMP protocol's header contains the protocol id 

of the next higher level protocol. The protocol id is shared between the two protocols 

in a manner that is similar in approach to the use of overlapping register windows on 

call stacks in the Berkeley RISe architecture IPatterson 821. 

This rule requires that there always be a valid protocol id whenever a protocol 

peeks into the next header. The ori!:,rinator of a message places a valid protocol id on 

the bottom of the stack before a message is sent; the kernel automatically initializes all 

messages that cross the user-kernel boundary with a special user protocol id. Protocols 

that perform fragmentation push the protocol id of the high-level protocol onto the 

empty stacks of all non-initial fragments and remove this id when the message is 

reassembled. 

-_._-.- ----------------------------------------'---
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6.6 Participant Lists 

AMP specifies the order of participants passed to the open, opendeferred, openenable, 

and opendisable operations for all Avoca protocols. The first participant must be the 

protocol id of the high-level protocol 2. The second participant is the absolute address 

of the sender. The remaining participants are the absolute addresses of the receivers3. 

The demultiplexing strategy presented in the previous section requires that the 

low-level protocol know the high-level protocol's id. Passing it as the first participant 

is a straightforward way of accomplishing this. An absolute address is an address 

that contains all the information necessary to allow a lower level protocol to deliver 

the message; it assumes that the lower level protocol does not possess any address 

information. Just as requiring that each protocol be identified by an absolute rather 

than a relative address improves composability, requiring that each participant be 

identified by an absolute rather than a relative address also improves composability. 

6.7 Formatting Operations 

Every AMP protocol is able to return pieces of its state information in a uniform fash

ion. To accomplish this, every Avoca protocol object supports five control operations: 

HDRLEN, PRINTHDR, PRINTPASSIVE, PRINTACTIVE. and PRINTSTATE. The HDRLEN 

operation takes a message as an argument and returns the length of the protocol's 

header if its header is at the top of the header-stack. The PRINTHDR operation takes a 

header and a buffer as arguments and writes a fonnatted version of the header to the 

buffer. The PRINTPASSIVE operation takes a passive key and a buffer as arguments 

and writes a formatted version of the passive key to the buffer. The PRINTACTIVE 

operation takes an active key and a buffer as arguments and writes a formatted ver

sion of the active key to the buffer. The PRINTSTATE operation takes a buffer as an 

argument and writes a formatted version of the current contents of the protocol's state 

variables into the buffer. Session objects also support a PRINTSTATE operation with 

2The protocol id of an ancestor is allowed in certain situations. 
3The protocol USDP must follow this AMP rule in order to be composed as presented in Figure 4.13. 
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similar semantics. 

These operations provide a platform upon which protocol suppon tools such as 

protocol browsers and debuggers can be built. Debugging code makes up a large pan 

of many traditional protocols. The creation of general purpose protocol debugging 

tools would permit the removal of such code, resulting in simpler protocols and a 

more uniform debugging interface. The control operations required by this rule allow 

protocol support tools to display the current state of any protocol and print out a 

trace of any Avoca header-stack, thereby forming the foundation for a general purpose 

Avoca debugger. 

6.8 Example 

The easiest way to understand AMP is to show how an AMP protocol graph would 

process messages. Each AMP rule, considered in isolation, has only a small effect upon 

protocol design. Taken together, however, they define a message driven demultiplexing 

algorithm. This section shows how a protocol !:,rraph consisting of the six protocol 

objects, protocols 1, 2, 3, 4, and two additional instantiations of protocol 4, would 

process six incoming messages A, B, C, D, E, F. For the purpose of exposition the 

name of the protocol will be considered to be its id. The structure of the graph and 

the format of the messages is presented in Figure 6.1. 

Each message consists of a fixed length header and some amount of data. Every 

message's header-stack is of identical length and the black area at the beginning of 

the message is the header padding. Each header is in AMP form and consists of a 

protocol id followed by some protocol defined infonnation, signified by the gray area. 

Each of these messages arrives at protocol 1 and is processed by the graph. Only the 

static protocol graph is shown and we assume that the appropriate session and enable 

objects exist to process the messages. Each node in the protocol graph is labeled with 

its protocol id. 

The graph processes each incoming message in the following fashion. When the 

message arrives at a protocol, the protocol removes its header and looks at the next 

four bytes of the header for the high-level protocol id. The protocol uses this number 
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Figure 6.1: AMP Demuitiplexing Example 
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to determine which of the protocols that depend upon it should receive the message. 

The protocol id 0 is a special id signifying that there are no more headers and that 

the message has reached its final destination. Protocol 1 is the padding protocol-it 

reads the length of the padding from the second four bytes of the stack and removes 

it. However, there is nothing special about the padding protocol; it is simply an 

AMP protocol with a variable length header that contains no other useful fields. Each 

protocol in the graph is also labeled with the message that would arrive at that protocol. 

Note that the semantics of the protocol have little influence on the final destination of 

the message. Protocols may discard messages or send them back down the protocol 
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graph, but if the message is delivered, its destination is defined by the header-stack. 

6.9 Discussion 

AMP is the center of the Avoca Network Architecture. These few simple rules rep

resent a radical break from existing network software technology. However, it is also 

true that AMP is novel only in the context of network software. The techniques de

scribed in this chapter are widely used in compilers. The use of a common protocol 

naming scheme, self identifying protocol headers, and a standard demultiplexing strat

egy are obviously superior to the approach taken by existing network architectures. 

The static nature of existing network architectures explains the fact that such tech

niques are not already in wide-scale use. Existing network architectures are so static 

that it is simpler to special case every protocol name, every demultiplexing operation, 

and every protocol support tool. 
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CHAPTER 7 

METHODOLOGY 

The Avoca methodology is a new way of designing protocols that takes full advantage 

of the Avoca Network Architecture's support for modular protocols. In Avoca, net

work software is specified by a large graph of simple protocols. Avoca protocols can 

be characterized as being of two distinct types: micro-protocols connected by a variety 

of conditional-protocols. Micro-protocols are like conventional protocols in that they 

communicate with their peers, they add headers to messages, and they demultiplex 

messages to any number of higher level protocols. Micro-protocols differ from tradi

tional protocols in that they implement a single function and do not support options. 

Conditional-protocols, on the other hand, are very much different from conventional 

protocols. They do not have headers, they do not necessarily have a peer on the other 

machine, and they serve only to direct messages through the protocol graph. 

In this context Avoca can be thought of as a programming environment in which 

the path a message follows through the protocol graph corresponds to a flow of control, 

micro-protocols correspond to simple statements, and conditional-protocols correspond 

to conditional statements. Programmers construct network software by composing 

micro-protocols and conditional-protocols into protocol graphs. The programmability 

of this methodology allows a protocol implementor to create new protocols and new 

protocol graphs faster than any conceivable change in the underlying technology or 

addition of any new application. 

This chapter presents the Avoca protocol development methodology. The first 

section describes how an existing protocol-Sprite RPC-can be decomposed into a 
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library of Avoca micro-protocols and conditional-protocols. Section 7.2 describes the 

conditional-protocol in some detail. Section 7.3 deals with the modifications necessary 

to create truly general purpose protocols. The founh section introduces the technique 

of Avoca protocol composition through the creation of two example protocol graphs. 

The chapter concludes with a general discussion of the effectiveness of the Avoca 

methodology. 

7.1 Protocol Decomposition 

Before one can create network software through the composition of micro-protocols 

and conditional-protocols, one must have some protocols to compose. Most existing 

protocols are much too large to form the basis for composition. There are two reasons 

for this. First, the interfaces of most traditional protocols are complex enough to make 

them de facto non-compos able. Second, traditional protocols almost always contain 

more than one function and the user must pay the cost in performance and complexity 

the entire protocol to use any part of it. For example, almost all modern RPC protocols 

contain some form of sophisticated blast algorithm. Many other network protocols 

could benefit from the use of this algorithm. However, if an RPC protocol is used in 

its entirety to gain access to this single function, the user of the protocol must pay the 

cost of the entire protocol including functionality that the user does not need. 

The easiest way to create Avoca protocols and learn the art of Avoca protocol design 

is to take an existing conventional protocol and maximally decompose it. A maximally 

decomposed protocol graph is one in which every protocol represents an atomic unit 

of functionality that cannot be further decomposed. The goal of this decomposition is 

the creation of small reusable components. The protocol to be decomposed should be 

broken into components that correspond to the algorithms used by the protocols. By 

elevating these algorithms into first class protocol objects, the ground work for true 

protocol reusability is established. 

The decomposition of a protocol (or protocol graph) results in a new protocol graph 

that is only semantically equivalent to the original. The two graphs are not necessarily 

interoperable. Avoca attempts to preserve protocol performance and simplicity under 
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decomposition by sacrificing interoperability. See RTAG [Hernek 88] for the effects 

of attempting to preserve interoperability under decomposition. 

I I micro-protocol ( ) protocol graph 

0 conditional- traditional 
protocol protocol 

Figure 7.1: Legend 

Figure 7.1 gives the graphical notation that is used throughout this chapter. Tra

ditional protocols and micro-protocols are represented as boxes. Where necessary for 

the discussion, traditional protocols-those that do not support AMP-are shaded. 

Conditional-protocols are represented as diamonds. A rounded box is used to repre

sent previously described subgraphs; the rest of the graph is not shown for the sake 

of clarity. 

This section presents a six stage maximal decomposition of the Sprite RPC protocol 

given in Chapter 3. Sprite was chosen as a convenient example of a large class of RPC 

protocols used to implement distributed operating systems. Since this decomposition 

could have been performed upon any number of different RPC's, this section will 

be described with respect to a generic RPC protocol. Figure 7.2 depicts the initial 

protocol graph. The result of this decomposition will be the Avoca RPC protocol, 

basically the Avoca interpretation of Sprite RPC. Note that we begin with an RPC 

protocol that uses IP as its transport protocol. Thus, the RPC protocols address is a 

<procedure number, host address pair>, where the procedure number is defined by the 

RPC protocol and the host address is an IP address. 
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Figure 7.2: Stage 0: Sprite RPC 

7.1.1 Horizontal Decomposition 

The first stage of the decomposition is to separate Sprite RPC into three separate 

layers. Many traditional protocols implement several different algorithms upon each 

message they process. Horizontal decomposition attempts to divide those algorithms 

into separate protocols and create a new protocol graph from the linear composition 

of the newly created protocols. The RPC protocol llses three distinct algorithms: a 

demultiplexing algorithm that dispatches messages to remote procedures, a request

reply algorithm (the Birrell-Nelson algorithm) that matches request messages with 

replies, and a fragmentation and reassembly algorithm (the selective retransmission 

blast algorithm) used to send messages larger than the maximum transmission unit of 

the underlying network. 

There are many reasons to decide that an algorithm should become a protocol. 

The decision to implement the demultiplexing algorithm as a protocol was trivial

the required protocol already existed and could be reused. The decision to make the 

blast algorithm into a protocol was influenced by the fact that there was at least one 

other research project at Arizona-the PSYNC project-that could use the resulting 
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protocol. The request-reply protocol had to be created by default-it was what was 

left over after the demultiplexing and fragmentation algorithms had been removed. It 

is also useful to have a pure implementation of the Birrell-Nelson algorithm available 

as a protocol. It is the canonical RPC algorithm. 

SELECT 

BLAST 

Figure 7.3: Stage I: Horizontal Decomposition 

Figure 7.3 depicts the protocol graph the results from the implementation of each 

of these algorithms as a separate protocol. The SELECT protocol implements the 

demultiplexing algorithm. The CHANNEL protocol implements the Birrell-Nelson 

request-reply protocol. The BLAST protocol implements the selective retransmission 

blast algorithm. These protocols are composed linearly on top of the IP protocol, and 

as a consequence, any request message must travel through five protocols before being 

sent. We now consider the semantics of these three layers from the bottom-up. 

First, the BLAST protocol supports the unreliable delivery of large messages be

tween a pair of hosts. Each host is identified via its IP address, which BLAST defines 

as its address. BLAST is unreliable in the sense that messages may be delivered out 

of order, duplicate copies of the same high-level message may be delivered, and a 
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given message may not be delivered at all. Specifically, each message pushed through 

BLAST is assigned a unique sequence number. The message is then fragmented and 

transmittr.d, with a copy of the fragments saved in the local state. If the receiving host 

detects that it is missing one or more fragments, it sends a request for the missing 

fragments to the sending host. 

The algorithm used in BLAST differs from that used in the original RPC protocol 

in that the receiving host never sends a positive acknowledgment (implicit or explicit) 

when all the message fragments have been successfully received. Instead, the sending 

host associates a timer with each message it sends and discards the message when the 

timer expires. BLAST also differs from Sprite in its handling of retransmission. If a 

higher level protocol retransmits a message, BLAST treats the second incarnation of 

the message as an independent message and assigns it a new BLAST-level sequence 

number. These modifications are necessary because the Sprite fragmentation algorithm 

depends on the at most once semantics of the request-reply algorithm. In our version, 

BLAST may be used with other higher level protocols, and as a consequence, can 

make no such assumption. 

Second, the CHANNEL protocol supports request-reply transactions with at most 

once semantics. The semantics of CHANNEL are identical to those provided by 

Sprite. To use the CHANNEL protocol, a user program or high-level protocol invokes 

CHANNEL's push operation with the request message as the first argument. push 

writes the reply message into the second argument before it returns. Each invocation 

(request-reply pair) takes place over a logical channel and only one invocation may 

be outstanding on a channel at anyone time. There are a fixed number of logical 

channels allocated between any two hosts and these logical channels may not be 

closed. Each session of the CHANNEL protocol manages a set of IOf:,rical request

reply channels between two hosts. The session directs each new request message to 

a free logical channel or blocks the message until a logical channel is free. Thus, 

the CHANNEL protocol object manages a collection of session objects-one for each 

<host address, host address> pair-and each session object manages a fixed collection 

of logical channels. Each logical channel is represented by an internal object defined 

by the CHANNEL protocol; this object is outside of the Avoca model. As in BLAST, 
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CHANNEL uses an IP address as its address type. 

Finally, SELECT maps a Sprite command onto a remote procedure. SELECT is 

a trivial protocol that adds a header identifying the correct procedure to each mes

sage, then pushes the message to a CHANNEL session. Procedures are identified 

as <procedure number, host address> pair, where the procedure number is defined by 

SELECT and the host address is an IP address. The SELECT demux operation ex

amines the header and detennines the correct procedure to dispatch this message to. 

The reason for separating SELECT into a separate protocol rather than embedding it 

in CHANNEL is that we want to be able to support multiple schemes for addressing 

procedures. By creating a separate SELECT protocol for each RPC address space, 

an existing protocol graph can support a new address space simply by replacing its 

version of SELECT with one that reflects the new address space. 

7.1.2 Bypassing Protocols 

The second stage of the decomposition allows messages to bypass certain protocols. 

The protocol graph created in Stage 1 suffers from one problem: it is less efficient 

than the original simple protocol graph. This is because there is a penalty-albeit 

a small one-for each protocol layer. However, it is not really necessary for every 

message to traverse every layer of the protocol graph. Short messages do not need 

to be fragmented and therefore do not need to traverse the BLAST layer. Also, local 

messages-those addressed to hosts on the local Ethernet-do not need the services 

of IP. The Stage 2 decomposition introduces the conditional-protocols YSIZE and 

VADDR to bypass IP and BLAST, respectively. Figure 7.4 depicts the graph that 

results from this decomposition. 

Protocol VSIZE replaces the IF statement found in a typical implementation of 

the blast algorithm that checks if the message requires fragmentation. It sits on top 

of two low-level protocols, directing small messages to the first and large messages 

to the second. VSIZE makes its decision purely upon the size of the message; it does 

not communicate with its peers. Note that this decomposition results in a protocol 

graph that bypasses BLAST in its entirety. In contrast, while RPC bypasses the code 

-------------- --------------------------------
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Figure 7.4: Stage 2: Bypassing IP and BLAST 

necessary to fragment a message, it must still fill in the header fields associated with 

the blast algorithm. 

VADDR is a conditional-protocol that directs messages to IP or the Ethernet. 

VADDR attempts to resolve the destination IP address into an Ethernet llsing the 

protocol ARP (not shown in the graph). If the address can be resolved lIsing ARP, 

then the destination is on the local network and IP can be bypassed. 

7.1.3 Multiple Instantiation 

Stage three of the decomposition adds functionality to the protocol graph through the 

multiple instantiation of existing protocols. While the protocol presented in Figure 7.4 

avoids the cost of IP in the local case, it incurs the problems associated with IP's 

fragmentation algorithm in the remote case. Large messages sent to local machines 
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are fragmented using an algorithm that performs selective retransmissions. Large 

messages sent to non-local machines are fragmented using an algorithm that performs 

no retransmission. The obvious solution to this problem is to use the BLAST protocol 

already developed for the non-local case. The BLAST protocol, while not the perfect 

Internet large message protocol, is superior to IP's fragmentation algorithm. 

It is not uncommon to find a use for the same protocol in more than one place in 

the decomposed protocol graph. Therefore, the stage 3 decomposition, as illustrated 

in Figure 7.5, creates another instantiation of both BLAST and VSIZE and uses them 

on top of IP. The second instantiation of VSIZE directs short non-local messages to 

IP and long messages to the second instantiation of BLAST. Recall that the rounded 

box for IP represents the root of an entire subgraph. 

Figure 7.5: Stage 3: Multiple Instantiation 

The reader should notice one serious problem with this protocol graph. The in

stance of VSIZE on top of the ETH protocol is opened with Ethernet addresses, while 
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the instance of VSIZE on top of IP is opened with IP addresses. Thus, to be used in 

this situation, VSIZE must accept a polymorphic address. Section 7.3 discusses how 

protocols must be generalized in more detail. 

7.1.4 Factoring Options 

Stage four of the decomposition uses conditional-protocols to factor options out of 

Sprite RPC. Traditional protocols support a wide variety of options. Protocol decom

position is used to extract protocol options from a monolithic protocol. Each option is 

implemented by a separate protocol and a conditional-protocol connects all of the op

tions into a unified protocol graph. The process used to extract options from traditional 

protocols makes it simple to add options to the resulting protocol graph. 

For example, consider the CHANNEL protocol which uses an IP address to identify 

hosts. The CHANNEL protocol should use one of three different algorithms depending 

upon the host address it is passed at open time. If the address is that of the current 

machine, CHANNEL should perform an inter-process "remote" procedure call. If the 

address is the broadcast IP address, CHANNEL should perform an unreliable broadcast 

RPC. If the address denotes a single remote host, CHANNEL should perform the 

algorithm described previously. 

As illustrated in Figure 7.6, each branch is implemented as a separate protocol. 

Local communication is handled by the micro-protocol LRPC, broadcast communi

cation is handled by the micro-protocol BRPC, and the common case is handled by 

CHANNEL. The conditional-protocol VRPC is used to direct messages to the ap

propriate protocol, or more accurately, the appropriate protocol graph. The YADDR 

sub graph has been truncated for simplicity. 

The LRPC micro-protocol implements Bershad's lightweight RPC protocol for 

efficient inter-process communication [Bershad 89]. It accepts messages from a client 

in one address space and immediately turns them around and demultiplexes them to 

the correct "remote" procedure in another address space. BRPC supports a simple 

and unreliable broadcast RPC algorithm that is based on the broadcast capabilities 

of the underlying local area network. Note that some liberties with the semantics 
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Figure 7.6: Stage 4: Factoring Options 

of Sprite RPC were taken during this stage of the decomposition. On one hand, 

while Sprite RPC as defined does not support inter-process communication, LRPC was 

added to test the Avoca platform's ability to support inter-process communications. 

On the other hand, while Sprite does implement a broadcast option. BRPC was never 

implemented because the complexities involved in implementing an effective broadcast 

RPC mechanism are orthogonal to the issues presented in this dissertation. 

7.1.5 Asymmetric Protocols 

The fifth stage divides micro-protocols which are client/server in structure into a pair of 

asymmetric protocols. In request-reply protocols such as CHANNEL, the algorithm 

running on the client host differs greatly from the algorithm running on the server 

host. Decomposing CHANNEL into a client-side micro-protocol (C_CHANNEL) and 

a server-side micro-protocol (S_CHANNEL) simplifies the CHANNEL source code 

by separating the concerns of the client from those of the server. Figure 7.7 depicts 

the results of decomposing both CHANNEL and SELECT into pairs of asymmetric 
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protocols. 

Figure 7.7: Stage 5: Asymmetric Protocols 

C_CHANNEL implements the entire client side of the request-reply algorithm and 

does not support an openenable operation. S_CHANNEL supports the entire server side 

of the request-reply protocol and does not support an open operation. C_ CHANNEL 

and S_CHANNEL share the same header format but not the same the protocol id. 

When C_CHANNEL sends a message it pushes a header with S_CHANNEL's protocol 

id onto the message; the protocol id in the header is the protocol id of the receiving 

protocol. Defining the server's protocol id to be equal to the client's protocol id plus 

one allows each side of the asymmetric protocol to determine easily the protocol id of 

the other. The protocol SELECT is also decomposed into two asymmetric protocols. 

The protocols C_SELECT and S_SELECT perform the procedure dispatch function 

formally performed by the protocol SELECT. While not as severe, this protocol also 

exhibits asymmetric behavior. 

The conditional-protocol VSYM makes a pair of asymmetric protocols look like 

a symmetric protocol to any higher level protocol, maintaining the compos ability of 

symmetric and asymmetric protocols. If a higher level protocol performs an open on 
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VSYM, VSYM opens C_SELECT and returns the re!-iulting lower level session. If a 

high-level protocol performs an openenable operation on VSYM, VSYM perfonns an 

openenable operation on the S_SELECT. VSYM passes the high-level protocol as the 

argument to openenable rather than itself; this automatically causes arriving request 

messages to bypass VSYM and proceed directly to the high-level protocol's demux 

operation. VSYM creates no sessions of its own. 

7.1.6 State Elimination 

The sixth and final stage of the decomposition is to move all protocol defined objects 

into the protocol graph. State elimination creates a protocol graph in which protocol 

and session objects encapsulate all necessary state information. Protocols that define 

their own internal objects can be decomposed into a new version of the original 

protocol in which each session object corresponds to a single state-object defined 

by the old version of the protocol. A new conditional-protocol implements the old 

internal-object management strategy on the new protocol's session objects. Elevating 

protocol specific state-objects to the protocol graph has two advantages. First, it makes 

the creation of protocol development and support tools simpler by eliminating protocol 

dependencies. Second, because each management policy is implemented as a separate 

conditional-protocol, it easier to substitute one state management policy for another. 

In traditional protocols, modification to existing protocol code would be required. 

Figure 7.8 depicts the result of perfonning state elimination upon the protocols 

CHANNEL and BLAST. In the CHANNEL protocol described in Stage 1, each 

CHANNEL session manages several logical request-reply channels. With the division 

of CHANNEL into the asymmetric protocols C_CHANNEL and S_CHANNEL, all of 

the request-reply management code is implemented in the protocol C_CHANNEL. The 

C_CHANNEL protocol represents these logical channels as protocol-specific channel 

objects. These objects are stored internal to the C_CHANNEL protocol and are not 

explicitly part of the protocol graph. The new C_CHANNEL protocol returns a ses

sion that is equivalent to a single logical request-reply channel. The C_CHANNEL 

push operation takes a request message and blocks until it receives a reply. Each 
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Figure 7.8: Stage 6: State Elimination 

C_CHANNEL session can handle only one outstanding push operation at a time and 

does not support a close operation. 

VFIFO is a conditional-protocol that implements the same state management algo

rithm found in the original CHANNEL protocol, but on C_CHANNEL session objects 

instead of locally defined state-objects. That is, YFIFO multiplexes an arbitrary num

ber of request messages over a fixed number of C_CHANNEL session objects. Each 

VFIFO session object opens a fixed number of C_CHANNEL session objects and 
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allocates them to incoming messages on a first come first served basis. If a mes

sage arrives when all the C_CHANNEL session objects are busy, VFIFO blocks the 

message's shepherd process until a channel becomes free. A C_CHANNEL session 

object becomes free when the push operation performed on that session object returns. 

Because VFIFO was decomposed from C_CHANNEL, it exists only on the client side 

of the protocol graph. 

A similar decomposition is performed upon the BLAST protocol. The BLAST 

protocol defined in Stage 1 created a protocol defined state object for each message 

sent. In the new version of BLAST, each session object handles one blast at a time, 

and if a new message is sent before the old one has been completed, the old message 

is discarded. The conditional-protocol VROUND manages the BLAST sessions in a 

simple round robin fashion. VROUND opens a fixed number of BLAST sessions and 

pushes the next message to the next session without bothering to verify whether it is 

currently in use. 

7.1.7 Final Result 

To complete the construction of the Avoca RPC protocol, the protocols PAD_ETH 

and PADJ:P are added to the graph to enforce AMP. These two protocols add and 

remove the header padding, translate Avoca protocol id's into IP protocol numbers 

and Ethernet types, and form the boundary between Avoca and non-Avoca protocols. 

All protocols in the graph are Avoca protocols and follow all of the axioms of AMP. 

Figure 7.8 defines a maximally decomposed version of the RPC protocol that is 

called Avoca RPC. To use this new protocol, the protocol VRPC is opened with an 

address consisting of a Sprite command number that identifies the procedure to be 

invoked and the IP address of the target machine. The Avoca RPC graph determines 

the optimal path of any given message without assistance from the user. The Avoca 

RPC can perform remote procedure calls over the Internet and support efficient inter

process remote procedure calls. 
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7.2 Conditional-Protocols 

While micro-protocols can be understood as very small traditional network protocols, 

conditional-protocols are unique to Avoca. The Avoca methodology is based upon 

the use of the protocol as a programming abstraction. Conditional-protocols represent 

this concept taken to is logical extreme-the protocol as a programming language 

statement. 

Conditional-protocols are used to replace IF statements in protocol implementa

tions. In other words, conditional-protocols elevate certain IF statements out of a 

protocol implementation and into the protocol graph. Conditional-protocols do not 

define headers because they do not exchange information with their peers, and there

fore are not truly protocols according to the definition presented in Chapter 1. Because 

conditional-protocols are used to replace IF statements, they are only possible on a 

system like the Avoca-kernel with very low per-protocol overhead. 

7.2.1 Satisfying AMP 

The Avoca Meta-protocol presented in Chapter 6 requires that each protocol place 

its protocol identifier in the first four bytes of its header. The fact that conditional

protocols lack headers creates a potential conflict with AMP. There are two possible 

interpretations of this AMP rule. The first is that all protocols must have a header 

whose first four bytes must be equal to the protocol id. The second is that if a 

protocol has a header, its first four bytes must be equal to the protocol id. Support for 

asymmetric protocol graphs requires the second interpretation. If conditional-protocols 

do not place their protocol ids on the top of the header stack, the protocol graph on 

the server machine can be very different from the server graph on the client machine. 

On the other hand, if conditional-protocols do place their protocol ids on top of the 

header stack, the path taken by a message down the sending graph must equal the 

path taken by that message up the receiving graph. There are many situations where 

the sending and receiving protocol graphs should be different. For example, in Avoca 

RPC the protocol VFIFO only appears on the client side of the protocol graph. 
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AMP also specifies the demultiplexing strategy used to navigate messages through 

large protocol graphs. If a protocol needs to know which higher level protocol to 

demultiplex a message to, it must use the protocol id on top of the header stack as 

all or part of the key. Because conditional-protocols lack headers, their protocol ids 

never appear in the header stack. Therefore, a conditional-protocol cannot pass its 

own protocol id down to the next lower level at open time. If it did, it would never 

receive any messages. Instead, conditional-protocols pass the protocol id that was 

passed to them down to the next protocol. In other words, conditional-protocols claim 

to be one of their non-conditional ancestors when opening a lower level protocol. 

7.2.2 Taxonomy 

Conditional-protocols are so simple that they can be easily categorized into a partial 

taxonomy. All conditional-protocols perfonn two functions. The first is to decide 

which lower level session to direct a message to. The second is to perfonn the act of 

directing the message. Both of these operations may take place at either open time or 

push time. Table 7.1 partitions conditional-protocols presented so far by when these 

two functions take place. 

Decide Act Category Examples 

open open static VSYM, VRPC 

open push hybrid VADDR 

push open impossible 

push push dynamic VSIZE,VFIFO 

Table 7.1: A Taxonomy of Conditional-Protocols 

Dynamic conditional-protocols, such as VSIZE, make all of their decisions at push 

time, and they create session objects for this purpose. These session objects direct 

incoming messages to lower level session objects on a per-message basis. Static 

.- --- -~~'------
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conditional-protocols make all of their decisions at open time and do not create ses

sions. They simply return sessions created by lower level protocols. Thus, protocols 

like VSYM have no session objects in the protocol graph. Hybrid protocols are proto

cols that decide at open time which lower level protocol to use, but for various reasons 

create sessions to perform the redirection rather than return a lower level session. 

All existing hybrid conditional-protocols are also virtual-protocols l • A virtual 

protocol is a conditional-protocol that attempts to simulate the interface of one of its 

lower level protocols. For example, VADDR makes every attempt to look exactly 

like IP to all protocols that use it. Because VADDR replaces IP for protocols that 

were designed to use JP, the top level interface to VADDR must identical to that of IP. 

Therefore, VADDR always performs an open on the IP sub!"Tfaph to create a session 

object that can be used to service all control operations performed on VADDR. A 

control MYADDR operation performed upon VADDR will always return an IP address, 

even if JP is not being used as the transport protocol. Virtual protocols are generally 

used to replace an existing protocol with new and more efficient protocol graph. With 

a well-designed virtual protocol, such a replacement can be accomplished without 

modifying any protocol using the protocol being replaced. 

7.3 Generalizing Protocols 

The protocols that result from the decomposition of a traditional protocol are not 

necessarily useful for the construction of new protocol graphs. The composition of 

separately implemented protocols requires close attention to protocol generality. De

composing Sprite RPC without considering generality results in a collection of proto

cols that can recreate Sprite RPC, but are useless for creating other protocol !"Tfaphs. 

There are a few simple rules for creating reusable protocols. First, all controls should 

be delegated. Delegation increases the likelihood that a protocol will work if placed in 

an arbitrary protocol graph. Second, protocol graphs often contain multiple instances 

of the same protocol object and the implementation of these protocol objects should 

1 For historic reasons all conditional protocols begin with a V prefix; in the x-kernel all conditional
protocols were called virtual-protocols. 
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reflect this. Many early Avoca protocol implementations assumed that only a single 

instance of the protocol would ever be running in the same graph. Finally, whereever 

possible, polymorphic address types and inherited keys should be used. There is 

also a certain amount of protocol specific modification needed to create truly general 

protocols. 

This section examines the creation of underspecified protocols in more detail. The 

conditional-protocol VSIZE is presented as an example of a protocol whose compos

ability can be greatly increased through protocol specific modifications. 

7.3.1 Underspeci6ed Protocols 

If a protocol merely passes its address or pan of its address to the protocol below, 

the address should be polymorphic. Completely specifying an address for such a 

protocol needlessly restricts the composability of the protocol. The basic observation 

is that when one decomposes a protocol into many layers, there is not enough address 

information to go around. In the protocol graph presented in Figure 7.8, the only 

protocols with concrete address types are ARP, PAD_IP, and PAD_ETH. The address 

defined by C_SELECT and S_SELECT is partially polymorphic; it places the Sprite 

command in its header and passes the remainder of the address to the next lower 

level protocol. CHANNEL, BLAST, VSYM, VFIFO, and VSIZE have completely 

polymorphic addresses because they pass the addresses passed to them to the next 

lower level protocol. Note that underspecification inflicts no performance penalty; 

underspecified protocols are generally Jaster than the equivalent overspecified protocol. 

The VADDR protocol makes a more subtle use of polymorphic types. As im

plemented, it uses an address resolution protocol (not shown in the graphs) and two 

network protocols. VADDR assumes that the first network protocol is preferred to the 

second. VADDR performs a RESOLVE control operation on the address resolution 

protocol with whatever address it received at open time. If the RESOLVE succeeds, 

VADDR uses the returned address to open the first network protocol. VADDR al

ways uses the original address to open the second network protocol. Thus, VADDR 

is completely polymorphic but the types used by the protocols below must be related 
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in a VADDR specific fashion. The address resolution protocol's operation RESOLVE 

must take an address of the type defined by the second network protocol and re

turn an address of the type defined by the first network protocol. We have not used· 

VADDR with any other protocols than the ones provided because the IP is the only 

inter-network protocol we have implemented. However, the point of generalization is 

to create protocols that could be reused, not to modify protocols that the implementor 

knows will be reused. 

7.3.2 Protocol Specific Generalization 

Not all generalization techniques are protocol independent. To a certain extent, every 

protocol must be examined for any protocol specific generalizations that are possible. 

For example, the protocol VSIZE presented in Section 7.2 directs a message to one of 

two protocols. For maximum composability, VSIZE can be generalized to direct mes

sages over an arbitrary number of lower level protocols. This generalized version of 

VSIZE expects an arbitrary number of lower level protocols to be assigned to its down 

field at initialization time in order of decreasing performance and increasing maximum 

transmission unit (MTU). VSIZE performs a delegated control MAXPACKET to re

trieve each protocol's MTU. VSIZE directs each incoming message to the left-most 

protocol with a MTU at least as large as the message length. 

7.4 Programming With Protocols 

The only remaining question is how to create new network software out of a library 

of preexisting Avoca protocols. In the Avoca methodology, a protocol designer, after 

carefully considering the needs of the application, creates a new protocol graph, mainly 

out of existing library protocols. The process is manual but the existence of the 

protocol library lowers the effective work load. Only after the creation of such a 

graph would the implementor consider optimizations. 

This section shows how the protocol library created in Section 7.2 might be used 

to construct two new protocol graphs. The first graph is designed as a replacement for 
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the Sun RPC protocol. The second graph implements the communication protocols 

necessary to support the SR programming language. The goal of this section is to give 

the reader a feel for how protocol composition works in a realistic situation. However, 

only parts of the protocol graphs have been implemented. 

7.4.1 SUD RPC 

While the primary emphasis of Avoca is the creation of new protocols without taking 

existing protocols into consideration, there are many situations where this is impossi

ble. In this section we show how Avoca could be used to create a protocol graph that 

replaces Sun RPC for local communication (between Avoca kernels) without affect

ing the interoperability of non-local communication. The general strategy is to create 

a special protocol graph to handle communications with a collection of cooperating 

hosts while preserving the existing protocol in its entirety for communication with 

non-cooperating hosts. 

Sun RPC suffers from four primary problems. First, it supports zero or more 

semantics: a single RPC invocation may cause the remote procedure to be called 

more than once. Second, as demonstrated in the next chapter, the performance of Sun 

RPC is significantly slower than state-of-the art RPC protocols. Third, Sun RPC uses 

IP to fragment large messages, and because of this, it is unable to send large messages 

from fast machines to slow machines. Finally, Sun RPC is implemented in the user's 

address space. Sun RPC does have two useful femures that should be preserved. First, 

it supports a collection of authentication algorithms, anyone of which may be selected 

by the user. Second, Sun RPC supports a variety of machine architectures. 

Figure 7.9 depicts a new protocol graph, Neo-Sun RPC, that solves these problems 

while preserving the best features of Sun RPC. The first feature of Neo-Sun RPC is 

that it is interoperable with Sun RPC. It does this by including the entire existing 

Avoca-kernel implementation of Sun RPC as one of its subgraphs. Thus, supporting 

the existing Sun RPC is achieved with little effort through protocol reuse. The virtual 

protocol VRPC is responsible for directing outgoing messages to Sun RPC or Neo

Sun RPC and hiding the fact that Neo-Sun RPC exists from higher level protocols. 
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Figure 7.9: Neo-Sun RPC 

Because VRPC is headerless, it does not interfere with the interoperability of the Sun 

RPC subgraph. 

VRPC first checks to see if the target machine is on the local network-VRPC 

uses Sun RPC for non-local communications. If the target machine is local then the 

PING protocol subgraph checks to see if the remote machine runs Neo-Sun RPC and 

caches that information for future use. VRPC directs messages to Neo-Sun RPC if 

both of these conditions are met. VRPC subsumes the function of both the VRPC and 

VADDR protocol found in the Avoca RPC graph. Note that the existing Sun RPC 

protocol is also used to handle broadcast RPC's. 
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Sun RPC supports an arbitrary number of potential authentication protocols, in a 

fashion that is similar to Avoca. The VAUTH protocol dynamically includes the ap

propriate authentication protocol. In the graph presented, VAUTH chooses between no 

authentication, Unix authentication and Data Encryption Standard [NBS 77] authenti

cation. The authentication protocols are above the SELECT protocol so that different 

RPC addresses can support different authentication requirements. For example, a re

mote login procedure may require a higher level of authentication than a procedure 

that returns a host's load. 

The heart of the Neo-Sun RPC protocol graph is taken directly from Avoca RPC. 

SUN SELECT is a trivial modification of the SELECT protocol presented in Section 

3.1 that supports a Sun RPC address: <program number, version number, procedure 

number> triple rather than a Sprite procedure number. In the interest of simplicity, 

asymmetric protocols are merged in the graph. To provide at most once semantics, the 

CHANNEL protocol is used as the request-reply protocol. To provide a more efficient 

and reliable fragmentation and reassembly algorithm, the BLAST protocol is used. As 

in Avoca RPC, VSIZE is used to bypass BLAST for short messages. 

Sun RPC also supports cross architecture procedure calls by encoding the argu

ments to the procedure and the header into a standard intermediate form called the 

external data representation format, XDR [Sun 881. An earlier Avoca-kernel imple

mentation of SUN RPC showed that the XDR'ing of header can be performed sepa

rately from the XDR'ing of the arguments. The user process is therefore responsible 

for converting the arguments to XDR format. To maintain interoperability, the headers 

also must be converted. Fortunately, every header defined by Neo-Sun RPC has the 

interesting property that the XDR format of the header is identical to the header itself 

on Sun 3 workstations2• On other machines, however the headers would have to be 

converted to the external form. The protocol XDR takes advantage of AMP's header 

format to translate the entire header stack into canonical intermediate form. Each 

protocol defines a control operation to perform the XDR translation function for its 

header and the protocol translates the stack, from the bottom up, using these control 

operations. 

2This correspondence is easy to achieve; the basic Sun RPC header shares this property. 
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The final result is a protocol graph that provides the quality of service found in 

modem RPC protocols such as Sprite RPC while preserving the ability to interoperate 

with existing implementations of Sun RPC. 

7.4.2 SR Runtime Support System 

As a second example, we construct a protocol graph to support communications for the 

distributed programming language SR [Andrews 88]. The salient feature of SR is that 

it supports two types of remote invocation-the call statement and the send statement

and two types of remote objects-the proc and the in statement. These statements may 

be mixed to produce a variety of semantics. A call to a proc corresponds to a remote 

procedure call (with process creation). A send to an in statement corresponds to semi

synchronous message passing, where invocation blocks until the message has been 

stored on the receiving machine but does not wait for the message to be processed. 

A call to an in statement is a rendezvous. A send to a proc corresponds to a process 

fork-with semi-synchronous message passing semantics. 

Each SR virtual machine implements its own primitives for local communication, 

but must use some external protocol for all non-local communication. The current 

implementation of SR connects SR virtual machines running on various Unix hosts 

via TCP. An alternative would be to implement SR on top of the Avoca-kernel and 

migrate some of the protocol aspects of non-local send, call, proc and in statements 

into the kernel. Because the in statement contains Boolean operations on language 

variables, the in statement may only be processed within the address space of the 

SR virtual machine that contains it. Therefore, only part of SR's communications 

semantics can be moved out of the virtual machine. Figure 7.10 depicts a protocol 

graph that could be used to support SR. 

The same VADDR subgraph defined for Avoca RPC could be used to provide SR 

with improved performance for messages on the local network and more robust large 

message support. Avoca RPC's asymmetric C_CHANNEL and S_CHANNEL proto

cols provide the right support for the SR call statement. The asymmetric protocols 

C_SEND and S_SEND implement semi-synchronous message passing by simply hav-
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SEND 
C SELECT 

CALL 
C SELECT 

Figure 7.10: SR Support Protocols 

ing S_SEND send a reply packet back to the sender immediately upon receiving the 

request message. S_SEND then demultiplexes the request up the graph and discards 

any attempted reply. Because C_CHANNEL and S_CHANNEL implement a reliable 

algorithm with at most once semantics, the C_SEND and S_SEND protocols need not 

worry about dropped packets and therefore are trivial protocols whose entire header 

consists of the protocol id field. 

The SR compiler defines an address space for SR entities. The various SELECT 

protocols are a simple modification of the asymmetric SELECT used previously; 

they use SR capabilities rather than Sprite commands or Sun RPC addresses. The 

SEND_C_SELECT and CALL_C_SELECT protocols are instances of the C_SELECT 

protocol and are configured on top of C_SEND and C_CHANNEL respectively. 

The SR virtual machine performs an open operation on the CALL_C_SELECT 

protocol for each call statement, and it performs an open on the SEND_C_SELECT 
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protocol for each send statement. For the most part, the SR in and proc statements 

may be invoked by either send or call statements. For a given proc or in statement to 

receive invocations from both calls and sends, the SR virtual machine must perform 

two openenable operations, one for each exported in and proc statement. The VSR 

conditional-protocol allows the SR virtual machine to perform only a single openenable 

per-exported statement. The conditional-protocol VSR performs an openenable upon 

both the SEND_S_SELECT protocol and the CALL_S_SELECT protocol for each 

openenable performed on VSR3. 

The SR protocol graph is an improvement over the current implementation in two 

ways. First by avoiding TCP, and in most cases IP, the performance of SR is improved. 

Second, this graph is a more accurate implementation of the SR communications 

semantics. The current SR kernel returns from a send when the packet has been 

handed to TCP and does not wait for an acknowledgment. 

The new protocols that would have to be implemented for both of the examples 

include VAUTH, UNIX AUTH, DES AUTH, VRPC, PING, XDR, SEND, and VSR. 

These protocols then become part of the library and may be reused by other protocols. 

Several of these new protocols can be created in minutes by modifying an existing 

protocol. 

7.5 Discussion 

Avoca is a software engineering environment for the construction of communication 

systems. The Avoca methodology shows how that environment can be used to cre

ate network software. Network software is constructed through the composition of 

previously written protocols. The Avoca methodology makes extensive use of code 

reuse, underspecification, and code composition. These properties have been the holy 

grail of software engineering research for the past decade and Avoca supports them 

all without sacrificing efficiency, as demonstrated in Chapter 8. 

3The in and proc statements may optionally exclude eilher lype of invocation. To supporl such 
semantics, the SR virtual machine performs an openenable dircclly upon eilher SEND_S_SELECT or 
CALLS_SELECT. 
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Avoca's success as a software engineering environment can be attributed to four 

basic factors. First, protocols are a very restricted class of programs and Avoca 

takes advantage of this by defining a Uniform Protocol Interface. Attempting to 

impose a Uniform Program interface on arbitrary programs would be an impossible 

task. Second, underspecified protocols are very common, described using a simple 

type system, and implemented very efficiently. This is in contrast to underspecified 

programs that tend to be rare, complex, and slow. Third, protocols possess the property 

of self decomposition-large protocol objects decompose naturally into small protocol 

objects. Applications which posses this property are rare, the most common example 

being parsers. This is interesting because parsers have perhaps the best software 

engineering environment in existence and RTAG uses a parser based technique to 

decompose protocols. Finally, like Unix pipes and file filters, there is a one to one 

correspondence between the representation and the implementation. Large numbers 

of non-experts are able to use Unix pipes because of the clarity and directness of its 

notation. 

The primarily weakness of the Avoca methodology turns out to be the restrictions 

enforced by the Uniform Protocol Interface. The lise of a single interface to represent 

all protocols results in awkward implementations. This creates a problem when users 

attempt to force-fit a protocol into the UPI interface. In general no two programmers 

will implement such protocols in the same way. Thus. two protocols compatible 

with each other but incompatible with UPI could be syntactically non-composable if 

implemented using UPI. The future work section of Chapter 9 discusses this problem 

in more detail. 
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CHAPTERS 

PERFORMANCE 

This chapter reports on a set of experiments designed to evaluate the perfonnance 

of protocols implemented in Avoca. The experiments measure both the relative per

formance of Avoca protocols when compared to comparable protocols implemented 

using different architectures and platforms, and the absolute performance of various 

Avoca protocols. 

The experiments involve measuring various remote procedure call configurations 

for latency and throughput. The experiments evaluate the perfonnance of two types 

of RPC: network RPCs-where the caller and remote procedure reside on different 

machines-and inter-process communication (IPC) RPC's-where the caller and re

mote procedure reside in different address spaces on the same machine. The results of 

the experiments come from two sources: tests run locally at the University of Arizona, 

and performance figures from the literature. All tests rlln at the University of Arizona 

used the same ,experimental technique. All latency tests measure the round trip delay 

for invoking a null procedure with null request and reply messages. All throughput 

tests measure the round trip delay for invoking a null procedure with a large request 

message (generally 16k-bytes) and a null reply message. The throughput tests assume 

messages are fragmented into IS00-byte packets. The experiments were conducted on 

a pair of Sun 3nSs connected by an isolated 10 megabit/second Ethernet. 

Section 8.1 gives a short description of each of the protocols and protocol con

figurations used in the experiments. Section 8.2 compares the perfonnance of eight 

network RPC protocols. Section 8.3 compares the perfonnance of three IPC RPC pro-
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tocols. Finally, Section 8.4 presents the absolute performance of a single path through 

a large Avoca protocol graph. The chapter concludes with a discussion of the issues 

raised by these performance figures. 

8.1 Protocols 

Because the experiments involve comparing various combinations of protocols, the 

exact configurations must be carefully documented. This is especially true for Avoca 

protocols where each path through the protocol graph can correspond to a different 

traditional protocol. Each protocol is identified by the network architecture for which 

it was designed and the platform upon which it executes. The protocols tested repre

sent three different network architectures: the TCP/IP network architecture, the RPC 

network architecture and the Avoca Network Architecture. While the protocols tested 

were implemented on a variety of platforms, this chapter will only distinguish be

tween protocols implemented on their native platform and protocols implemented on 

the Avoca-kernel. This section will describe each class of protocol in turn. Each 

protocol implemented on its native kernel will be identified with the prefix "N-" and 

each protocol implemented on the Avoca-kernel will be identified with the prefix "A-". 

8.1.1 TCP/IP Network Architecture 

We consider only one TCP/IP protocol in this chapter. While not officially part of 

the TCP/IP network architecture the Sun RPC protocol is certainly derived from it. 

Sun RPC is the standard remote procedure call protocol distributed with SunOS and 

supports Sun's Network File System (NFS). Sun RPC uses the Internet protocol suite 

to deliver messages. Two implements of Sun RPC were tested: the native Sun RPC 

protocol, called N-Sun RPC, and an interoperable Avoca-kernel implementation of 

Sun RPC, called A-Sun RPC. Recall that while primarily designed to support Avoca 

protocols, the Avoca-kernel is also capable of implementing traditional protocols. The 

performance of both N-Sun RPC and A-Sun RPC protocols was tested locally at the 

University of Arizona using the Sun 3/75 and the standarcl SunOS Release 4.0 C 
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compiler. 

8.1.2 RPC Network Architecture 

In the RPC network architecture, all network communication is supported by a sin

gle monolithic RPC protocol. We consider four different monolithic RPC protocols: 

Sprite RPC, Amoeba RPC, Topas RPC, and Lightweight RPC (LRPC). Sprite RPC is 

the primary communication protocol used by the Sprite operating system. It is a typ

ical implementation of the Birrell-Nelson algorithm. Amoeba RPC [Mullender 90] is 

the primary communication protocol of the Amoeba operating system. Amoeba RPC 

is perhaps the fastest of the distributed operating system RPC protocol and provides a 

good performance lower bound. Topas RPC is the IPC mechanism supported by the 

Topas operating system for the DEC firefly [Thacker 88, Schroeder 89]. Lightweight 

RPC is a new IPC mechanism developed for the Firefly at the University of Washing

ton [Bershad 89]. The four native implementations of these protocols will be called 

N-Sprite RPC, N-Amoeba RPC, N-Topas RPC, and N-LRPC, respectively. An in

teroperable version of Sprite RPC, called A-Sprite RPC, was implemented on the 

Avoca-kernel. Note that both Topas RPC and LRPC are IPC mechanisms, and as 

such, do not really fit into the RPC network architecture. 

The performance number for the native implementations of these protocols come 

from the literature. The hardware used to test the pelformance of Sprite RPC was the 

Sun 3/75. The hardware used to test Amoeba RPC perfOimance was a 16.7-megahertz 

Motorola MC68020 based workstation. The hardware used to test the perfonnance of 

both the Topas and LRPC was the Dec Firefly. The performance of the A-Sprite RPC 

protocol was tested locally at the University of Arizona using the Sun 3nS and the 

standard SunOS Release 4.0 C compiler. 

8.1.3 Avoca Network Architecture 

In general, a single traditional protocol is equivalent to a large graph of Avoca pro

tocols. To confuse matters further, the same Avoca protocol graph can support paths 

that are equivalent to several traditional protocols. We consider two Avoca protocol 

--------------------------------------
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graphs in this chapter: Layered RPC and Avoca RPC. Layered RPC is a moderately 

decomposed version of Sprite RPC and corresponds to the protocol graph in Figure 7.5. 

Avoca RPC is a maximally decomposed version of Sprite RPC with additional support 

for an IPC RPC mechanism and an unreliable RPC mechanism similar to Sun RPC. 

Note that the Avoca version of any protocol is by definition not interoperable. These 

tests compare semantically equivalent versions of a given protocol. Avoca RPC is 

essentially the same graph as presented in Figure 7.8. However, in the interest of 

completeness, the full graph of Avoca RPC is presented in Figure 8.1. 

We consider three paths through the Avoca RPC protocol graph, marked in Fig

ure 8.1, in this chapter: Avoca RPC-pathl, Avoca RPC-pnrh2, and Avoca RPC-path3. 

Avoca RPC-pathl is the path through the Avoca RPC graph that is most similar to 

the Lightweight RPC protocol. RPC-path2 is the path through the Avoca RPC pro

tocol graph that most closely corresponds to Sprite RPC. The Avoca RPC-path3 is 

the path through the Avoca RPC protocol graph that most closely corresponds to Sun 

RPC. The only difference between this path and Avoca RPC-path2 is the use of the 

micro-protocol REQREP to replace CHANNEL. REQREP implements Sun RPC's 

request-reply algorithm; it supports zero or more semantics rather than at most once 

semantics. 

8.2 Network RPC Protocols 

This section compares the performance of nine different network RPC protocols: five 

versions of the Sprite RPC protocol, three versions of the Sun RPC protocol and 

Amoeba RPC. The Sprite test cases measured kernel-to-kernel performance because 

Sprite as defined and measured in [Welch 88] only supports kernel-to-kernel RPCs. 

On the other hand, the Sun RPC test cases measure user-to-user performance. The test 

cases do not include any argument marshalling. The Avoca versions of the protocols 

compared have comparable semantics for the cases tesl~d. 

Table 8.1 compares the kernel-to-kernel latency and throughput of four RPC pro

tocols that are semantically equivalent to Sprite RPC: N-Sprite RPC, A-Sprite RPC, 

Layered RPC and Avoca RPC-path2. Table 8.2 compares the user-to-user latency for 
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Figure 8.1: Avoca RPC Protocol 

three protocols that are semantically equivalent to Sun RPC: N-Sull RPC, A-Sun RPC, 

and Avoca RPC-path3. All of these tests were run on identical hardware 1. 

Observe that the Avoca-kernel versions of both Sprite RPC and Sun RPC are 

lRecall that N-Sprite RPC is the native implemcntation of SpriLc RPC, A-SpriLc RPC is an imerop
erable version of Sprite RPC implemented on thc Avoca-kcrncl, and Avoca Spritc RPC-path2 is thc path 
through the Avoca RPC graph that is closest in semantics to SpriLc RPC. Similarly. N-Sun RPC is Lhe 
native implementation of Sun RPC, A-Sun RPC is an interopcmblc vcrs ion of Sun RPC implemented 
on the Avoca-kernel, and Avoca Sun RPC-path3 is the path through Lhc Avoca RPC graph LhaL is closest 
in semantics to Sun RPC. 
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Avoca 
Protocol: N·Sprite.RPC A·Sprite RPC Layered RPC RPC-path2 

Layers: 2 2 4 10 

Protocols: 2 2 6 31 

Latency: 2.6 1.73 1.78 2.35 
(milliseconds) 

Throughput: 700 860 H411 H2O 
(Kbytes/scc) 

Table 8.1: Sprite RPC like Protocols 

Avoca 

Protocol: N-Sun RPC A-Sun RPC RPC-path3 

Layers: 5 5 8 

Protocols: 5 5 31 

Latency: 12 5.2 2.8 
(milliseconds) 

Table 8.2: Sun RPC like Protocols 

significantly faster than the native implementations, by 33% and 56% respectively. 

Numerous previous experiments [Hutchinson 89a, Hutchinson 881 demonstrate that 

the Avoca-kernel is a superior platform for protocol implementation. However, only 

part of this improvement is applicable to work perfomled in this dissertation. 

The most important conclusion to be drawn from these tests is that the maximally 

decomposed Avoca versions of Sprite RPC and Sun RPC perform better than the 
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native monolithic implementations, by 10% and 76% respectively. This is in spite 

of the fact that the message had to traverse more layers. Protocol modularity, or 

lack thereof, seems to be only one of many factors that influence the performance. 

of network protocols. In both the Sun RPC case, and to a lesser extent, the Sprite 

RPC case, these other factors dominated any performance penalty incurred through 

increased modularity. 

When comparing the A-Sprite RPC with Avoca RPC-path2 it is clear that max

imal decomposition does inflict a significant performance penalty, in this case 36%. 

However, the performance of layered Sprite shows that a less radical decomposition 

of a monolithic protocol can have comparable performance to the original version. 

As is the case with traditional programming, the extent that modularity or layering 

should be sacrificed for performance is up to the implementor. Avoca has decreased 

the maximum performance penalty inflicted by modularity to a reasonable level. 

Modularity seems to have little effect upon the protocol throughput. The decreased 

performance of Sprite RPC-path2 over A-Sprite RPC can be explained by the effect 

of the increased latency above the protocol that performs fragmentation. In any case, 

all of the throughput performance figures have more to do with the limitations of 

the Ethernet controller than any software concerns. The numbers are so close to the 

effective limit of the Intel Ethernet chip that more conclusive tests will require faster 

networks. While the throughput figures in Table 8.1 are for kernel-to-kernel test cases, 

the use of a fixed size header-stack allows arbitrarily layered Avoca protocol hrraphs to 

take advantage of optimistic blast algorithms developed to support monolithic protocols 

[Carter 89, O'Malley 90]. Using such algorithms, Avoca protocols have achieved 

user-to-user throughput rates of 87% of the kernel-to-kernel throughput. 

The Sun RPC test results clearly show the effect that a poor platform can have 

on protocol design. The poor performance of the Native Sun RPC protocol can be 

attributed to the fact that it is implemented outside of the kernel, treats its header as a 

variant record, and uses UDP and IP even though most traffic is between machines on 
• the local network. The Avoca-kernel implementation can solve some of these problems 

and still maintain compatibility, but the protocol specification must be changed to solve 

other problems. Only the non-interoperable Avoca version is free to make the changes 
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required for reasonable performance. Note also that the zero or more request-reply 

algorithm used by Sun RPC provides no performance advantage over the ac most once 

request-reply algorithm used by Sprite RPC. 

While the Sun RPC performance figures show the effects of poor protocol and 

platform design, the Amoeba RPC performance shows the potential effect of good 

protocol and platform design. The Amoeba [Tennenhouse 89] remote procedure call 

protocol takes 1.4 milliseconds in the user-to-user case. This is significantly faster, 

by about 50%, than the best user-to-user time achieved by any Avoca RPC protocol. 

The Amoeba RPC protocol probably represents the limits of what can be done to 

improve protocol performance by tuning a monolithic protocol to a special purpose 

implementation. However, implementing such protocols is very difficult and this level 

of performance is rarely achieved in practice. We believe that while the potential 

performance of monolithic protocols running on special purpose architectures may 

be somewhat greater than the potential performance of layered protocols on generic 

architectures, the actual performance of the structured protocols is, more often than not, 

superior. Layered implementations require less skill and as such are more likely to be 

implemented efficiently, mainly due to the reuse of well implemented micro-protocols. 

8.3 Local IPC Mechanisms 

This section compares the performance of three IPC mechanisms: the N-Topas RPC, 

N-LRPC and the Avoca RPC-pathl. The experiment tested each protocol for its zero 

length message user-to-user latency. This comparison is slightly misleading because 

the use of zero length messages avoids the fast and complex buffering and marshalling 

code in the N-RPC protocol and the slow and simple message manipulation code in 

the Avoca version. This test really only compares the process management parts of 

the various protocols. The performance of these three IPC RPC mechanisms is given 

in Table 8.3. 

The first conclusion is that the process-per-message architecture supported by the 

Avoca-kernel is nearly optimal for performing lightweight RPCs. The caller's pro

cess enters the kernel, gets demultiplexed to the user's address space, executes the 
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N-Topas Avcoa 

Protocol: RPC N-LRPC RPC-pathl 

Layers: 1 1 2 

Protocols: 1 1 31 

Latency: 464 157 308 
(microseconds) 

Table 8.3: Local IPC Mechanisms 

procedure, and returns to the caller's address space without blocking. The current im

plementation performs very little extra work and is somewhat slower than the LRPC 

numbers. However, Avoca RPC-pathl is faster than the native RPC provided by the 

Topas kernel. 

The second conclusion is that, while the micro-protocol that implements the Avoca

kernel version of LRPC protocol is a very useful tool for the construction of protocol 

graphs, protocol graphs are not useful for implementing LRPC. The minimum per

protocol overhead is only slightly less than the native implementation of LRPC. The 

addition of a single layer causes a 100% degradation in perfonnance. Modularity in 

Avoca was designed to support network protocols, not IPC primitives. 

8.4 Incremental Costs of Layering 

This section tests the round trip latency of every protocol in the Avoca RPC-path2 

path of the Avoca RPC protocol. The purpose of this measurement is to determine 

the incremental cost of adding layers. The experiment tests kernel-to-kernel latency 

with zero-length messages. Note that this test measures the round trip latency of each 

protocol. The round trip per-protocol latency of a given protocol is the time it takes a 

message to traverse that layer four times, twice going up and twice going down. The 
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test results are presented in Table 8.4 

Protocol Type Latency Incremental Cost 

(milliseconds) (microseconds) 

VRPC static 2.35 20 

VSYM static 2.33 0 

C_SELECT trivial 2.33 lIO 

C_CAP trivial 2.22 100 

VFIRST dynamic 2.12 ~O 

C_CHAN real 2.0S 460 

VADDR dynamic 1.62 lOO 

VSIZE dynamic 1.52 90 

PAD_ETH real 1.43 290 

ETHERNET real 1.14 N/A 

Table 8.4: Avoca RPC: Incremental Latency Pelfonnance 

Each line of the table gives the protocol, its type, the total round trip latency in 

milliseconds, and the per-protocol latency in micro-seconds. Protocols are broken 

down into four types: real micro-protocols such as CHANNEL that perfonn signifi

cant amounts of work, trivial micro-protocols such as SELECT that penOim little or 

no work beyond adding and removing a header, dynamic conditional-protocols that 

perform no header manipulation but are represented in the session graph, and static 

conditional-protocols that perform no header manipulation and are not represented in 

the session graph. Due to the small incremental cost of some layers and the limited 

accuracy of the Sun 3 clock, only a rough estimate of the performance of cenain types 

of layers can be determined. Real micro-protocols tend to have an incremental cost of 

about 500 milliseconds, but this depends upon the complexity of the algorithm used. 
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Trivial micro-protocols tend to take around 100 microseconds. Dynamic conditional

protocols can take as little as 50 microseconds. Finally, static conditional-protocols 

add no latency because they lack sessions and are therefore not traversed at runtime .. 

. Note that the costs measured for static protocols are within the error range of the timer. 

The incremental cost of PAD_ETH represents the cost of AMP. Protocol PAD_ETH 

is responsible for padding the header of each message out to 128 bytes and ensur

ing header/data separation of incoming messages by reconfiguring messages into the 

AMP format. In the zero-length message case, there is no need to reconfigure the 

message-there is no data. Since the padding required by AMP does not initialize the 

unused bytes, PAD-ETH only writes 8 bytes of the header regardless of the amount 

of padding. Taking this into consideration, the cost of PAD_ETH should be about 100 

microseconds, but in fact costs 290 microseconds. This implies that AMP inflicts an 

overhead of 190 microseconds. The most probable cause of this overhead is the need 

to send 128 byte packets instead of the Ethernet's minimum packet size of 64 bytes. 

Thus, while header padding has little effect on protocol throughput, it does seem to 

have a slight adverse affect upon the latency for small messages. 

One question that needs to be addressed is how close to optimal Avoca's support 

for layered protocols is. A rough lower bound for the cost of a round trip traversal of 

a protocol layer that simply reads and writes a header is the cost of two demultiplex 

operations and two null procedure calls that take the header as argument. The null 

procedure calls represent the addition and removal of the headers from the header

stack. On a Sun 3, the cost of these four operations is approximately 40 microseconds, 

while the minimum cost of traversing a trivial Avoca protocol is 100 microseconds. 

Therefore, Avoca is approximately within a factor of two of the optimal performance. 

The reason Avoca's support is not optimal is that Avoca itself is implemented using 

procedure calls. A round trip traversal of a protocol requires eight procedure calls. 

Fortunately, the execution model pipelines some of this cost with the message trans

mission. Significant improvement in the minimum cost of layering will require a 

complied protocol implementation that generates code to perform the protocol invo

cation process. 

--------. 
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8.5 Discussion 

The most important conclusion of this chapter, and of this dissertation, is that the 

Avoca Network Architecture has shown that the performance of layered protocol im

plementations is at least comparable to monolithic protocols. The performance of the 

maximally layered Avoca RPC resides comfortably in the middle of the RPC perfor

mance spectrum. The issue of modularity verses efficiency raised by RFC817 in 1982 

should be considered closed, and statements like "Just as layered implementation is 

the bane of efficiency in network-oriented communications. "[Bershad 89] are 

simply wrong. 

The excellent performance of layered protocols in Avoca is the result of four 

separate factors: the process-per-message model used by the Avoca-kernel, the hybrid 

message data structure, lightweight connections, and caching. While the performance 

of the process-per-message model is comparable or superior to most existing execution 

models, even more important to Avoca is that the process-per-message model trades 

a higher up front cost for a lower per-protocol cost. Dispatching a process for each 

incoming message is a significant expense, and a message rollnd trip requires two 

process dispatches for a total cost of 270 microseconds. However, the process provides 

the machinery necessary to support efficient layering, and as the process creation cost 

gets amortized over more layers, the per-layer performance improves. 

The use of a header-stack to hold the header portion of Avoca messages dra

matically reduces the minimum latency of small protocols. The minimum latency 

of a trivial protocol like UDP in the Avoca-kernel without header-stacks is 500 mi

croseconds. The minimum latency of the very same protocol implemented in the 

Avoca-kernel with stack messages is 100 microseconds. Before the introduction of 

the header-stack, the addition and removal of a header from a message could require 

as many as four calls to the storage allocator per round trip. 

The Avoca platform'S support for lightweight connections, when combined with 

an extensive caching strategy, dramatically improves the performance of protocols 

that exhibit locality of reference. Efficient Avoca protocols move as much processing 

as possible to the open operation, and as a consequence, the push, pop, and demux 

._._-_ ..... __ ._----------------------------------
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operations are generally very simple. The net effect of this is to make opening a 

session object more expensive but using a session object less expensive. 

The use of lightweight connections works well in protocols such as TCP where 

both sides of the protocol are explicitly managing a connection. Unfortunately, the 

abstraction supported by many protocols is connection-less, and forcing the users of 

such procedures to manage those connections is an onerous burden. To handle such 

cases, Avoca uses a pervasive session object caching strategy. Every protocol supports 

a small direct mapped cache that holds session objects temporarily after the session 

objects have been closed. If a message arrives for a session object in the cache, the 

performance is identical to that achieved through explicit connection management. A 

session object is not physically closed until it is replaced in the cache by another 

session object. 

Avoca uses a layered caching strategy in that the cache of a high-level session 

object is a de facto cache of all of the session objects it points to. Similarly, the 

removal of a high-level session object from its cache results in the insertion of each 

of its lower level session objects into each lower level session's cache. This creates a 

fine grained caching strategy where the cost of any particular cache miss is minimal. 

Fine grained caching has at least one potential problem. Since each cached session 

object effectively caches every session object it points to, the potential number of 

cached session objects is large and on a file server might result in storage allocation 

problems. 

Avoca uses fine grained caching because of the performance problems encountered 

with monolithic caching strategy used by Sun RPC. In N-Sun RPC, every user process 

gets a one-element cache that caches the entire state of Sun RPC. This strategy works 

well for successive calls to the same remote procedure, but its performance catastroph

ically degrades for any other usage pattern. A simple experiment shows the problem 

of monolithic caching strategies. The test compares the cost of doing WOOD calls to 

a single null remote procedure versus doing 50DO calls to each of two null remote 

procedures in an interleaved fashion. The average cost of performing the successive 

calls to the same remote procedure is 12 milliseconds, whereas the average cost of 

performing calls to alternating remote procedures is 72 milliseconds. The lightweight 

--------.--------------------------------------
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caching strategy used for the A-Sun RPC uses five separate moderately sized caches, 

making it extremely difficult to achieve a complete cache miss. 
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CHAPTER 9 

CONCLUSIONS 

This dissertation describes the design, implementation, and performance of a new 

network architecture. This architecture provides the support necessary to allow appli

cations programmers to design and implement special purpose communications proto

cols, allow network developers to prototype protocol designs rapidly, and allow llsers 

to configure networks to meet their requirements rather than having to configure their 

requirements to meet the needs of the network. In effect, the Avoca Network Architec

ture takes the design of network software out of the hands of networking experts and 

standardization committees, and places it in the hands of the application programmers. 

9.1 Contributions 

The Avoca Network Architecture makes two critical contributions. First, Avoca con

clusively shows that modularity is not the bane of efficient performance in network 

software. Given the correct platform, layering is only marginally more expensive than 

the procedure call overhead in traditional programming languages. The time has come 

to begin designing modular network software. Secondly, the Avoca Network Archi

tecture is a software engineering environment that supports the effective and efficient 

use of underspecification, reuse, and arbitrary composition. The software engineering 

community has made numerous attempts to create sllch environments, but most, de

spite the use of much more sophisticated infrastructure, have been less than successful. 

The creation of network protocols seems to be an arena where the tools of software 
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engineering are particularly effective. 

The Avoca project demonstrates that the time and effort required to develop a 

platform for implementing network software is well spent. There are no short cuts to 

the design of a new platform and the Avoca-kernel is the accumulation of 3 years of 

research by the author and all of the others who worked on the x-kernel. However, 

without the Avoca-kernel, much of the research presented here would never have been 

done. Most network research projects are doomed from the start because of poor 

platform support. 

The Avoca project also demonstrates the advantages of ignoring conventional wis

dom. The work presented in this dissertation violated four basic assumptions held by 

most network implementors: that modular protocols are bad, that headers and data 

should be indistinguishable, that the standardization of the horizontal interface is the 

most important feature of any network architecture, and that protocols should have 

complete control over the contents of their headers. Network software is perhaps more 

amenable to this approach due to the large number of widely held assumptions that 

have never been proven. 

9.2 Future Work 

The true agenda of the Avoca Network Architecture is to create an environment where 

a programmer of average skill can sit down at a workstatioll, create a few simple 

protocols, compose them into a workable and efficient protocol graph, and use them in 

some application; all without the programmer noticillg that he has performed a difficult 

task. The Avoca Network Architecture as presented in this dissertation is only a start 

toward such an environment, but it is at least a step in the right direction. 

9.2.1 Standardization Policy 

The primary weakness of the Avoca Network Architecture, as presented in this disser

tation, is the lack of a standardization policy. However, we believe that an effective 

standardization policy for Avoca exists and would be markedly superior to existing 
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techniques. Such a policy would be based upon two approaches. First, if some aspect 

of network software is not undergoing constant change, it should be standardized. 

Avoca's use of a standard platform to support protocol distribution and a uniform 

protocol interface to promote composability are two examples of this type of standard. 

Second, the standardization of horizontal interfaces, Le., traditional standardization, 

should be treated as an exercise in agreement. The protocols lIsed to communicate 

between peers should be bound as late as possible, perhaps as late as connection time. 

Very little research has been performed regarding the nature of standardization itself 

and the effects of standardization policy. 

9.2.2 Realms 

To support a wide range of applications, some modification to the Uniform protocol 

Interface is needed. There seems to be more than one type of communication protocol, 

and forcing every protocol to use a single interface was not entirely successful. We 

are currently attempting to address this problem with the creation of realms. Each 

realm defines the scope of protocol composition and most protocols belong to a single 

realm. Messages are moved from one realm to another by protocols whose top interface 

belongs to one realm and whose bottom interface belongs to another. Protocols within 

a realm may freely compose with one another but not with protocols from other 

realms. Several realms have been identified, namely asynchronous protocols, request

reply protocols, streams, name servers and network file systems. The identification of 

some finite set of realms is of critical importance. Note that while Avoca's attempt to 

use one realm for all protocols failed, the opposite extreme found in most traditional 

network architectures where each protocol defines its own interface and hence its 

own realm is also unworkable. Apparently an approach somewhere in the middle is 

required. 

9.2.3 Semantics 

Avoca provides a good platform for defining the semantics of protocols and protocol 

graphs. While traditional protocols are large, complex and interact in arbitrary ways, 
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the small size of Avoca protocols and the limited interaction between them makes 

the task of fonnal specification easier, especially when com bined with a formal def

inition of composition such as the one given in [Lam 89]. While in most traditional 

environments each protocol is completely self contained, AMP provides an arena for 

imposing global axioms on all protocols. Most importantly, the flexibility of the Avoca 

Network Architecture allows the person defining the semantics to change a protocol's 

implementation or design if required for a clean definition. One of the difficulties of 

attempting to define fonnally the semantics of a traditional protocol is what to do if 

that protocol turns out to be incorrect. As demonstrated in [Burrows 89], this does 

happen in practice. 

9.2.4 Avoca-II 

The Avoca Network Architecture uses the protocol as a programing abstraction but 

makes no attempt to define the abstraction itself or the compositional semantics for

mally. A good axiomatic or denotational description of the protocol and protocol 

composition semantics would provide the basis for an environment where the protocol 

was truly a first class programming abstraction. Avoca-II would be an environment 

with a programing language that supports the protocol as an abstraction. 



APPENDIX A 

PROTOCOL SOURCE CODE 

A.I SDP 

MODULE SOP; 

r define SOP address */ 

TYPE SOP -port: CARDINAL 16; 

TYPE SOP ..address = RECORD 

port: SOP _port; 

host: IP ..address; 

END; 

r define SOP header * / 

TYPE SOP_header = RECORD 

source: SOP_port; 

dest : SOP -port; 

length: INTEGER16; 

check..sum : CARDINAL 16; 

END; 

r define key for active map */ 

TYPE ACTIVEJ<EY = RECORD 

localport: UNSIGNED SHORT; 

remoteport: UNSIGNED SHORT; 

host: IP ..address; 
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END; 

/* define key for passive map */ 

TYPE PASSIVEJ<EY = SDP_address; 

/* session type * / 

TYPE Direction = [CLlENT,SERVER]; 

/* define SDP protocol object */ 

TYPE SDP .protocol = Protocol OBJECT 

portJist: LIST; /* list of free SDP ports */ 

my.pid: CHAR; /* my IP protocol number */ 

METHODS 

init := protocoUnit; 

openl := open; 

opendeferred := opendeferred; 

openenablel := openenable; 

opendisablel := opendisable; 

demuxj := demux; 

cantrall := controLprotocol; 

END; 

/* define SDP session object */ 

TYPE SOP_session = Session OBJECT 

source: SDP_address; 

dest : SDP _address; 

direction: Direction; 

METHODS 

init := initsession; 

pushl := push; 

pop:= pop; 

close := close; 

cantrall := controLsession; 

END; 
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r define SOP protocol operations 'I 

PROCEDURE init.protocol(self: Protocol; name: REF CHAR; id : PROTOCOLlD) = 

BEGIN 

self .active_map := map_create(8,1 00); 

self.passiveJTIap := map_create(6,1 00); 

self.name := name; 

self.protocoUd := id; 

self.free-porLlist := IislcreateO; 

self.ip_num := self.protocoLid; 

END; 

• 

PROCEDURE open(self,hlp : Protocol; p : PART) : Session = 

VAR 

active_key: Active.key; 

s,down..s: Session; 

source, dest : SOP ..address; 

part: PART; 

BEGIN 

r extract addresses from partipant lists 'I 

source := p[O].get(SDP_address); 

dest:= p[1].get(SDP_address); 

r look for existing session *1 

active_key.localport := source.port; 

active_key.remoteport := dest.port; 

active_key. host := dest.host; 

s:= CAST(self.activeJTIap.resolve(ADR active_key), Session); 

r allow duplicate opens by same high level protocols '1 

IF s # NIL THEN BEGIN 

IF s.up = hlp id THEN BEGIN 

s.rcnt := s.rcnt + 1 ; 

RETURN s; 
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END ELSE RETURN ALREADY_OPEN; 

END; 

/* open lower level protocol·/ 

partinit( 3, BYTES IZE( I P ..add ress)) ; 

part[O].push(17, CHAR); 

part[1 ].push(source.host, IP _address); 

part[2].push(dest.host, IP ..address); 

down_s := self.down[OH(self, part); 

IF down_s = NIL THEN RETURN NIL; 

/* create SDP session */ 

s := NEW(Session); 

s.down[O] := downJ); 

s.up:= hlp; 

s.binding := bind(map, ADR active_key, s); 

/* initialize SDP session fields */ 

s.direction := CLIENT; 

s.source := source; 

s.dest := dest; 

RETURN s; 

END; 

PROCEDURE opendeferred(self,hlp : Protocol; down_s : Session; p : PART) : Session = 
VAR 

active_key: Active..key; 

s,downJ) : Session; 

source, dest : SDP ..address; 

part: PART; 

BEGIN 

/* extract addresses from partipant lists */ 

source := p[O].get(SDP _address); 

dest := p[1].get(SDP ..address); 
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/* create SDP session */ 

s := NEW(Session); 

s.down[O) := down_s; 

s.up:= hlp; 

s.binding := bind(map, ADR active_key, s); 

/* initialize SOP session fields */ 

s.direction := SERVER; 

s.source := source; 

s.dest := dest; 

RETURN s; 

END; 

PROCEDURE openenable(self,hlp : Protocol; part: PART) : Status = 

VAR 

enable: Enable; 

dest: SDP ..address; 

BEGIN 

/* extract address from partipant list */ 

dest:= part[O).get( SDP_address); 

/* look for duplicate open */ 

enable := CAST(self.passive_map.resolve(ADR dest), Enable); 

/* allow duplicate opens by same high level protocol */ 

IF enable # NIL THEN 

IF enable.p = hlp THEN BEGIN 

enable.rcnt := enable.rcnt + 1 ; 

RETURN OK; 

END ELSE 

RETURN ERROR; 

/* add binding to map */ 

enable := NEW(Enable, rcnt := 1, p := hlp); 

enable.bind := self.passive_map.bind(ADR dest, enable); 
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1* openenable lower level protocol */ 

part.init(2,BYTESIZE(IP.address)); 

part[O].push(17,CHAR); 

part[1 ].push(dest.host, IP .address); 

RETURN self.down[O]Lopenenable(self, part); 

END; 

PROCEDURE opendisable(self,hlp : Protocol; part: PART) : Status = 
VAR 

enable: Enable; 

dest: SDP.address; 

BEGIN 

1* extract address from partipant list * / 

dest := part[O].get(SDP .address); 

/* look for duplicate open */ 

enable := CAST(self.passive.map.resolve(ADR dest), Enable); 

/* allow duplicate opens by same high level protocol */ 

IF enable = NIL THEN RETURN ERROR; 

ELSEIF p = hlp THEN enable.rcnt:= enable.rcnt - 1; 

ELSE RETURN ERROR; 

IF enable.rcnt = 0 THEN BEGIN 

DISPOSE(enable); 

1* opendisable lower level protocol * / 

part.init(2,BYTESIZE(IP .address)); 

part[O].push(17,CHAR); 

part[1].push(dest.host, IP .address); 

RETURN self.down[O]Lopendisable(self, part); 

END; 

RETURN OK; 

END; 

PROCEDURE demux(self : Protocol; down.s : Session; msg : MSG) 
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: Status = 

VAR 

enable: Enable; 

s: Session; 

p : Protocol; 

hdrp: REF SOP_header; 

active_key: Active.key; 

passive.key : Passive_key; 

source: SDP_address; 

dest: SDP _address; 

part: PART; 

BEGIN 

/* extract pointer to header from message*/ 

hdrp := msgJop{msg, SOP_header); 

/* look for existing session * / 

active_key,localport := hdrp.dest; 

active_key.remoteport := hdrp.source; 

self.down[O].control{PEERADDR, ADR active.key.host, BYTESIZE(IP .address)); 

s:= CAST(self.activeJTIap.resolve(AOR active_key), Session); 

IF s = NIL THEN BEGIN 

/* find passive open */ 

passive_key.port := hdrp.dest; 

passive_kay.host := active.key.host; 

enable := CAST(self.passive_map.resolve(AD R passive_key), Enalbe); 

IF enable # NIL THEN 

r open new session * / 

source.port := hdrp.source; 

source.host := active_key.host; 

dest.port := hdrp.dest; 

self.down[O].control(MYAOOR, ADR dest.host, BYTESIZE(lP .address)); 
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END; 

part.init(2,BYTESIZE(SDP_address)); 

part[O].push(source, SOP_address); 

part[1].push(dest, SOP_address); 

s := self.open_deffered(enable.hlp,down_s,part); 

IF s # NIL THEN 

/* pass message up to session */ 

RETURN sjpop(down.s,msg); 

ELSE BEGIN 

/* drop message */ 

msgJree(msg) ; 

RETURN OK; 

END; 

PROCEDURE controLprotocol(self: Protocol, op : OPERATION; 

buf: ADDRESS; len: INTEGER) : Status = 

BEGIN 

CASE op OF 

GETPORT => 

IF LEN < BYTESIZE(SDP_port) THEN RETURN ERROR 

ELSE CAST(buf, REF SOP .port) := self.free_popJist.getO; 

I RETURN PORT => 

IF LEN < BYTESIZE(SDP_port) THEN RETURN ERROR 

ELSE self.free.popJist.return(*CAST(buf, REF SO P _port)); 

ELSE RETURN OPCODE_UNDEFINED; 

END; 

RETURN OK; 

END; 

/* SOP session operations */ 

PROCEDURE push(s : Session; msg : MSG) : STATUS = 
VAR 
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hdrp: REF SDP_header; 

BEGIN 

/* make room for header on message */ 

hdrp := msg_push(msg,SDP _header); 

/* fill in header • / 

hdrp.dest := s.dest; 

hdrp.source := s.source; 

hdrp.length:= msgJen(msg); 

hdrp.check..sum := checksum(msgJinearize(msg)); 

/* send message to lower level session * / 

RETURN s.down[Ollpush(msg); 

END; 

PROCEDURE pop(s: Session; down.s : Session; msg : MSG) : STATUS = 

VAR 

hdrp: REF SDP_header; 

BEGIN 

/* get pointer to header in message */ 

hdrp:= msgJop(msg,SDP_header); 

/* check if message is correct size * / 

IF hdrp.length < msgJen(msg) THEN 

msg := msgJruncateright(msg,msgJen(msg)); 

ELSEIF hdrp.length > msgJen(msg) THEN BEGIN 

msgJree(msg); 

RETURN OK; 

END; 

/* verify check sum */ 

IF hdrp.check..sum SDP _checksum(msgJinearize(msg)) THEN BEGIN 

msgJree(msg) ; 

RETURN OK; 

END; 
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r remove header trom message *' 

msg.pop(msg, SOP_header); 

r pass message up to high level protocol *' 

s.upjdemux(s,msg) ; 

END; 

PROCEDURE close(s : Session) : Status = 
BEGIN 

s.rcnt := s.rcnt - 1 ; 

IF s.rcnt = 0 THEN BEGIN 

s.myprotl.active_map.unbind(s.binding); 

s.down[O] .closeO; 

DISPOSE(s) 

END 

RETURN OK; 

END; 

PROCEDURE control.session(s : Session, op : OPERATION; 

but; ADDRESS; len: INTEGER) ; Status = 

BEGIN 

CASE op OF 

MYADDR => 

IF LEN < BYTESIZE(SDP_ADDRESS) THEN 

RETURN ERROR 

ELSEIF s.dir = SERVER THEN 

*CAST(buf, REF SDP _address) := s.dest; 

ELSE 

*CAST(but, REF SDP ..address) := s.source; 

I PEERADDR => 

IF LEN < BYTESIZE(SDP_ADDRESS) THEN 

RETURN ERROR 

ELSEIF s.dir = SERVER THEN 
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*CAST(buf, REF SOP _address) := s.source; 

ELSE 

*CAST(buf, REF SOP_address) := s.dest; 

ELSE RETURN OPCODE_UNDEFINED; 

END; 

RETURN OK; 

END; 

INLINE PROCDURE checksum(bufs : FLAT) : CARDINAL8 = 
BEGIN 

/* cheat: 0 checksum is always valid * / 

RETURN 0; 

END; 

A.2 DSDP 

MODULE USDP; 

/* define USDP address */ 

TYPE USDP -port: CARDINAL 16; 

TYPE USDP _address = Address; 

/* define USDP header */ 

TYPE USDP _header = RECORD 

source: USDP_port; 

dest: USDP -port; 

length: INTEGER16; 

check..sum : CARDINAL 16; 

END; 

/* define key for active map */ 

TYPE ACTIVE..KEY = RECORD 

localport: USDP _port; 
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remoteport: USDP _port; 

down_s: Session; 

END; 

/* define key for passive map */ 

TYPE PASSIVEJ<EY = RECORD 

port: USDP _port; 

down_e: Enable; 

END; 

/* session type * / 

TYPE Direction = [CLlENT,SERVER]; 

/* define USDP protocol object */ 

TYPE USDP -protocol = Protocol OBJECT 

portJist: LIST; /* list of free USDP ports */ 

my-pid : CHAR; /* my IP protocol number */ 

METHODS 

init := protocoUnit; 

openl := open; 

opendeferred := opendeffered; 

openenablel := openenable; 

opendisablel := opendisable; 

demuxj := demux; 

control := controLprotocol; 

END; 

/* define UUSDP session object */ 

TYPE USDP J)ession = Session OBJECT 

source: UUSDP_port; 

dest : USDP -port; 

direction: Direction; 

METHODS 

init := initJ5ession; 
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pushl := push; 

pop:= pop; 

close := close; 

control := controLsession; 

END; 

r define USDP protocol operations */ 

• 

PROCEDURE init,orotocol(self: Protocol; name: REF CHAR; id : PROTOCOLlD) = 

BEGIN 

self.active_map := map_create(8,1 00); 

self.passive_map := map_create(6,1 00); 

self.name := name; 

self.protocoUd := id; 

self .free-porLiist := listcreateO; 

self.ip_num := self.protocoUd; 

END; 

PROCEDURE open(self,hlp : Protocol; p : PART) : Session = 

VAR 

active_key : Active.key; 

s,downJ) : Session; 

source, dest: USDP_port; 

part: PART; 

BEGIN 

r extract addresses from partipant lists * / 

source := p[O].get(USDP_port); 

dest:= p[1].get(USDP -port); 

/* open lower level protocol */ 

p[O].pop(USDP _port); 

p[1 ].pop(USDP _port); 

partinit(3, BYTES IZE(Address)); 

part[0].push(17, CHAR); 
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part[1) := p[O).copy() 

part[2) := p[1].copy() 

down_s := self.down[O]l(self, part); 

IF down_s = NIL THEN RETURN NIL;' 

r look for existing session *1 

active_key.localport:= source; 

active_key.remoteport := dest; 

active_key. host := down_s; 

s:= CAST(self.active_map.resolve(ADR active_key), Session); 

/* allow duplicate opens by same high level protocols */ 

IF s # NIL THEN BEGIN 

down_s.close(); 

IF s.up = hlp id THEN BEGIN 

s.rcnt := s.rcnt + 1 ; 

RETURN s; 

END ELSE RETURN ALREADYDPEN; 

END; 

/* create USDP session */ 

s := NEW(Session); 

s.down[O) := down$; 

s.up:= hlp; 

s.binding := bind(map, ADR active_key, s); 

/* initialize USDP session fields */ 

s.direction := CLIENT; 

s.source := source; 

s.dest := dest; 

RETURN s; 

END; 

PROCEDURE opendeferred(self,hlp : Protocol; down_s : Session; p : PART) : Session = 

VAR 
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active_key: ActiveJ<ey; 

s,down_s: Session; 

source, dest : USDP_port; 

part: PART; 

BEGIN 

r extract addresses from partipant lists ., 

source := p[Oj.get(USDP _port); 

dest:= p[1].get(USDP .port); 

r create USDP session ., 

s := NEW(Session); 

s.down[O] := down-s; 

s.up:= hlp; 

s.binding := bind(map, ADR active_key, s); 

r initialize USDP session fields ., 

s.direction := SERVER; 

s.source := source; 

s.dest := dest; 

RETURN s; 

END; 

PROCEDURE openenable(self,hlp : Protocol; p : PART) : Status = 

VAR 

enable: Enable; 

dest : USDP .port; 

key: PASSIVEJ<EY; 

part,save: PART; 

BEGIN 

r extract address from partipant list ., 

dest:= p[O].get( USDP_port); 

r openenable lower level protocol·' 

p[Oj.pop( USDP _port); 
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part.init(2,BYTESIZE(Adress)) ; 

part[O].push(17,CHAR); 

part[1] := p[O].copy(); 

save := parlcopy(part); 

enable := self.down[O]!openenable(self, part); 

/* look for duplicate open */ 

key.port := dest; 

key.down_e := enable; 

enable:= CAST(self.passive_map.resolve(ADR key), Enable); 

/* allow duplicate opens by same high level protocol */ 

IF enable # NIL THEN 

self.down[O]!opendisable(self, save); 

IF enable.p = hlp THEN BEGIN 

enable.rcnt := enable.rcnt + 1; 

RETURN OK; 

END ELSE 

RETURN ERROR; 

/* add binding to map * / 

enable := NEW(Enable, rcnt:= 1, P := hlp); 

enable.bind := self.passive_map.bind(ADR key, enable); 

RETURN enable; 

END; 

PROCEDURE opendisable(self,hlp: Protocol; p : PART) : Status = 
VAR 

enable: Enable; 

dest : USDP .port; 

key: PASSIVEJ<EY; 

part,save, save2 : PART; 

BEGIN 

/* extract address from partipant list * / 
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dest := p[O).get( USDP_port); 

/* openenable lower level protocol *f 

p[O).pop( USDP _port); 

part.init(2,BYTES IZE(Adress)); 

part[O).push(17,CHAR); 

part[1) := p[O).copy(); 

save := parLcopy(part); 

save2 := parlcopy(part); 

enable := self.down[Ol1openenable(self, part); 

/* look for openenable*f 

key.port := dest; 

key.down_e := enable; 

enable := CAST(self.passive_map.resolve(ADR key), Enable); 

/* openenable only allowed to protocol that performed openenabl • f 

IF enable = NIL THEN RETURN ERROR; 

ELSE BEGIN 

self.down[O]topendisable(self, save); 

IF p = hlp THEN BEGIN 

enable.rcnt := enable.rcnt - 1 ; 

END ELSE BEGIN 

RETURN ERROR; 

END; 

END; 

IF enable.rcnt = 0 THEN BEGIN 

DISPOSE(enable); 

RETURN self.down[O]!opendisable(self, save2); 

END; 

RETURN OK; 

END; 

PROCEDURE demux(self : Protocol; down.s : Session; msg : MSG) 
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: Status = 

VAR 

enable: Enable; 

s: Session; 

p : Protocol; 

hdrp : REF USDP _header; 

active_key: ActiveJ<ey; 

passiveJ<ey : PassiveJ<ey; 

source: USDP _port; 

dest : USDP -port; 

part, down_part: PART; 

BEGIN 

/* extract pointer to header from message*1 

hdrp := msgJop(msg, USDP_header); 

/* look for existing session *1 

active_key.localport := hdrp.dest; 

active_key.remoteport := hdrp.source; 

active_key.down-s := down-s; 

s:= CAST(self.activeJnap.resolve(ADR active_key), Session); 

IF s = NIL THEN BEGIN 

r find passive open *1 

passive_key. port := hdrp.dest; 

passive_key.down_e := down_s.enable; 

enable := CAST(self.passive_map.resolve(ADR passive_key), Enalbe); 

IF enable # NIL THEN 

r open new session *1 

source.port := hdrp.source; 

source.host := activeJ<ey.host; 

dest.port := hdrp.dest; 

self.down[O].control(GETPART, ADR down-part, BYTESIZE(PART)); 
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END; 

part.init(2,BYTESIZE(Address)); 

part[O] := down_part[1].copyO; 

part[1] := down_part[2] .copyO; 

part[O].push(source, USDP _port); 

part[1].push(dest, USDP -port); 

s := self.open_deffered(enable.hlp,down_s,part); 

s.enable := enable; 

IF s # NIL THEN 

/* pass message up to session */ 

RETURN sjpop(down.s,msg); 

ELSE BEGIN 

1* drop message * / 

msgJree( msg); 

RETURN OK; 

END; 

PROCEDURE control.protocol(self : Protocol, op : OPERATION; 

buf : ADDRESS; len: INTEGER) : Status = 

BEGIN 

CASE opOF 

GETPORT=> 

IF LEN < BYTESIZE(USDP -port) THEN RETURN ERROR 

ELSE CAST(buf, REF USDP -port) := selfJree_popJist.getO; 

I RETURNPORT => 

IF LEN < BYTESIZE(USDP -port) THEN RETURN ERROR 

ELSE selfJree-popJist.return(*CAST(buf, REF USDP_port)); 

ELSE RETURN OPCODE_UNDEFINED; 

END; 

RETURN OK; 

END; 
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1* USDP session operations */ 

PROCEDURE push(s: Session; msg: MSG) : STATUS = 

VAR 

hdrp : REF USDP _header; 

BEGIN 

1* make room for header on message */ 

hdrp := msg_push(msg,USDP lleader); 

1* fill in header */ 

hdrp.dest := s.dest; 

hdrp.source := s.source; 

hdrp.length:= msgJen(msg); 

hdrp.check..sum := checksum(msgJinearize(msg)); 

1* send message to lower level session *' 
RETURN s.down[OUpush(msg); 

END; 

PROCEDURE pop(s: Session; down.s : Session; msg : MSG) : STATUS = 

VAR 

hdrp: REF USDP_header; 

BEGIN 

/* get pointer to header in message *' 
hdrp := msgJop(msg,USDP _header); 

1* check if message is correct size */ 

IF hdrp.length < msgJen(msg) THEN 

msg := msgJruncateright(msg,msgJen(msg)); 

ELSEIF hdrp.length > msgJen(msg) THEN BEGIN 

msgJree( msg); 

RETURN OK; 

END; 

1* verify check sum */ 

IF hdrp.check..sum USDP _checksum(msgJinearize(msg)) THEN BEGIN 
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END; 

msgJree( msg); 

RETURN OK; 

/* remove header from message */ 

msg-pop(msg, USDP _header); 

/* pass message up to high level protocol */ 

s.upjdemux(s,msg); 

END; 

PROCEDURE close(s : Session) : Status = 
BEGIN 

s.rcnt := s.rcnt - 1 ; 

IF s.rcnt = 0 THEN BEGIN 

s.myprotl.active_map.unbind(s.binding); 

s.down[O].close() ; 

DISPOSE(s) 

END 

RETURN OK; 

END; 

PROCEDURE control.session(s : Session, op : OPERATION; 

buf: ADDRESS; len: INTEGER) : Status = 

VAR 

part, down_part: PART; 

source, dest: Address; 

BEGIN 

CASE opOF 

MYADDR => 

IF LEN < BYTESIZE(Address) THEN 

RETURN ERROR 

ELSE BEGIN 

s.down[O].control(op,buf,len); 
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IF s.dir = SERVER THEN 

CAST(buf, Address).push(s.dest, USDP -port); 

ELSE 

CAST(buf, Address).push(s.source, USDP_port); 

END 

I PEERADDR => 

IF LEN < BYTESIZE(Address) THEN 

RETURN ERROR 

ELSE BEGIN 

s.down[O].control(op,buf,len); 

IF s.dir = SERVER THEN 

CAST(buf, Address).push(s.sourc, USDP -port); 

ELSE 

CAST(buf, Address).push(s.dest, USDP -port); 

END 

I GETPART => 

IF LEN < BYTESIZE(PART) THEN 

RETURN ERROR 

ELSE BEGIN 

self.down[O].control(GETPART, ADR down.part, BYTESIZE( PART)); 

partinit(2,BYTESIZE(Address)) ; 

part[O] := down_part[1].copyO; 

part[1] := down_part[2].copyO; 

part[O].push(source, USDP _port); 

part[1].push(dest, USDP -port); 

·CAST(buf, ref PART) := part; 

END; 

ELSE RETURN OPCODE_UNDEFINED; 

END; 

RETURN OK; 

o 
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END; 

INLINE PROCDURE checksum(bufs : FLAT) : CARDINAL8 = 
BEGIN 

1* cheat: 0 checksum is always valid */ 

RETURN 0; 

END; 
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